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ABSTRACT

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) is used to solve a wide range of shallow geophysical
problems in a variety of environments and settings. There is a need for flexible and
accurate antenna positioning and, to use polarization information, antenna orientation
sensing. This thesis describes theoretical and experimental research carried out to assess
the possible use of strapdown inertial navigation for real-time antenna position and
orientation estimation along arbitrary three-dimensional acquisition lines. The study was
based on a commercially available low-cost strapdown inertial motion unit (IMU)
consisting of three accelerometers and three gyroscopes, having a unit price of $4000.
The first part of the thesis focuses on the development of strapdown inertial navigation
theory as it applies to the antenna position and orientation problem. This includes the
precise definition of the relevant coordinate frames and the derivation of general
modeling equations describing the output of the accelerometers and the gyroscopes. The
modeling equations contain terms that reflect common systematic errors, such as sensitive
axis misalignments, biases and response factor errors. Based on these equations,
algorithms were developed for the four primary computational tasks pertinent to
strapdown inertial navigation, namely the initial alignment of the system, the integration
of angular velocity into attitude, the acceleration transformation and integration into
velocity and the integration of velocity into position.
The attitude quaternion was chosen as the primary variable to describe the orientation
of the antenna system since, in contrast to the more intuitive yaw, pitch and roll angles, it
behaves well for arbitrary orientations. The updating algorithm for the attitude quaternion
has been designed using the rotation vector concept. By using the rotation vector concept
the attitude updating problem is transformed from being one of solving a system of
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differential equations to being one of solving a simple integral. The algorithm preserves
the normality characteristic of the attitude quaternion and hence no normalization
operation needs to be included.
The second part of the thesis discusses a series of navigation experiments carried out
to evaluate the performance of the commercial IMU under consideration. For this
purpose, a navigation software package was developed which integrates data acquisition,
processing and display. These specific implementations of the derived algorithms neglect
axis misalignments and accelerometer biases. The gyroscope biases are estimated as part
of the initial alignment.
To evaluate the ability to determine orientation, different rotational motions were
applied to the IMU by hand which ended in the same orientation as at start of motion. The
estimated final orientations were compared to the initial orientations obtained from the
initial alignment. The results demonstrate that over periods of 60 s, the accumulation of
orientation error is generally below 1 deg. The positioning performance was tested by
moving the IMU along different known trajectories. Position errors of up to 1.35 m after
only 7.73 s of motion show that the IMU is far from being accurate enough to be used for
the positioning of a GPR antenna system without the aid of external position or velocity
information.
Error equations are derived which show that the accumulation of orientation and
position errors can be attributed to the presence of axis misalignments, accelerometer
biases as well as accelerometer and gyroscope drifts. Position errors accumulate much
faster than orientation errors as a result of the double integration. The error equations and
the experimental results indicate that the size of the errors introduced by these error
sources depends on the nature of the motion. Consequently, it is difficult to judge the
minimum IMU accuracy required to make the positioning work.
Nonetheless, the orientation accuracy obtained with the studied IMU suggests it would
be useful if it were integrated with an odometer wheel. This would extend the
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applicability of the odometer wheel to environments with topography or where changing
of the profile direction due to obstacles is necessary. The general approach in the
development of the theory and the navigation algorithms allows their direct application to
other short distance inertial navigation problems, e.g. mobile robot guidance, as well as to
other strapdown IMUs.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Position and Orientation Problem

The extensive research in ground penetrating radar (GPR) technology over the last
decade together with the advent of affordable high speed computing capabilities have led
to the development of many new data processing, visualization and interpretation
techniques and concepts (GPR’98). However, many of these developments have
demonstrated a need for the supplementation of the radar system with innovative antenna
positioning and orientation sensing equipment. For example, 3D GPR surveys require a
way of precisely positioning the antenna which allows fast data acquisition. The studying
of polarization phenomena requires exact knowledge of antenna orientation. Real-time
data processing and interpretation obviously needs a means of determining antenna
position and orientation in real-time. Current interest in the installation of GPR systems
in earth movement equipment, e.g. excavators and tunneling machines, establishes a
demand for a way to obtain position and orientation information along arbitrary
acquisition lines. In addition, the wide range of applications of GPR, such as locating lost
utilities, environmental site characterization, concrete inspection, tunnel detection, etc.,
requires that the position and orientation sensing equipment be versatile and work in
many different environments.
To date, the conventional approach in GPR surveys is to take data along lines that,
apart from variations in topography, are straight. In the absence of topography, position
control is commonly achieved through an odometer wheel that triggers the system at a
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preset sampling distance, e.g. 2cm. In environments where the surface causes odometer
wheel slippage, string odometers are commonly used instead. Both distance-triggering
methods enable fast data acquisition with real-time positioning. However, apart from the
fact that they only provide accurate position in the absence of topography, they are not
suitable in environments where obstacles, such as trees, curbs or traffic signs, make it
difficult to “stay on the line”. It should be noted that the use of the string odometer also
hinders other activity in the surveying area.
In cases where distance-triggering is not practicable, usually a line or grid of closely
spaced measuring points is laid out and the coordinates of each point are determined with
a theodolite. The antenna system is then moved from point to point and triggered
manually. This mode of operation is also often referred to as step mode. It yields spatially
very precise data, but on the other hand is extremely time-consuming, especially for large
3D surveys, and hence often not feasible from an economic point of view.
A customary approach to overcome this problem is to survey only a few reference
points along the acquisition line with a theodolite and record data continuously, that is
with a fixed scanning rate, while pulling the antenna system along the line. By pressing a
marker button each time a reference point is being passed, the traces corresponding to the
reference points are tagged. Positions are then assigned to the traces recorded between the
reference points by interpolation, e.g. using cubic splines. This process is commonly
called “rubber sheeting” (Bochicchio, 1988). This approach obviously speeds up the data
acquisition process compared to the step mode operation, however its trade-off is that the
precision of the positioning is smaller. To obtain positions with centimeter accuracy as
required for high frequency antenna applications ( ≥ 900 MHz) with small target size and
high desired resolution, again closely spaced reference points are necessary. In cases
where topography does not vary smoothly or the antenna is not pulled at a nearly constant
speed, the positions obtained by “rubber sheeting” will be very erroneous and as a result
the acquired data is difficult to work with.
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It becomes apparent that none of these four conventional positioning procedures meets
all of the requirements set forth at the beginning of this section and that antenna
positioning can actually be quite a difficult task. Furthermore, no explicit antenna system
orientation information is provided. Therefore it is necessary and customary to maintain
the antenna system, consisting of a receiving and transmitting antenna, at a fixed
orientation relative to the acquisition line in order to avoid any orientation ambiguity.
Few people have addressed this position and orientation problem. Lehmann and Green
(1999) proposed and successfully tested the use of a self-tracking laser theodolite that
automatically tracks a target prism mounted on the antenna system. They achieved fast
data acquisition with real-time positioning of the antenna system (horizontal coordinates
and elevation) with accuracies of ± 4 cm to ± 7 cm, depending on the speed of motion.
Other endeavors have been towards the use of real-time kinematic GPS (Global
Positioning System), which also provides real-time positions with centimeter accuracy.
For example, Geophysical Survey Systems Inc. (GSSI) recently developed a GPR system,
called PathFinder, designed specifically for the purpose of locating buried utilities, that
utilizes real-time kinematic GPS.
However both techniques are again limited in their applicability. GPS can only be used
outdoors and even then problems can arise due to insufficient numbers of visible satellites
and multipathing, e.g. in a street canyon. In other words, GPS only works for large open
outdoor sites. GSSI addressed this problem by giving the option to use the PathFinder in
conjunction with a laser beacon positioning system. Still, laser beacons as well as selftracking laser theodolites can only be used in areas with no obstacles, and as a result their
usability is limited in many urban, indoor, construction and mining environments. In
addition, these techniques are pure positioning techniques. They provide no information
about the antenna system’s orientation.
This thesis is the outcome of research that I have carried out to assess the viability of
supplementing the GPR system with a low-cost strapdown inertial navigation system.
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Strapdown inertial navigation is potentially able to provide antenna system position as
well as orientation in real-time along arbitrary acquisition lines and allows fast data
acquisition. Since strapdown inertial navigation is completely self-contained, that is it
does not rely on other devices such as beacons or satellites, it can be used in virtually any
environment including indoors.
The study presented is based on a commercially available low-cost strapdown inertial
measurement unit, the DMU-VG from Crossbow Technology Inc., which will be
described in section 1.3. Considerable emphasis is given to the step by step development
of strapdown inertial navigation theory as it applies to the problem of determining the
position and orientation of a GPR antenna system. The aim is to provide a foundation for
further developments in this field, such as developing more sophisticated navigation
algorithms as those presented and tested here. Furthermore a thorough understanding of
the underlying theory is essential for understanding some of the practical issues. The
development of the theory is complemented by the discussion of a series of navigation
experiments carried out to determine the performance of the DMU-VG in determining
position and orientation.
The content of this thesis is structured as follows. In the remainder of this chapter the
basic principles of inertial navigation are described and, as mentioned in the previous
paragraph, the DMU-VG inertial measurement unit will be introduced. Chapter 2
introduces the notational conventions used throughout the thesis. Chapter 3 defines the
coordinate frames that are used for developing the navigation theory and describes the
associated coordinate frame transformations. Moreover, different parameters for
describing the orientation of the antenna system will be introduced and discussed.
Chapter 4 takes a look at the output of the DMU-VG. How this output can be used to
repeatedly update the position and orientation of the antenna system is described in
chapter 5. Chapter 6 gives a description of the navigation experiments followed by a
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detailed error analysis. The conclusions that can be drawn from this research are stated in
chapter 7.
As a supplement, a semester paper I wrote for a GPR class taught at the Colorado
School of Mines in 1997 has been included in appendix E. It describes a 3D modeling
program which I designed to model GPR data of pipelines along arbitrary acquisition
lines. The program was developed as a tool to illustrate the effect of acquisition line
geometry and pipeline orientation or, equivalently, antenna orientation on the data. The
data examples presented in the paper demonstrate the potential gain of information from
taking data along arbitrary acquisition lines and the importance of knowing antenna
orientation. These results have stimulated the navigation research presented in this thesis.

1.2 A Short Introduction to Inertial Navigation

In the following, the concepts of inertial navigation are introduced. It should be noted
that the concepts are presented in a very simplified manner. The aim is to provide a
general understanding of inertial navigation technology before “diving” into the
discussion of theoretical details and practical issues pertaining to strapdown inertial
navigation in the upcoming chapters. A basic introduction to inertial navigation can also
be found in Lawrence (1998, chapter 1).
The idea on which inertial navigation is based is essentially that of dead reckoning,
where continuous information of speed and direction of motion of an object is used to
update its position. To keep track of the objects motion, inertial navigation systems use a
cluster of three accelerometers and three gyroscopes attached to the object. The
accelerometer-gyro cluster is commonly referred to as inertial measurement unit (IMU).
The accelerometers sense the object’s acceleration which when integrated once yields
velocity, and integrating velocity yields distance traveled. The gyroscopes measure
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rotational velocity thereby providing the necessary information for knowing where the
accelerations are directed.
There are two basic types of inertial navigation systems: stabilized platform systems
and the already mentioned strapdown systems. Stabilized platform systems use IMUs
where the accelerometers and gyroscopes are mounted on a gimbaled platform. The
gimbals are driven to maintain the platform aligned to a set of reference axes, such as the
“North, East and Down” set, no matter how the object is moving. This mechanization
assures that the accelerometers measure directly in the reference frame. What set of
reference axes is used depends on the application. The gimbals are driven based on the
expected rotation of the reference frame and the gyroscope outputs, which indicate the
actual rotation of the platform. Figure 1.1 illustrates the mechanization of the stabilized
platform system.

Figure 1.1: Stabilized platform mechanization
(modified from Lawrence, 1998)
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Strapdown systems use IMUs that have no gimbals. The accelerometers and
gyroscopes are rigidly attached to

the object’s structure, as shown in figure 1.2.

Consequently their sensitive axes rotate with the object. Unlike the stabilized platform
system, the accelerometers sense the object’s acceleration along the axes of the object. As
the object moves, the gyroscopes measure the rotational velocity of the object which is
used to continuously update its orientation. This orientation information is used to
transform the sensed acceleration into the reference frame.
It should be noted that apart from the object’s acceleration the accelerometers also
sense gravity. Therefore it is necessary to correct the sensed acceleration for gravity. In
addition, it is common to correct the outputs of the inertial sensors (accelerometers and
gyroscopes) for systematic errors, such as biases (defined in chapter 4).

Figure 1.2: Strapdown mechanization
(modified from Lawrence, 1998)
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Before the start of motion the initial state of the system must be determined or
established. This involves determining the object’s initial orientation for strapdown
systems or, equivalently, aligning the platform to the reference axes for stabilized
platform systems. Generally this is referred to as initial alignment. Furthermore the initial
position needs to be determined, if not known.
Early inertial navigation systems were solely of the stabilized platform type.
Strapdown technology did not prosper before the mid 70’s, due to computer limitations
and the fact that gyroscopes were not able to provide the necessary accuracy and dynamic
range. Since then strapdown systems have become more and more popular. The absence
of the complex mechanical gimbal structure reduces IMU size, weight and cost.
So far inertial navigation technology has been primarily used for the navigation and
guidance of aircraft, spacecraft, missiles, ships and submarines. However, current
advances in the technology of micro-machined electromechanical structures have resulted
in new generations of accelerometers and gyroscopes that are small, rugged and can be
mass-produced. As a result low-cost, small, sturdy strapdown IMUs (< $ 20,000) have
emerged on the commercial market, such as the DMU-VG which, as previously
mentioned, will be described in the following section. These developments have
stimulated research in the application of strapdown inertial navigation in a variety of
“non-traditional” fields, such as robotics (Lobo et al, 1995; Barshan and Durrant-Whyte,
1993) and automotive navigation (Randle and Horton, 1998). Needless to say that the
affordability of inertial technology has also contributed greatly to the motivation of the
work presented in this thesis.
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1.3 The DMU-VG Inertial Measurement Unit

The DMU-VG, available in single quantities for $4,000 as of March 1998, is a
strapdown inertial measurement unit consisting of three accelerometers, three gyroscopes,
a thermistor, signal conditioning circuitry, an analog to digital converter, a microcontroller and electrically erasable programmable memory (EEPROM). The sensors and
electronics are contained in a small aluminum housing of dimensions 3 " × 3375
. " × 3.25 "
( 7.62 cm × 8.57 cm × 8.26 cm ). The DMU-VG weighs only 475 grams. It is shown in
figure 1.3.
The inertial sensors are arranged as to measure acceleration along three orthogonal
axes as well as rotation rate about each of these axes. All six inertial sensors are micromachined devices. The three gyroscopes consist of vibrating ceramic transducer plates
which measure the Coriolis acceleration generated by rotation around the gyroscope’s
sensitive axis. The measured Coriolis acceleration is proportional to the corresponding
rotation rate. The three accelerometers are silicon devices that use differential capacitance
to sense acceleration. The gyroscopes have a full scale range of -50 deg/s to +50 deg/s
and the accelerometers have a full scale range of -2 g to +2 g , g being the value of
gravity.*
Analog and digital inertial sensor outputs are available. In this study, only the digital
data output was used. In this case, data are transferred over an RS-232 link at 38400 baud
directly into the host personal computer; a Pentium Pro 233 MHz laptop computer was
used throughout this research. Digital data may be requested by serial command or
*

Using gravity to describe the full scale range of an accelerometer is the convention in
the inertial sensor industry. It is undeniable that this is a rather odd convention since
gravity is no physical constant. The reason for this choice is that accelerometers are
calibrated using gravity as the test acceleration. Crossbow Technology Inc. declares
gravity to be 9.81 m / s 2 at their calibration site (W. Stockwell, technical support
engineer, personal communication, November 6 1998).
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transferred continuously. The DMU-VG does onboard processing of the digitized data of
the inertial sensors before it is output in order to correct for known deterministic errors.
The correction information for each sensor is stored in the EEPROM.
In addition to accelerations and rotation rates, the DMU-VG outputs tilt, as described
by the pitch and roll angles, and temperature. The pitch and roll angles will be defined in
section 3.7.3.
An unsigned short integer time tag (0 - 65535) is included in each data packet. The
time tag is simply the value of a free running counter at the time the channels of the
analog to digital converter are sampled. A single counter tick corresponds to 0.79
microseconds. This timing information is essential for the integrations carried out as part
of the navigation computations described in chapter 5.
More information on the DMU-VG is listed in table 1.1. The output of the DMU-VG
will be discussed in detail in chapter 4.

Figure 1.3: The DMU-VG Inertial Measurement Unit from Crossbow Technology Inc.
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Table 1.1: DMU-VG Specifications (Crossbow Technology Inc., 1997)
Inertial Sensors

Accelerometers

Gyroscopes

Full Scale Ranges

-2 g to +2g
(-19.62 m/ s 2 to +19.62 m/ s 2 )

-50 deg/s to +50 deg/s

Nominal Zero Input Voltage

2.5 V

2.5 V
2

Nominal Voltage Response Factor

1 V/g (1V/9.81 m/ s )

1V/25 deg/s

Voltage Response Factor Error

<1%

<1%

Linearity

0.2 % of Full Scale

0.5 % of Full Scale

Bias Stability (25o C)

± 0.005 g ( ± 0.049 m/ s 2 )

± 1 deg/s

Bias Stability
(over whole operating temperature)

± 0.070 g ( ± 0.687 m/ s 2 )

± 9 deg/s

Axis Misalignment (to enclosure)

< 1 deg

< 1 deg

Bandwidth

0-100 Hz

0-10 Hz

Digitization Resolution

1.22 mV

1.22 mV

Pitch and Roll Angle Output
Accuracy

1 deg (RMS)

Typical Repeatability

0.5 deg

Auxiliary
Input Supply Voltage

+5.5-24 VDC (internal voltage regulator)

Input Supply Current

0.1 A (max)

Package

aluminium housing ( 3" × 3375
. " × 3.25 " )

weight

475 grams

operating temperature

-40 to +85o C

A/D converter

12 bit; 5V sampling range
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Chapter 2
NOTATION AND SYMBOLS

A notation should lend itself to presenting, exploring and solving with clarity and
conciseness the problem for which it was chosen. A well chosen notation is essential for
inertial navigation because of the multitude of variables, coordinate frames and
operations involved. Furthermore, the nomenclature needs to distinguish between the true
value and the assumed or estimated value of some quantity as discussed in section 2.4.
The importance of notation in inertial navigation suggests the use of a generally
accepted, standardized nomenclature. Unfortunately, to my knowledge, no such
standardization exists, and in the inertial navigation literature one comes across a lot of
notational variations. The notational convention used in this thesis is mainly based on that
of the classic text by Britting (1971). The notation used for quaternion algebra has mostly
been adopted from the paper by Chou (1992). I have made some additions and changes to
the notation used in these two texts that I have found to be useful in the course of this
research.
In the following sections, a description of the notation used throughout this thesis will
be given and demonstrated by examples. Some of the notational features might not
become clear until they are used in later chapters.
A complete listing of all symbols used and their meanings is given in table 2.1. The
table is divided into two parts: coordinate frames and variables. For each symbol
reference is made to the section where it is defined.
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2.1 Vectors and Scalars

Vector and scalar quantities are designated by lower case characters. Vectors are
distinguished from scalars by boldface type. A superscript indicates the coordinate frame
relative to which the vector is considered. Note that a superscripted vector should be
thought of as a column matrix, whose elements are the vector’s components in the
specified coordinate frame.

Example:

g x 
 c
g = g yc  = gravity vector in cube frame coordinates
g 
 zc 
c

(2.1)

The exact definition of the gravity vector will be given in section 4.1. The cube frame (c
frame) is introduced in section 3.6. As illustrated in the example, the frame denoting
superscript is omitted in the representation of the components of a vector; instead a
subscript specifies the corresponding frame and axis, i.e. g xc is the component of gravity
along the x axis of the cube frame and so forth.
Subscripts are also used to denote necessary defining information. For instance, in the
case of relative angular velocity of two frames, the two frames and the rotational
perspective are specified by the subscript.

Example:

w 
 lcxc 
w clc = w lc y  = angular velocity of the cube frame
w c 
 lczc  relative to the local level frame

in cube frame coordinates

The local level frame (l frame) will be introduced in section 3.3.

(2.2)
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Output, bias and noise vectors, which will be defined in chapter 4, are written without
the coordinate system denoting superscript if they are considered in their corresponding
measurement frame (accelerometer or gyroscope frame). Actually this will always be the
case except for the equivalent accelerometer and gyroscope bias vectors both of which
will be considered in their corresponding measurement frame as well as in the cube
frame. Then the superscript becomes necessary to avoid misinterpretation.

Examples:

o 
 a xa 
o a = o a y  = accelerometer output ,
o a 
 a za 

(2.3)

b a ,equ

b

 a ,equxa 
= b a ,equy  = equivalent accelerometer bias vector
a
b

 a ,equza 

(2.4)

b ca ,equ

b

 a ,equxc 
= b a ,equy  = equivalent accelerometer bias vector
c
b

 a ,equzc  transformed into the cube frame.

(2.5)

and

The accelerometer and gyroscope frames will be defined in section 3.4 and section 3.5.
The magnitude of a vector is indicated by the vector symbol in regular type. For
instance g stands for the magnitude of the gravity vector g.
Greek letters designate angles with the exception of w , which always stands for
angular velocity.
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2.2 Matrices

Matrix algebra proves itself to be very useful for describing inertial navigation theory.
In this thesis, matrices are represented by boldface letters. Matrices are used to perform a
variety of operations, mainly coordinate frame transformations.
A vector that is represented relative to a particular coordinate frame is transformed to
another frame by simply multiplying it with the corresponding coordinate frame
transformation matrix. Coordinate frame transformation matrices are designated by the
letter C. A subscript indicates the frame from which and a superscript indicates the frame
to which the matrix transforms.

Example:

f l = C lc f c

(2.6)

In this example, the specific force vector, f, is transformed from the cube frame to the
local level frame. The specific force vector will be defined in section 4.1. It should be
noted that the subscript of the transformation matrix cancels with the superscript of the
vector being transformed. If both frames are orthogonal, then the transformation matrix is
a direction cosine matrix and its inverse is equal to its transpose (appendix B). The
transpose of a matrix is signified by the superscript T. If the transformation involves a
non-orthogonal frame, e.g. the accelerometer frame, the transformation matrix is nonorthogonal and consequently its inverse is not given by its transpose.
Apart from coordinate frame transformations, matrices can be used to perform
operations that may generally be considered as scaling. This is the case for the
accelerometer response matrix, S a , and the gyroscope response matrix, S g , which will be
introduced in chapter 4 for the purpose of describing the output of the accelerometers and
gyroscopes. They are diagonal matrices that reflect the linear response of the
accelerometer triad and the gyroscope triad.
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A useful notational feature pertaining to matrices is the skew-symmetric form of a
vector. The skew-symmetric form of a vector is denoted by a tilde over the vector symbol.

Example:

 0
~ c =  w
w
lc z
lc
− w c
lc yc


− w lc z

0
w lcx

c

c

w lc y 
c 
− w lc x  = skew - symmetric form of w clc
c
0 


(2.7)

The skew-symmetric form provides a way to express the cross product of two arbitrary
vectors a and b in terms of ordinary matrix multiplication:
~
a × b = ab

(2.8)

The purpose of introducing the skew-symmetric form is essentially to avoid mixing or
switching between different types of multiplication, that is matrix multiplication and
vector cross product, in a single equation.

2.3 Quaternions

The relative orientation of two orthogonal coordinate systems can be described in a
variety of ways, which are summarized in appendix B. In inertial navigation, it is
common to use attitude quaternions for this purpose. Often attitude quaternions are also
referred to as Euler parameters (Chou, 1992).
This section describes the notation used in this thesis for quaternions and quaternion
algebra. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with quaternions. An introduction to
quaternions and quaternion algebra is given in appendix A. Appendix B provides a brief
explanation of the attitude quaternion and describes how it can be used to perform
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orthogonal coordinate frame transformations. An in-depth exposition of quaternions and
the quaternion rotation operator is given by Kuipers (1998).
Quaternions are designated by boldface capital letters. The four components of a
quaternion as well as its vector part are denoted by the same letter as the quaternion itself
only as lower case. The vector part, just like all other vectors, is printed in bold and the
quaternion components have subscripts 0 through 3 respectively.

Example:

q lc0 
q 
lc1 
=
Q lc = 
q lc2 


q lc3 

q lc0 
 q  = attitude quaternion describing the
 lc 

(2.9)

orientation of the cube frame relative

to the local level frame

The attitude quaternion Q lc will be introduced in section 3.7.3.
For any vector an equivalent so-called vector quaternion can be defined, having a
vector part equal to the corresponding vector and a zero scalar part. The equivalent vector
quaternion is denoted by the same letter as the vector only capitalized.

Example:

 0 
Wlcc =  c  = equivalent vector quaternion of w clc
w lc 

(2.10)

Quaternion multiplication is designated by ⊗. Just like the vector cross product has its
analogy in terms of matrix multiplication, so does the quaternion product. As shown in
appendix A, the quaternion product of two arbitrary quaternions A and B can be
expressed as
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+

−

A⊗B = AB = BA

(2.11)

a 0
A=
a

− aT 

a
a 0I + ~

(2.12)

−
b 0
B=
b

− bT 
~ ,
b 0I − b

(2.13)

where
+

and

I being the 3 by 3 identity matrix. The notation for these two matrices was first
introduced by Wehage (1984).
The inverse of a quaternion Q is denoted by Q ∗ .

2.4 Assumed or Estimated Values versus True Values

Inertial Navigation aims at finding an estimate of the true state of a body, as described
by its acceleration, its translational and angular velocities, its orientation and its position.
The true state should be understood as the state that corresponds with reality. How well
the estimated state actually represents the true state is controlled by many factors. A very
important controlling factor is what response factors, biases, and misalignment angles are
assumed for the inertial sensors in the navigation computations. Response factors and
biases will be defined in sections 4.1 and 4.2, and misalignment angles are defined in
section 3.7.4. Other factors include the time sampling rate, the timing accuracy, the
resolution and random errors of the motion measurements, and the extent of mathematical
and physical approximations on which the navigation algorithms are based.
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In developing inertial navigation theory, it is important to distinguish between the
estimated or assumed value of some quantity and its corresponding true value, especially
for error analysis. The word “assumed” applies to quantities that are used for interpreting
the output of the inertial sensors, such as the above mentioned response factors or biases.
These are either provided by some calibration procedure or simply presupposed. The
word “estimated” applies to quantities that are computed in the course of the navigation
calculations. For instance, one must differentiate between the assumed accelerometer
response matrix and the true accelerometer response matrix. Furthermore, the specific
forces estimated based on the assumed accelerometer response matrix need to be
distinguished from the true specific forces. The distinction is achieved by signifying
assumed and estimated values by a hat over the symbol.

Examples:

S$ a = assumed accelerometer response matrix

(2.14)

and
f$x 
 c
$f c = f$  = estimate of the specific force f c
yc
 f$ 
 zc 

(2.15)

Errors are defined as the differences between the true values and the assumed or
estimated values (Friedland, 1978). They are designated by a preceding d .

Example:

$ clc = error in the estimated angular velocity w
$ clc
dw clc = w clc − w

(2.16)
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Table 2.1 List of Symbols

coordinate frames
symbol

coordinate frame to which it refers

section

a

accelerometer frame

3.4

c

cube frame

3.6

e

earth frame

3.2

g

gyroscope frame

3.5

i

earth-centered inertial frame

3.1

l

local level frame

3.3

variables
symbol

meaning

units

section

[m]

5.4

[m/ s 2 ]

4.1

[short integer]

4.1

[m/ s 2 ]

4.1

[short integer]

4.2

a

position of the antenna system:
vector from the origin of the local
level frame to the measuring point
of the antenna

a SF

specific force vector

ba

accelerometer bias vector

b a,equ

equivalent accelerometer bias vector

bg

gyroscope bias vector

b g,equ

equivalent gyroscope bias vector

[rad/s]

4.2

C FF12

coordinate frame transformation matrix

none

2.2

[m]

5.4

relating the subscript frame F2 to the
superscript frame F1
d

vector from the origin of the cube
frame to the measuring point of the
antenna
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Table 2.1 List of Symbols (cont’d)

variables
symbol

meaning

units

section

[m/ s 2 ]

6.3

e

equivalent error acceleration

ea

accelerometer noise vector

[short integer]

4.1

eg

gyroscope noise vector

[short integer]

4.2

f

approximation to the specific force
vector

[m/ s 2 ]

4.1

g

gravity vector at the origin of the
cube frame

[m/ s 2 ]

4.1

G

gravitational acceleration at the origin
of the cube frame due to the earth

[m/ s 2 ]

4.1

I

3 by 3 identity matrix

none

2.3

l

vector from the earth’s center of
mass to the origin of the local
level frame

[m]

4.1

oa

accelerometer vector output

[short integer]

4.1

og

gyroscope vector output

[short integer]

4.2

Q lc

attitude quaternion describing the
orientation of the cube frame relative
to the local level frame

none

3.7.3

components of Q lc

none

3.7.3

unit quaternion corresponding to the
rotation of the cube frame relative to
the local level frame during the nth
update interval

none

5.2

q lc0 , q lc1
q lc2 , q lc3
DQ n
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Table 2.1 List of Symbols (cont’d)

variables
symbol

meaning

units

section

r

vector from the earth’s center of
mass to the origin of the cube frame

[m]

4.1

s

vector from the origin of the local
level frame to that of the cube frame

[m]

4.1

Sa

accelerometer response matrix

[short integer/(m/ s 2 )]

4.1

accelerometer response factors

[short integer/(m/ s 2 )]

4.1

gyroscope response matrix

[short integer/(rad/s)]

4.2

gyroscope response factors

[short integer/(rad/s)]

4.2

s ax , s ay , s az
Sg
s gx , s gy , s gz
t

time since start of motion

[s]

3.7.1

t n −1

time at the beginning of the nth
update interval

[s]

5.2

tn

time at the end of the nth
update interval

[s]

5.2

[rad]

3.7.4

[rad]

5.2

[rad]

3.7.4

a yz , a zx , a zy accelerometer misalignment angles
bn

rotation vector specifying the rotation
of the cube frame relative to the local
level frame during the nth update
interval

g xy , g xz , g yz gyroscope misalignment angles
g yx , g zx , g zy
q

pitch angle

[rad]

3.7.3

f

roll angle

[rad]

3.7.3

y

yaw angle

[rad]

3.7.3
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Table 2.1 List of Symbols (cont’d)

variables
symbol
w F1F2

meaning
angular velocity of frame F2

units

section

[rad/s]

2.1

relative to frame F1
^

()

estimated or assumed value of quantity

quantity dependent

2.4

d( )

error in quantity

quantity dependent

2.4

skew-symmetric form of vector
quantity

quantity dependent

2.2

first time derivative of quantity

quantity dependent

4.1

second time derivative of quantity

quantity dependent

4.1

~
()
.

()
..

()

Note: “( )” designates a general quantity to which the notation as been applied
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Chapter 3
COORDINATE SYSTEMS AND TRANSFORMATIONS

The development of inertial navigation theory requires the precise definition of a
number of coordinate systems.
Generally speaking, a coordinate system, whether orthogonal or not, can be visualized
as a set of three axes passing through a common point, the origin of the system. Each axis
can be associated with a unit vector starting at the origin and pointing into the same
direction as the axis. A vector’s components in a particular coordinate system are given
by the projections of the vector onto these unit vectors. Each of these projections is equal
to the dot product of the vector and the corresponding unit vector.
It is important to understand the difference between vector components and vector
coordinates. The coordinates of a vector relative to a particular coordinate system are
defined as the coefficients for linearly combining the unit vectors associated with the
coordinate system such that the combination is equal to the vector. If the coordinate
system is orthogonal, the coordinates of the vector are equal to its components. However,
this is not the case if the coordinate system is non-orthogonal, such as the accelerometer
frame and the gyroscope frame which are defined in sections 3.4 and 3.5. In inertial
navigation, solely vector components are considered. This should be kept in mind
whenever it is referred to in either the accelerometer frame or the gyroscope frame.
In this chapter, first the coordinate frames will be defined that I use for developing the
navigation theory. Then a discussion of the relationships between the various coordinate
frames follows.
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The set of frames considered is specific to the problem of finding the position and
orientation of a GPR antenna system. This can be viewed as a “short distance” terrestrial
inertial navigation problem compared to the more commonly studied “long distance”
terrestrial problems, such as aircraft, marine and missile navigation. Therefore the set of
frames differs from that usually described in the literature, e.g. in Britting (1971) and in
Chatfield (1997). Another difference having to do with the “short distance” nature of the
antenna problem, is that I will assume that the gravity is constant along the trajectory. For
“long distance” terrestrial inertial navigation an earth gravity model is used to describe
the variation of gravity along the trajectory (Chatfield, 1997).

3.1 Earth-Centered Inertial Frame (i frame; x i , y i and z i axes)

From a theoretical point of view, inertial space serves as the reference for the
measurements of accelerometers and gyroscopes: an accelerometer measures the
difference between the inertially referenced acceleration and the total gravitational
acceleration acting along its sensitive axis; similarly, a gyroscope measures inertially
referenced angular velocity along its sensitive axis. Inertial space may be defined through
a coordinate frame that, relative to the “fixed” stars, is undergoing no translational
acceleration and is non-rotating.
Britting (1971, p. 30-33) shows that for practical purposes, a frame having its origin at
the earth’s center of mass and that is non-rotating relative to the “fixed” stars can be
considered to be an inertial frame for acceleration measurements made in the vicinity of
the earth. In this proof, he also shows that the only gravitational acceleration that needs to
be considered is that of the earth, the gravitational accelerations due to the other bodies
being accounted for by the motion of the earth’s center of mass. He assumed that the
accelerometer resolution does not extend down to 10 −7 G, G being the magnitude of the
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gravitational acceleration at the sensor location due to the earth. This is the case for the
DMU-VG as it is for most practical navigational instruments. Since this earth-centered
inertial frame is non-rotating relative to the “fixed” stars, it obviously is also an inertial
frame for angular velocity measurements.
The orientation of the coordinate axes is arbitrary. They may be chosen as follows: the
z i axis runs from south to north along the earth’s rotation axis (with respect to the

“fixed” stars); the x i axis lies in the celestial equatorial plane and coincides with the x e
axis of the earth frame (section 3.2) at the start of antenna motion; the y i axis lies in the
celestial equatorial plane, 90 0 east of the x i axis. The celestial equatorial plane is the
plane normal to the earth’s rotation axis. Defined as such, the earth-centered inertial
frame is a right-handed, orthogonal coordinate system. It is depicted in figure 3.1 (section
3.3).
Although the earth-centered inertial coordinate frame might seem far-fetched in the
context of a GPR survey, it is a good starting point for developing the theory underlying
inertial navigation and understanding the outputs of the accelerometers and gyroscopes.

3.2 Earth Frame (e frame; x e , y e and z e axes)

The earth frame is a right-handed, orthogonal coordinate system whose origin is at the
earth’s center of mass and has axes fixed to the earth. The z e axis runs from south to
north along the earth’s rotational axis (again with respect to the “fixed” stars), the x e axis
lies in the celestial meridian plane corresponding to the origin of the local level frame
(section 3.3), and the y e axis completes the set. The celestial meridian plane
corresponding to the origin of the local level frame is the plane spanned by the earth’s
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rotational axis and the vertical at the origin of the local level frame. The vertical is
defined by the direction of the gravity vector g, which is defined in section 4.1.
As mentioned in the previous section, the axes of the earth frame coincide with those
of the earth-centered inertial frame at the start of antenna motion. After motion begins,
the z e axis continues to be coincident with the z i axis, whereas the x e and y e axes
rotate with the earth. The earth frame is illustrated in figure 3.1 (section 3.3).

3.3 Local Level Frame (l frame; x l , y l and z l axes)

A local coordinate system needs to be defined which is used as a reference for the
position and orientation of the antenna system and describes the space associated with the
GPR survey area in a way that is suitable for the interpretation of radar data. To this end, I
define the local level frame.
It is a right-handed, orthogonal coordinate system whose origin is located at some
suitable reference point in the GPR survey area, e.g. the starting point of an acquisition
line. The z l axis points in the direction of the local gravity vector g, defined in section
4.1, and the x l axis and y l axis lie in the local horizontal plane, which is defined as the
plane perpendicular to g. Specifying a particular direction for the x l axis defines the y l
axis.
There are different ways to define the x l axis. For example, it can be defined as
running parallel to the projection of some reference line onto the horizontal plane. A
reference line should be thought of as a line connecting two reference points in the survey
area. Alternatively, the x l axis can be defined as being directed towards magnetic north.
As will be discussed in section 5.1, it is also possible to define the x l axis by
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presupposing a specific initial azimuthal orientation of the antenna system. Obviously,
using a reference line seems most appropriate for a GPR survey.
The local level frame is shown in figure 3.1 and figure 3.2 (section 3.6).

celestial north pole

w ie

celestial meridian

zi , ze

celestial equator

zenith

xl
zl

xi
w ie t

yl

xe

ye
yi

celestial south pole

Fig. 3.1: The earth-centered inertial, earth and local level frames
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3.4 Accelerometer Frame (a frame; x a , y a and z a axes)

The origin of the accelerometer frame refers to the point whose motion is measured by
the DMU-VG. This raises a very important question, namely what point’s motion is
actually sensed.
It turns out, that this question is of no relevance to the gyroscopes. This can be
explained by recognizing the fact that the angular velocities of all points of a rigid body in
arbitrary motion are the same (Landau and Lifschitz, 1990, p. 117-119). The antenna
system to which the DMU-VG is attached can be thought of as a rigid body. Therefore,
not knowing the position of the gyroscopes in the sensor housing is of no concern. All
three of them measure the “one and only” angular velocity of the antenna system, only
different components thereof as determined by the directions of their sensitive axes.
Unfortunately acceleration does not have such an absolute character. The acceleration
of a rigid body in motion generally varies from point to point, except if the body is
undergoing pure translation (no rotation). As a consequence, given an arbitrary motion of
the antenna system, the output of the accelerometers generally does not only depend on
the directions of their sensitive axes but also on their positions in the sensor housing. This
is of course not true for the unit at rest; in this case only the directions of the sensitive
axes matter.
Therefore, it would be ideal to have three accelerometers which measure at the same
point. Obviously this cannot be realized due to the finite dimensions of the
accelerometers.* The DMU-VG’s accelerometers are all placed on a small circuit board.
Since determining the exact location of each accelerometer is not trivial, I will assume

*

This problem does not exist when using a true 3-axis accelerometer consisting of an
inertial mass that can move in all three dimensions, thereby giving information about all
three acceleration components; e.g. the C3A-02 accelerometer manufactured by British
Aerospace.
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that all three accelerometers measure at the center of the board. Coming back to the
accelerometer frame, it is at the center of the accelerometer board that the accelerometer
frame has its origin.
The axes of the accelerometer frame are defined by the directions of the three
accelerometer input axes. In building the DMU-VG an attempt is made to arrange the
accelerometers so that their input axes are mutually orthogonal. Of course, perfect
physical alignment can never be achieved. Therefore, the accelerometer frame is nonorthogonal.

3.5 Gyroscope Frame (g frame; x g , y g and z g axes)

The origin of the gyroscope frame coincides with that of the accelerometer frame.
Similar to the accelerometer frame, the gyroscope frame’s axes are defined by the
sensitive axes of the three gyroscopes. The non-orthogonality argument made for the
accelerometer frame also applies to the gyroscope frame.

3.6 Cube Frame (c frame; x c , y c and z c axes)

The cube frame is a right-handed, orthogonal coordinate system that is rigidly
connected to the DMU-VG. It serves two purposes: First, it is used to describe the
orientation of the antenna system to which the DMU-VG is attached with respect to the
local level frame, and second, it provides a reference for describing the directions of the
sensitive axes of the accelerometers and gyroscopes.
There are a couple of issues that play a role in defining a frame that serves these
functions. Obviously its origin could be chosen arbitrarily. For simplicity, I set its origin
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equal to that of the accelerometer and gyroscope frames. As for its axes, they should be
defined such that it makes sense to identify the orientation of the cube frame with that of
the antenna system. This means that the axes should reflect the geometry of the antenna
system. What is more, it must be possible to somehow determine the directions of the
inertial sensors’ sensitive axes with respect to the cube frame axes. This second
consideration implies that ultimately the IMU calibration defines the cube frame axes.
The way the IMU is attached to the antenna system should be such that the cube frame
defined by the calibration also meets the first mentioned requirement.
Since no calibration of the DMU-VG was implemented as part of this research, I
define the cube frame to be the orthogonalized accelerometer frame: The x c axis is
identical to the x a axis of the accelerometer frame, and the other two axes are defined by
requiring that the y c axis lie in the plane spanned by the x a and y a axes of the
accelerometer frame. Defined as such, the definition of the cube frame follows that of the
platform frame (not used in this research) in Chatfield (1997, p.22 & p. 25-29).
The cube frame is depicted in figure 3.2 and figure 3.3 (section 3.7.4).

Using Euler Angles to describe the orientation of the cube frame:

Using the attitude quaternion Q lc to describe the orientation
of the cube frame:
xc

y

xc

b

yl
b

u

q

yl
f

xl

xl
y

yc

yc

 b 
 cos 2  

Q lc = 
sin  b  u
  2  

zl

zc

zl

f

zc

q

b
DMU-VG

antenna
s

xc

d
a

xl

yc

yl

antenna
position

a0
trajectory

zc

zl
initial antenna position

Fig 3.2: Antenna system orientation and position (symbols are explained in the text)
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3.7 Coordinate Frame Relationships

In the following sections, the relationships between the above listed coordinate frames
are discussed and expressions for the various coordinate frame transformation matrices
will be presented.

3.7.1 Earth-Centered Inertial Frame ↔ Earth Frame

The earth frame rotates relative to the earth-centered inertial frame with angular
velocity w ie . The magnitude of w ie has been determined by astronomers from
observations of the time it takes the earth to rotate once with respect to the fixed stars:
w ie = 7.292115 × 10 −5 rad / s

(3.1)

(Chatfield, 1997, p. 9).
The coordinate frame transformation matrix C ie which transforms a vector from the
earth frame to the earth-centered inertial frame directly follows from the definitions of the
two frames:
cos(w ie t ) − sin(w ie t ) 0


C =  sin(w ie t ) cos(w ie t ) 0 ,

0
0
1

i
e

where t is the time since the start of antenna motion. Its inverse,C ei , describing the
inverse transformation is simply given by the transpose of the matrix 3.2.

(3.2)
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3.7.2 Earth Frame ↔ Local Level Frame

The local level frame does not rotate relative to the earth frame. Its orientation with
respect to the earth frame depends of course on the direction of the local gravity vector,
which defines the z l axis, and the choice of the x l axis, which in turn defines the y l
axis. A universally valid expression for the matrix C el , describing the transformation of
local level frame coordinates to earth frame coordinates, could be defined in terms of
direction cosines. However, there is no gain from doing so, since there is no simple way
of determining the direction cosines for a given local level frame.

3.7.3 Local Level Frame ↔ Cube Frame

Determining the orientation of the antenna system is one of the primary functions
performed by the inertial navigation system. As mentioned in section 3.6, the orientation
of the antenna system is identified with that of the cube frame relative to the local level
frame. The orientation at some time t after the start of motion is a function of the initial
orientation (t = 0) and the angular motion of the antenna system that followed. The
angular motion is entirely defined by the time history of w lc , which is the angular
velocity of the cube frame relative to the local level frame.
The orientation of the cube frame can be described by three angles y , q and f called
yaw, pitch and roll respectively. These angles specify three consecutive rotations, whose
order is important and that would rotate the local level frame into the cube frame:
1. A rotation through the yaw angle y about the z l axis.
2. A rotation through the pitch angle q about the new y l axis.
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3. A rotation through the roll angle f about the new x l axis.
All three rotations are performed in a right-hand sense. This is illustrated in figure 3.2
(section 3.6). The yaw angle, y , varies from 0 to 2 p , the pitch angle, q , from − p / 2 to
p / 2 and the roll angle, f , from − p to p . The yaw angle describes the azimuthal

orientation of the cube frame and the pitch and roll angles describe its tilt. The angles y ,
q and f are also often referred to as Euler angles.
The coordinate frame transformation matrix C lc relating the cube frame to the local
level frame can be written in terms of the yaw, pitch and roll angles as

cos y cos q cos y sin q sin f − sin y cos f cos y sin q cos f + sin y sin f


C lc =  sin y cos q sin y sin q sin f + cos y cos f sin y sin q cos f − cos y sin f  . (3.3)
 − sin q

cos q sin f
cos q cos f

A detailed discussion on Euler angles as well as a proof of identity 3.3 can be found in
Kuipers (1999, p.83-86).
An alternative way of describing the orientation of the cube frame is by means of an
attitude quaternion Q lc . Given that the cube frame is rotated with respect to the local
level frame through angle b about the unit vector u in a right-hand sense, as shown in
figure 3.2 (section 3.6), Q lc is of the form

q lc0 
q 
lc
Q lc =  1  =
q lc2 


q lc3 


 b 
 cos 2  

 .
 sin  b  u 

 2  

(3.4)
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The coordinate frame transformation matrix C lc can be expressed in terms of the
components of Q lc as

(

)

 2 q2 + q2 −1
lc0
lc1

l
C c = 2 q lc1 q lc2 + q lc0 q lc3

2 q lc1q lc3 − q lc0 q lc2

(
(

(

) 2(q q + q q )
) 2(q + q ) − 1 2(q q − q q ) .
) 2(q q + q q ) 2(q + q ) − 1 
2 q lc1 q lc2 − q lc0 q lc3
2
lc 0

lc2

2
lc2

lc3

lc 0

lc1

lc1

lc3

lc0

lc2

lc2

lc3

lc 0

lc1

2
lc0

(3.5)

2
lc3

A basic exposition of quaternions and quaternion algebra is given in appendix A.
Attitude quaternions are introduced in appendix B. A proof of identity 3.5 is given there.
Other than using the yaw, pitch and roll angles or the attitude quaternion, the
orientation of the cube frame relative to the local level frame may be described simply by
the coordinate frame transformation matrix C lc itself. As shown in appendix B its
elements are direction cosines. Therefore C lc may be referred to as a direction cosine
matrix.
The inverse of C lc is given by its transpose, that is
C cl = (C lc ) = (C lc ) .
−1

T

(3.6)

At first thought, the yaw, pitch and roll angles might seem to be the most desirable
variables to be used for describing the orientation of the cube frame relative to the local
level frame. They are more intuitive than either the attitude quaternion Q lc or the
direction cosine matrix C lc when it comes to picturing an orientation. However, as
explained in the following section, the yaw, pitch and roll angles do not behave well for
certain angular orientations.
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3.7.3.1 Yaw, Pitch and Roll Angles versus the Attitude Quaternion and the
Direction Cosine Matrix

The major disadvantage of using the yaw, pitch and roll angles to describe the
orientation of the cube frame is that they do not behave well for orientations where the
pitch angle is p / 2 or − p / 2 . For those orientations the yaw and roll angles become
indistinguishable, which means that they can be described by an infinite number of angle
triplets. This problem also manifests itself in the differential equations that govern their
rates of change:

(

)

y& = w lc y sin f + w lcz cos f sec q

(3.7)

q& = w lc y cos f − w lcz sin f

(3.8)

c

c

c

c

(

)

f& = w lcx + w lc y sin f + w lc z cos f tan q
c

c

c

(3.9)

(Etkin, 1967).
The derivatives f& and y& are not defined for q = p / 2 and q = − p / 2 , since in both cases
the tan q term and the sec q term evaluate as infinity. Consequently, any attitude
updating algorithm that is based on the above system of equations becomes very unstable
when approaching those singularities.
This problem does not arise when working with either the direction cosine matrix C lc
or the attitude quaternion Q lc . They behave well for arbitrary orientations. The
differential equations that describe their rates of change are linear systems involving no
trigonometric functions and have no singularities. They are given as follows:
~c
& l = Cl w
C
c
c lc

(3.10)
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& = 1 Q ⊗ Wc
Q
lc
lc
2 lc

(3.11)

−
& = 1 W lcc Q .
Q
lc
lc
2

(3.12)

or in matrix notation

They can be obtained from the general direction cosine matrix differential equation,
equation B.13, and the general attitude quaternion differential equation, equation B.15, by
identifying frame F1 with the local level frame and frame F2 with the cube frame.
For these reasons it is not advisable to use the yaw, pitch and roll angles as the primary
attitude parameters in the attitude updating algorithm. Whether attitude quaternion
updating schemes should be preferred over direction cosine matrix updating schemes, or
vice versa, is hard to say. Both are widely used (Savage, 1998). The speed of execution
and accuracy of a particular attitude updating algorithm, whether it uses the attitude
quaternion or the direction cosine matrix, depends on the algorithm design and the given
angular motion environment.
The attitude updating algorithm presented and tested in this thesis is an attitude
quaternion updating scheme. The derivation of the algorithm, which will be given in
section 5.2, is based on the rotation vector concept introduced in appendix B. The same
approach can be used to develop a direction cosine matrix updating scheme, as will be
explained at the end of section 5.2.
Despite the above mentioned uniqueness problem of the yaw, pitch and roll angles,
they will be used as primary attitude variables in the initial alignment procedure described
in section 5.1. As shown in section 5.1, the initial alignment procedure poses itself as two
independent problems: the determination of the initial azimuthal orientation of the
antenna system and the determination of its initial tilt. Using Euler angles, these two
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orientation “components” can be considered separately. As mentioned in the previous
section, the yaw angle describes the azimuthal orientation of the antenna system and the
pitch and roll angles describe its tilt. This separation into azimuthal orientation and tilt
can not be achieved with either the direction cosine matrix or the attitude quaternion.
The use of the yaw, pitch and roll angles for the initial alignment requires that the
antenna system should not be oriented vertically or, as explained in section 5.1, even
close to vertically during the procedure. However, during the actual navigation no
orientation restrictions apply, since the orientation updating is based on the attitude
quaternion Q lc .

3.7.4 Cube Frame ↔ Accelerometer Frame and Gyroscope Frame

The directions of the axes of the accelerometer frame with respect to the cube frame
may be described by a set of three misalignment angles, a yz , a zx and a zy , as shown in
figure 3.3(a). The angle a yz describes a right-handed rotation of the y c axis about the
z c axis that would make it coincide with the y a axis. The angles a zx and a zy describe

two consecutive rotations that would bring the z c axis into coincidence with the z a axis;
that is, first a rotation through the angle a zx about the x c axis and second, a rotation
through the angle a zy about the y c . Again, both rotations are performed in a right-hand
sense.
This misalignment angle concept can easily be extended to describe the directions of
the axes of the gyroscope frame with respect to the cube frame. In this case six
misalignment angles, denoted by g xy , g xz , g yz , g yx , g zx and g zy , are used as illustrated
in figure 3.3(b).
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ya
a yz
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a zx

a zy

za

zc

(a)

xg
g yx
yg

g yz

g xz

g xy

xc

yc

g zx

g zy
zg

zc

(b)
Fig 3.3: Inertial sensor misalignments
(a) The cube frame is the orthogonalized accelerometer frame. Three
misalignment angles are used to describe the directions of the
accelerometer input axes with respect to the cube frame.
(b) Six misalignment angles are used to describe the directions of the
gyroscope input axes with respect to the cube frame.
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Each axis of the gyroscope frame can be obtained by rotating its corresponding cube
frame axis about the two complementary cube frame axes according to the respective
misalignment angle pair. For example, the x g axis can be obtained by rotating the x c
axis first through angle g xy about the y c axis and then through angle g xz about the
z c axis. Again, all rotations are considered in a right-hand sense.

How these misalignment angles enter the expressions for the coordinate frame
transformation matrices relating the accelerometer and gyroscope frame with the cube
frame will be described below on the basis of those for the gyroscope frame. Since the
accelerometer misalignment angle parametrization is a special case of the gyroscope
misalignment angle parametrization, the listed expressions apply equally for the
accelerometer frame. The angles g yz , g zx and g zy simply need to be replaced by their
counterparts a yz , a zx and a zy , and g xy , g xz and g yx need to be set equal to zero.
The transformation from cube frame components to gyroscope components is
achieved with the matrix

cos g xy cos g xz

C gc =  − sin g yz
 cos g sin g
zx
zy


cos g xy sin g xz
cos g yx cos g yz
− sin g zx

− sin g xy 

sin g yx cos g yz  .
cos g zx cos g zy 

(3.13)

It should be noted that the row vectors of C gc have a geometrical meaning. They are the
unit vectors corresponding to the gyroscope frame axes in cube frame coordinates.
For small misalignment angles the matrix C gc can be approximated as
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 1

C gc ≈ − g yz
 g
 zy

g xz
1
− g zx

− g xy 

g yx  .
1 

(3.14)

The matrix C gc is non-orthogonal and consequently its inverse is not simply given by its
transpose. Inverting C gc results in a rather “messy” expression for C cg which is given at
the end of this section due to lack of space (equation 3.16).
Again, using the small-angle approximation this result can be simplified as

 1

C cg ≈  g yz
− g
 zy

− g xz
1
g zx

g xy 

− g yx  .
1 

(3.15)


 cos g yx cos g zx cos g zy 

 cos g yz 
 + sin g yx sin g zx




 sin g yx cos g yz sin g zy 
1

C cg =  cos g zx 
c
 + sin g yz cos g zy



 sin g sin g

yz
zx


 − cos g yx cos g yz cos g zx sin g zy 


 sin g xy sin g zx



 − cos g xy sin g xz cos g zx cos g zy 

 cos g xy sin g xz sin g yx  
 
cos g yz 
 + sin g xy cos g yx
 


 cos g xy cos g xz cos g zy   sin g xy sin g yz

 
  (3.16)
cos g zx 
 + sin g xy sin g zy
  − cos g xy cos g xz sin g yx cos g yz  


 cos g xz cos g yx cos g yz  
 sin g xz cos g zx sin g zy 

 cos g xy 
cos g xy 
 + cos g xz sin g zx

 + sin g xz sin g yz
 

where the factor c is given by

c=

(cos g
+ (cosg
+ (cos g

xy

xy

xy

)

sin g xz sin g yx + sin g xy cos g yx cos g yz cos g zx sin g zy

)

sin g xz sin g yz + cos g xy cos g xz cos g yx cos g yz cos g zx cos g zy

)

cos g xz sin g yx cos g yz − sin g xy sin g yz sin g zx

(3.17)

.
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Chapter 4
WHAT DOES THE DMU-VG MEASURE ?
EXAMINING THE DMU-VG’S OUTPUT

Understanding the information content of the DMU-VG’s output is very important. It
is the starting point for developing the navigation algorithms that use the output to
estimate the antenna system’s position and orientation.
In this chapter, first I will discuss the accelerometer and gyroscope vector outputs, and
derive expressions for them, on which I base my navigation algorithms. Since every
physical measurement is subject to systematic errors and noise, those expressions contain
terms which reflect these errors. I try to be as general as possible, so that the expressions
can be used to describe the output of not just the DMU-VG, but also other strapdown
IMUs. By doing so, I hope to develop a generally valid “short distance” navigation
theory.
In section 4.3, I will take a look at outputs that are specific to the DMU-VG. These are
the pitch angle, roll angle and temperature outputs.
At the end of the chapter, in section 4.4, DMU-VG output examples will be shown and
discussed with regard to noise and systematic errors.
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4.1 The Accelerometer Vector Output

From a conceptual point of view, an accelerometer can be viewed as a suitably
damped, spring-restrained reference mass whose displacement is measured relative to the
instrument case. The displacement is proportional to the difference between the inertially
referenced acceleration and the gravitational acceleration acting along the accelerometer’s
sensitive axis as given by the spring. The difference between the inertially referenced
acceleration and the gravitational acceleration is called specific force (Britting, 1971, p.
31). Similar to the mass-spring system, modern accelerometers such as those used in the
DMU-VG are designed to have a voltage response which is proportional to the specific
force component acting along its input axis. The digitized vector output, o a , of the three
accelerometers in the DMU-VG can be modeled as being equal to the following sum:

a
o a = S a a SF
+ ba + e a ,

(4.1)

The vector a SF is the specific force vector at the origin of the cube frame. The term
a
S a a SF
reflects the ideal linear response of the accelerometers. The matrix S a can be

called the accelerometer response matrix. It is a diagonal matrix:

s ax

Sa =  0
 0

0
s ay
0

0

0 .
s az 

(4.2)

The element s ax is the response factor of the x accelerometer, s ay is the response factor of
the y accelerometer and s az is that of the z accelerometer respectively. The response
factor of an accelerometer is the slope of the best straight line fitted by the methods of
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least squares to the accelerometer output obtained by varying the specific force input over
the accelerometer’s full scale range. The response factor is also commonly referred to as
scale factor (Lawrence, 1998, p.26-27).
The vector b a is the accelerometer bias vector. It describes the constant offsets that
may be present in the output components.
The vector e a is the accelerometer noise vector. It comprises random errors and errors
which some people might call systematic but are difficult to describe analytically. Into
this second category fall errors such as those resulting from non-linearity or hysteresis in
the accelerometer responses, discretization errors introduced by the A/D conversion and
errors due to the fact that the accelerometers do not measure exactly at the origin of the
cube frame (section 3.4).
The characteristics of an accelerometer change with temperature and also slightly over
time (Lawrence, 1998, p. 61). Therefore, the accelerometer response matrix, S a , and the
accelerometer bias vector, b a , are functions of temperature and, to a lesser extent, of
time.
As mentioned in section in 1.3, the DMU-VG does on-board processing of the
digitized data of the accelerometers before it is output. The aim is to temperature
compensate the data and to correct it for biases and for differences in voltage response
factors between the accelerometers. Therefore a legitimate question is why include a bias
term and allow for varying accelerometer response factors in the accelerometer vector
output modeling equation, equation 4.1? Furthermore, there should be no concerns about
temperature dependence. The answer is twofold. First, as mentioned in the introduction of
this chapter, I attempt to maintain generality, so that equation 4.1 also applies to IMUs
that do not have this internal correction feature. Second, it is hard to know how accurate
those corrections are, especially since the accelerometers’ characteristics change over
time. Inaccurate correction might reduce temperature effects, response factor differences
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and biases, but will not make them disappear totally. In fact, as will be demonstrated in
section 4.4, the output of the accelerometers in the DMU-VG is not bias free.
After having introduced an expression describing the accelerometer vector output, the
next step is to find an analytical expression for the specific force vector in accelerometer
a
frame component form, a SF
. Before doing so, it is necessary to define some vectors: r

going from the earth’s center of mass (the origin of the earth-centered inertial frame and
the earth frame) to the origin of the cube frame, l going from the earth’s center of mass to
the origin of the local level frame and s going from the origin of the local level frame to
that of the cube frame. The three vectors are depicted in figure 4.1. The vectors r, l, and s
are connected through
r = l+s .

(4.3)

origin of the local level frame
s

origin of the cube frame

l

r

earth’s center of mass
(origin of earth-centered inertial frame and earth frame)

Figure 4.1: Definition of the vectors r, l and s
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In practice, as pointed out in section 3.1, the earth-centered inertial frame can be taken
to be an inertial frame for acceleration measurements made in the vicinity of the earth.
Moreover, the only gravitational acceleration that needs to be considered is that due to the
a
earth. Hence a SF
, can be written as

a
a SF
= C ai &&
ri − Ga

(4.4)

(Britting, 1971, p.33), where G is the gravitational acceleration at the origin of the cube
frame due to the earth. Note, that it is important to consider a vector relative to a specific
coordinate frame before its time derivative can be taken. For example, simply writing
&&
r makes no sense, since it is not clear what is meant.

Equation 4.4 can be used directly for a navigation system whose goal is to find
position relative to the earth-centered inertial frame. This might be the case for spacecraft
applications. However, here the navigation objective is to find position relative to the
a
local level frame. Therefore an equation is needed that relates a SF
to the local level frame

referenced acceleration &&s l . This equation can be obtained by first relating the inertially
referenced acceleration &&
r i in equation 4.4 to the earth frame referenced acceleration &&
re ,
and then relating the latter to the local level frame referenced acceleration &&s l .
The vector r is transformed from the earth frame to the earth-centered inertial frame
according to

r i = C ie r e .

(4.5)

Taking the time derivative of equation 4.5 and using the direction cosine matrix
differential equation, equation B.13, yields
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~ i ri .
r& i = C ier& e + w
ie

(4.6)

A second time differentiation results in

~ e r& e ) + w
~i w
~i i
&&r i = C ie (&&r e + 2w
ie
ie ie r .

(4.7)

The differentiation details can be found in appendix C. It can be seen from equation 4.7,
that the relative rotation of the earth frame to the earth-centered inertial frame gives rise
~ e r& e ) and the centrifugal acceleration
to the well known Coriolis acceleration ( − 2w
ie
~i w
~i i
(− w
ie ie r ).
Equation 4.3 can be written as

r e = l e + C el s l .

(4.8)

Since C el and l e are constant, the time derivative of r e is simply
r& e = C el s& l

(4.9)

Differentiating again with respect to time yields
&&r e = C el &&s l .

(4.10)

Thus, when substituting equations 4.9 and 4.10 into equation 4.7, it is seen that

~ l s& l ) + w
~i w
~i i
&&r i = C il (&&s l + 2w
ie
ie ie r .

(4.11)
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Therefore the desired relationship between the specific force in accelerometer frame
a
component form, a SF
, and the local level frame referenced acceleration &&s l is

a
~ l s& l ) − g a
a SF
= C al (&&s l + 2w
ie

(4.12)

where g is the gravity vector defined as the sum of the gravitational acceleration, G, and
the centrifugal acceleration, that is
~ w
~
g =G−w
ie ie r .

(4.13)

Using equation 4.12 the accelerometer vector output as given by equation 4.1 can be
rewritten as

(

)

~ l s& l ) − g a + b + e .
o a = S a C la (&&s l + 2w
ie
a
a

(4.14)

~ l s& l ), with regard to
It is useful to take a look at the Coriolis term in equation 4.14, ( 2w
ie
the accelerometer resolution. The Coriolis acceleration is maximum if the local level
frame referenced velocity s& l is perpendicular to the earth’s angular rate w lie . In this case
its magnitude is
~ l s& l
2w
ie

max

= 2w ie s& l ,

(4.15)

where w ie is 7.292115 × 10 −5 rad / s (identity 3.1). A question that needs to be asked, is
for what velocities is the Coriolis acceleration resolved by the accelerometers? The
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resolution of the accelerometers in the DMU-VG is limited by the digitization. Of course
the random noise level may be viewed as another resolution controlling factor, but the
highest possible resolution is set by the A/D conversion. The DMU-VG uses a 12 bit A/D
converter sampling a 5V range. Therefore, based on the nominal accelerometer voltage
response factor of 1V/9.81m/ s 2 (table 1.1), the digitization resolution is approximately
0.012 m/ s 2 . It follows from equation 4.15 that the velocity s& l needs to be at least 295
km/h for there being a chance that the Coriolis acceleration is resolved by the
accelerometers. The velocities involved in a GPR survey are way below this limit, just as
they are in a lot of other applications, e.g. robotics or autonomous vehicle navigation. Of
course, this does not necessarily imply that the Coriolis acceleration has no effect on the
accelerometer vector output, o a . However, since there is no interest in measuring it, its
effect on the output will be treated as noise and included in the accelerometer noise
vector, e a . Thus equation 4.14 reduces to,

o a = S a (C la&&s l − g a ) + b a + e a

(4.16)

which can also be written as

o a = S a C ca f c + b a + e a

(4.17)

with f c being defined as
f c = C cl &&s l − g c .

(4.18)
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The vector f is an approximation to the specific force vector, a SF .* In the remainder of the
thesis, whenever I use the word specific force vector, I refer to the vector f, unless stated
otherwise.
Solving equation 4.17 for f c yields
f c = C ca S a−1 (o a − e a ) − b ca ,equ ,

(4.19)

where I have introduced the equivalent accelerometer bias vector b a,equ , which is simply
the accelerometer bias vector, b a , converted to m/ s 2 ; that is

b a ,equ = S a−1b a .

(4.20)

&&s l = C lc f c + g l .

(4.21)

Solving equation 4.18 for &&s l gives

Equations 4.19 and 4.21 are the basis of the navigation algorithms which will be
introduced in the next chapter. They describe how the accelerometer vector output, o a , is
related to the specific force in the cube frame coordinates (equation 4.19) and how this
again is related to the local level frame referenced acceleration &&s l (equation 4.21). It can
be seen that for an ideal set of accelerometers with no axis misalignments, no biases, no
noise and equal accelerometer response factors the accelerometer output vector, o a ,
would be directly proportional to the specific force vector in the cube frame, f c . In
*

Note, that strictly speaking, the specific force vector as given by equation 4.4 is already
an approximation by itself.
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reality, however these errors exist and influence the measurement.

4.2 The Gyroscope Vector Output

In the following, I will take a look at the output of the gyroscopes. The approach will
be very similar to that of the previous section, discussing the accelerometer vector output.
A lot of the ideas and arguments put forth in the previous section apply equally to the
gyroscopes.
The starting point will be an equation of the same form as the general accelerometer
vector output modeling equation, equation 4.1, that is

o g = S g w gic + b g + e g .

(4.22)

The vector o g is the digitized vector output of the three gyroscopes in the DMU-VG.
The vector w ic is the angular velocity of the cube frame relative to the earth-centered
inertial frame. The product S g w gic describes the ideal linear response of the gyroscopes.
The matrix S g is called the gyroscope response matrix and is defined in analogy to the
accelerometer response matrix, S a , as

s gx

Sg =  0
0


0
s gy
0

0

0 ,
s gz 

(4.23)
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with s gx , s gy and s gz being the response factors of the x (roll), y (pitch) and z (yaw)
gyroscopes. The response factor of a gyroscope is defined similar to that of an
accelerometer. It represents the slope of the straight line fitted in a least squares sense to
the gyroscope output obtained by varying the rotation rate input over the gyroscope’s full
scale range.
The vector b g is the gyroscope bias vector. It is the counterpart to the accelerometer
bias vector, b a , and describes the biases that might exist in the individual gyroscope
outputs.
The vector e g is the gyroscope noise vector. Just like the accelerometer noise vector
e a , it comprises random errors and errors such as those caused by non-linearity or

hysteresis in the gyroscope responses and those introduced by the digitization. However,
unlike the accelerometers, there is no error introduced by the fact that the three
gyroscopes do not measure all at the same point, since, as mentioned in section 3.4, all
points of a rigid body rotate with the same angular velocity.
As is the case for the accelerometers, the DMU-VG internally processes the digitized
data of the gyroscopes before it is output in order to compensate for temperature
dependence and correct for biases and differences in voltage response factors between the
gyroscopes. In addition, since gyroscope biases exhibit a lot of drift over time, the
DMU-VG will on command determine the current biases in the output components, by
averaging them over time. Of course, the DMU-VG needs to be at rest during this
calibration procedure. Nonetheless, I do not want to confine the theoretical development
to the ideal case of no biases and non-varying response factors for the same reasons as
those given in the previous section for the accelerometer vector output.
The angular velocity of the cube frame relative to the earth-centered inertial frame,
w ic , can be split into three parts
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w ic = w ie + w
el + w lc ,
{

(4.24)

=0

where w el is the angular velocity of the local level frame relative to the earth frame and
w lc is that of the cube frame relative to the local level frame. As indicated, w el is equal to

zero, since the local level frame does not rotate relative to the earth frame (section 3.7.2).
Whether the angular velocity of the earth frame relative to the earth-centered inertial
frame, w ie , in equation 4.24 is resolved by the measurement depends primarily on the
resolution limit set by the A/D conversion. The nominal voltage response factor of the
gyroscopes in the DMU-VG is 1V/25 deg/s (table 1.1). Therefore, given a 12 bit A/D
converter and a 5V sampling range the gyroscope digitization resolution turns out to be
approximately 0.03 deg/s. It follows that w ie , having a magnitude of less than a seventh
of the digitization resolution, is not resolved by the gyroscopes. Obviously it would be
wrong to conclude that w ie has no effect on the gyroscope vector output at all. However,
since for the purpose of estimating the orientation of the cube frame relative to the local
frame only the angular velocity w lc is of interest (section 3.7.3 and 3.7.3.1), the effect of
w ie will be treated as noise. Consequently, it will be included in the gyroscope noise

vector , e g , and equation 4.22 becomes

o g = S g w glc + b g + e g ,

(4.25)

o g = S g C gc w clc + b g + e g .

(4.26)

which can also be written as
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Notice the similarity of equation 4.26 and equation 4.17.
It needs to be said that being able to accurately measure the angular velocity of the
earth frame relative to the earth-centered inertial frame, w ie , is not necessarily a bad
thing. Actually, this information is usually used in the initial alignment procedure of
higher accuracy inertial navigation systems (Britting, 1971, p. 199-200; Chatfield, 1997,
p. 110-114).
Solving equation 4.26 for w clc gives

(

)

w clc = C cg S g−1 o g − e g − b cg,equ ,

(4.27)

where I have introduced the equivalent gyroscope bias vector, b g,equ . In analogy to its
counterpart, the equivalent accelerometer bias vector ,b a,equ , it is defined as

b g ,equ = S −1
g bg ,

(4.28)

which means that it is simply the gyroscope vector bias, b g , converted to rad/s.
Again, note the similarity of equation 4.27 and 4.19. Equation 4.27 describes how the
gyroscope vector output, o g , is related the angular velocity of the cube frame relative to
the local level frame in cube frame coordinates, w clc .
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4.3 Temperature and Tilt Output

The thermistor in the DMU-VG measures temperature. This temperature information
is used for the on-board temperature compensation processing, mentioned in the previous
two sections. The temperature is also output and can be used to study the measuring
characteristics of the DMU-VG as a function of temperature.
The DMU-VG uses a combination of the sensed angular rates and accelerations to
compute estimates of the pitch angle, q, and the roll angle, f, introduced in section 3.7.3.
The reason for combining these two pieces of information is to avoid the accumulation of
error that would arise if the tilt was simply determined by integrating the measured
angular rates, which are subject to gyroscope drift.
This feature is very useful in applications where the goal is to determine tilt in a
dynamic environment over a long period of time, such as ship or camera platform
stabilization. However, I would not recommend using this tilt estimate for navigation
applications. The algorithm that the DMU-VG uses to calculate the tilt is proprietary. No
algorithm details are published and it is not clear what assumptions are made. This makes
it difficult to judge the accuracy of the tilt estimate.
The fact that the output of the accelerometers is used to correct for the integration
error accumulation is reason for concern. After all, when the DMU-VG is accelerating the
accelerometers do not just sense gravity. Therefore, tilt estimates computed from the
output of the accelerometers to be used in the corrections are erroneous too.
Consequently, right after the start of the navigation, the “corrected” tilt estimate might be
less accurate than that obtained from simply integrating the measured angular rates. That
this is actually the case will be demonstrated in section 6.3 from the tilt output of one of
the navigation experiments. It will be shown that there is an unjustifiable correlation
between the tilt output and the accelerometer vector output. Therefore, by using this
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“corrected” tilt unnecessary and non-reversible errors might be introduced in the
navigation calculations right from the beginning of the navigation.

4.4 Output Examples

Four data files, named long.dmu, orient1.dmu, orient2.dmu and orient3.dmu, have
been recorded with the DMU-VG in order to assess its characteristics in terms of biases,
drift, noise and axis misalignments. For each recording the DMU-VG was resting on a
platform that had been leveled with a precision machinist level. Before the recording of
each data file, an internal calibration for the gyroscope biases was conducted as described
in section 4.2.
The gravity at the recording location has been determined by the National Geodetic
Survey, Washington D.C., to be 9.796 m / s 2 (Gravity Control Mark, Green Center,
Colorado School of Mines, Golden, Colorado).*
The file long.dmu was recorded with the DMU-VG being placed on the leveled
platform such that the z accelerometer and z gyroscope point down. Data was acquired
continuously over approximately two hours yielding a total of 989,068 data packets.
The files orient1.dmu, orient2.dmu and orient3.dmu are much shorter. Each file
consists of 45,000 data packets. The recording objective was to acquire data for three
different DMU-VG orientations: orient1.dmu was recorded with the same orientation as
long.dmu; orient2.dmu was recorded with the DMU-VG being placed on the leveled
platform such that the x accelerometer and the x gyroscope point down; and orient3.dmu
with the DMU-VG being placed such that the y accelerometer and the y gyroscope point
down.

*

9.795711302 m / s 2 to be precise
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The four data files have been plotted using a C program called View which I have
written to visualize DMU-VG data. The program, its source code and the data files are
contained on the CDROM accompanying this thesis. The data plots are shown in figures
4.2 through 4.5.
Each plot shows the accelerometer vector output converted to m / s 2 , the gyroscope
vector output converted to deg/ s , the pitch angle and roll angle output converted to deg,
and the temperature output converted to degrees Celsius. For the conversion of the binary
accelerometer vector output to m / s 2 and the binary gyroscope vector output to deg/s the
nominal accelerometer response factor and the nominal gyroscope response factor were
used. They are specified by Crossbow as

s ax = s ay = s az = −

215
m
3 × 9.81 2
s

(4.29)

and
s gx = s gy

215
= s gz =
.
75 deg

(4.30)

In addition, each plot displays the filename, the total recording time, the total number
of recorded data packets, the average sampling rate, and the mean values and standard
deviations of the various outputs.
The ranges for the display of the accelerometer vector output and the gyroscope vector
output were chosen such that both of them correspond to approximately the same number
of digitization resolution units.
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4.4.1 Discussion of Long.dmu

By looking at figure 4.2, it can be seen that the gyroscope outputs are clearly subject to
bias drift. In contrast, the accelerometer outputs exhibit no noticeable drift over the whole
recording time.
Furthermore, it can be noticed that the internal temperature of the DMU-VG rises
steeply during the first 15 minutes of recording. Therefore, when recording the data files
orient1.dmu, orient2.dmu and orient3.dmu, it was ensured that the DMU-VG was
“warmed up” in order to avoid that the data are influenced by internal temperature
changes.

4.4.2 Discussion of Orient1.dmu, Orient2.dmu and Orient3.dmu

Again, there is no noticeable accelerometer drift. However in contrast to long.dmu, the
gyroscope outputs of orient1.dmu, orient2.dmu and orient3.dmu exhibit no noticeable
drift either. The internal gyroscope bias correction works fine as confirmed by the fact
that the mean gyroscope outputs are zero to within one gyroscope digitization resolution,
which, as shown in section 4.2, is approximately 0.03 deg/s. Still, one has to be careful.
As will be shown in section 6.3, even though over short time periods the accelerometer
and gyroscope drifts are not very noticeable themselves, they contribute noticeably to the
position error that accumulates during navigation.
By looking at the standard deviations, it can be seen that the z accelerometer is slightly
noisier than the other two accelerometers and that the y gyroscope is slightly noisier than
the other two gyroscopes.
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The fact that the mean x accelerometer output in orient2.dmu and the mean y
accelerometer output in orient3.dmu are smaller than − g , is a clear indicator that the x
accelerometer output and the y accelerometer output are not bias free.
It is easily verified that for an accelerometer whose sensitive axis points in the
direction of gravity to within 2 degrees, the mean output is equal to the difference of the
accelerometer bias and the gravity to within 0.006 m / s 2 . Hence according to the mean z
accelerometer output in orient1.dmu, the mean x accelerometer output in orient2.dmu and
the mean y accelerometer output in orient3.dmu, the accelerometer biases must be
approximately

b a ,equ

− 0.086 m / s 2 


≈ − 0.402 m / s 2  .
 0.013 m / s 2 

(4.31)

This proves that the internal accelerometer bias correction of the DMU-VG is far from
being accurate, especially for the y accelerometer.
It should be observed that these biases do not agree at all with the mean outputs of the
accelerometers when they are “horizontal”, e.g. the x and y accelerometers in
orient1.dmu. It can be concluded that the sensitive axes of the accelerometers are not
lying exactly in the horizontal plane. This can be explained by the fact that the faces of
the DMU-VG housing do not form a “perfect” rectangular parallelepiped, as can be
confirmed from visual inspection. Furthermore, as mentioned in section 3.4, in building
an IMU it is impossible to arrange the accelerometers such that their sensitive axes are
perfectly orthogonal to each other.
Lastly, it should be noted that the sampling rate of orient2.dmu is lower than that of
orient1.dmu and orient3.dmu. There is no obvious reason for this but it suggests that the
sampling rate is orientation dependent.
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Figure 4.2: Plot of long.dmu
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Figure 4.3: Plot of orient1.dmu
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Figure 4.4: Plot of orient2.dmu
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Figure 4.5: Plot of orient3.dmu
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Chapter 5
NAVIGATION ALGORITHMS: DETERMINING
ORIENTATION AND POSITION

In the previous chapter, the DMU-VG’s output was discussed. How to compute the
antenna system’s orientation and position from the output will be described in this
chapter. Algorithms are developed for the four primary computational tasks pertinent to
strapdown inertial navigation. These are the initial alignment of the system, the
integration of angular velocity into attitude (attitude updating), the acceleration
transformation and integration into velocity (velocity updating) and the integration of
velocity into position (position updating).

5.1 Initial Alignment

Before the start of motion, the orientation of the antenna system, i.e. the attitude
quaternion Q lc , needs to be determined, which is then used as an initial value for the
attitude updating, described in the next section. This is achieved by the so-called initial
alignment.
The initial alignment of strapdown inertial navigation systems used in aircrafts and
missiles is usually fully analytical. This means that the full initial orientation (tilt and
azimuth) is determined computationally from the IMU’s outputs. Calculation of the full
initial orientation, however, requires a gyroscope resolution high enough to accurately
measure the earth’s rotational rate, w ie (Britting, 1971; Chatfield, 1997). As shown in
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section 4.2, the gyroscopes used in the DMU-VG do not meet this requirement.
Consequently, IMUs such as the DMU-VG only allow the calculation of the initial tilt
which can be done solely from the accelerometer output, as described later in this section.
Recall that the tilt is described by the pitch angle, q , and the roll angle, f , defined in
section 3.7.3.
This obviously poses the fundamental problem of accurately estimating the initial
azimuthal orientation of the antenna system, which is described by the yaw angle, y , also
defined in section 3.7.3 . This problem can be tackled in two ways. Even though they
might seem similar at first, it should be noted that their underlying philosophies are
different.
One way is to simply set y equal zero irrespective of the way the antenna system is
oriented. From a mathematical point of view, this action essentially defines the direction
of the x l axis of the local level frame. In other words, one lets the antenna system’s
azimuthal orientation define the local level frame axes rather than trying to find the
azimuthal orientation of the antenna system with respect to some predefined local level
frame. The clear advantages of this approach are that it is simple and that it achieves an
exact knowledge of y , i.e. y is truly zero. However, it also has two drawbacks. First, the
fact that a different local level frame applies for every navigation. For a GPR survey this
implies that effectively each profile gets determined with respect to a different local level
frame, which is definitely not desirable. Second, it should be noted that although the
direction of the x l axis obtained by setting y equal zero is well defined in a
mathematical sense it is not well defined for the surveyor.
The other way to approach the azimuthal orientation problem, is to rotate the antenna
system until it seems to be aligned with the x l axis of the local level frame. It follows
from the definition of the cube frame that in this case the projection of the x c axis of the
cube frame onto the horizontal plane is also more or less aligned with the x l axis. This in
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turn implies that y is approximately zero, which is therefore its value used for
subsequent calculations. In comparison to the previous approach, this one is more
involved in the sense that the antenna system must be aligned with the x l axis.
Furthermore it should be observed, that even though both approaches lead to the same
value for y , namely zero, it is only an approximate value in this approach and not an
exact value as in the first. On the other hand, however, this approach has an advantage in
that it solves the azimuthal orientation problem for a predefined local level frame. This is
the way the problem presents itself in the context of a GPR survey, as well as for most
navigation applications. This actual physical alignment procedure was also adopted for
the navigation experiments to be described in the following chapter. It should be
recognized however that it is possible to navigate, or rather compute orientations and
positions from the DMU-VG’s output without prespecifying a local level frame, in which
case the local level frame is defined by the assumed initial yaw angle.
Subsequent to “estimating” the azimuthal orientation of the antenna system, its tilt
needs to be determined to complete the initial alignment. As mentioned at the beginning
of this section, the tilt can be computed from the accelerometer vector output, the
equations for which will be derived in the following.
The gravity vector in local level frame coordinates, g l , is related to its cube frame
representation, g c , by the expression

g c = C cl g l

It follows directly from equations 3.3 and 3.6 and the fact that

(5.1)
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0
 
g = 0 ,
g
l

(5.2)

where g is the magnitude of the gravity, that equation 5.1 may also be written as

 − sin q 


g =  cos q sin f  g .


 cos q cos f
c

(5.3)

Dividing both sides of the above equation by g yields

 − sin q 

gc 
=  cos q sin f  .
g 

 cos q cos f

(5.4)

Solving equation 5.4 for q and f results in

 gx 
q = arcsin  − c 
 g 

(5.5)

 gy 
f = arctan  c  .
 g zc 

(5.6)

and

Obviously equation 5.6 is not valid if g zc is equal zero. This occurs when q = p / 2 or
q = − p / 2 , in both cases of which g yc is also equal zero, independent of the respective f .
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Given that − p / 2 < q < p / 2 , it occurs when f = p / 2 , in which case g yc is positive, or
when f = − p / 2 , in which case g yc is negative.
For the cases that equation 5.6 applies, its trigonometric ambiguity is resolved by
acknowledging that cos q is positive:
− p < f < −p / 2
−p/2<f<p/2

p/2<f≤p

if

g zc < 0 and g yc < 0

if

g zc > 0

if

g zc < 0 and g yc ≥ 0 .

(5.7)

As discussed in section 4.1, the accelerometers essentially measure the specific force
vector in the cube frame, f c , which when the DMU-VG is at rest* is a measure of the
gravity vector in the cube frame:

g c = −f c

(5.8)

The above relationship follows directly from equation 4.21 by setting &&s l equal zero.
That being the case, the tilt of the antenna system can be determined by first using the
accelerometer vector output, o a , to obtain an estimate of the specific force f c from which
in turn estimates of the pitch and roll angles are calculated using equations 5.8, 5.5 and
5.6. A byproduct of this calculation is an estimate of the gravity magnitude, g, which is
used in the velocity updating algorithm (section 5.3).
To obtain an estimate of f c from the accelerometer vector output, o a , the latter must
be converted to m / s 2 and then corrected for axis misalignments and biases according to

*

At rest relative to the local level frame to be precise.
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$ c S$ −1o − b$ c ,
f$ c = C
a a
a
a ,equ

(5.9)

$ c is the assumed coordinate transformation matrix that transforms a vector from
where C
a

the accelerometer frame into the cube frame, S$ a−1 is the assumed inverse of the
accelerometer response matrix and b$ ca ,equ is the assumed equivalent accelerometer bias
vector in cube frame coordinates. All variables in equation 5.9, with the exception of o a ,
have been marked by a hat over the symbol to distinguish them from their true
counterparts. As such, equation 5.9 can be viewed as the “applied” version of equation
4.19, which relates the accelerometer vector output to the true specific force vector in
cube frame coordinates.
To reduce the effect of noise in the accelerometer vector output on the estimated
specific force vector f$ c , a time average of the accelerometer vector output should be used
for the estimation.
It should be recognized that when actually carrying out the tilt calculation, equation
5.6 is always applicable, since real data will never lead to an estimate of the gravity
component g zc which is exactly zero. However, it is important to note, that it is not
advisable to have the antenna oriented close to vertically, i.e. q ≈ p / 2 or q ≈ − p / 2 ,
during the alignment, since in that case the argument of the arcustangent function in
equation 5.6 approaches the “0/0” case. Consequently, small errors in the estimates of the
gravity components g yc and g zc would result in a big error in the estimate of the roll
angle, f . In essence, this instability is a direct result of the fact that the yaw, pitch and
roll angles are not defined for orientations where q = p / 2 or q = − p / 2 , as mentioned in
section 3.7.3.1.
The initial attitude quaternion Q lc can be calculated from the initial yaw, pitch and roll
angles using the equation
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y
q
f
y
q
f

cos 2 cos 2 cos 2 + sin 2 sin 2 sin 2 
q lc0  

 q  cos y cos q sin f − sin y sin q cos f 
lc
2
2
2
2
2
2
Q lc =  1  = 
y
q
f
y
q
f
q lc2  

 cos sin 2 cos 2 + sin 2 cos 2 sin 2 
q lc3   y2
q
f
y
q
f
sin cos cos − cos sin sin 
2
2
2
2
2
 2

(5.10)

which for y = 0 reduces to the form

q
f

 cos 2 cos 2 
q lc0  

 q   cos q sin f 
lc
2
2 .
Q lc =  1  = 
q
f 
q lc2  

  sin 2 cos 2 
q
 lc3  
q
f
− sin sin 
2
2


(5.11)

Equation 5.10 can be derived by applying the quaternion chain rule (equation B.8) to the
three quaternions that correspond to the rotations specified by the yaw, pitch and roll
angles.

5.2 Attitude Updating

Once in motion, the attitude quaternion Q lc changes according to equation 3.11 .
Written in matrix notation (equation 3.12), it can be seen that it represents a system of
linear differential equations with time varying coefficients. The coefficients are the cube
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frame components of the angular velocity of the cube frame relative to the local level
frame, w lc . This system of differential equations can be used directly as a starting point
for deriving an attitude quaternion updating scheme. In other words, an updating scheme
can be constructed by solving this system over the update time interval, the boundary
condition being given by the attitude quaternion at the beginning of the interval. The
basic approach to this problem would be to assume an analytical form for the angular rate
w clc in the update interval, e.g. a polynomial in time, and then use either Runge-Kutta
techniques (Press, Teukolsky, Vetterling, Flannery, 1992) or a Taylor series expansion up
to some order to find an estimate of the attitude quaternion at the end of the update
interval. However, doing so for high order polynomials of w clc , e.g. third or fourth order,
gets rather “messy”. Another drawback is that the resulting updating schemes do not
preserve the normality characteristic of the attitude quaternion. This necessitates the
inclusion of a normalization operation in those schemes.
For these reasons, it is useful to follow an alternative approach for developing an
attitude quaternion updating scheme which makes use of the rotation vector concept
(Bortz, 1971; Miller, 1983; Savage, 1998). A definition of the rotation vector can be
found in appendix B. As will be shown below, by using the rotation vector concept the
attitude updating problem can be transformed from being one of solving a system of
differential equations to being one of solving an integral of a function of w clc (t ) . This
integral can be solved in a straightforward manner even for high order polynomials of
w clc . Furthermore, the attitude quaternion updating schemes derived in this way do not
introduce a non-normality error and hence no normalization is required. In the following,
I will derive an attitude quaternion updating algorithm using the rotation vector concept.
The underlying idea is to find the quaternion DQ n that corresponds to the rotation of
the cube frame relative to the local level frame during the nth update interval and then use
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the attitude quaternion chain rule (equation B.8) to update the attitude quaternion Q lc ,
that is

Q lc ( t n ) = Q lc ( t n −1 ) ⊗ DQ n

(5.12)

where t n −1 is the time at the beginning and t n the time at the end of the update interval.
Letting b n be the rotation vector specifying this rotation and using equation B.4, the
quaternion DQ n may be expressed as


 bn  
 cos 2  

DQ n = 
sin  b n  b n 
  2  b n 

(5.13)

The b n rotation vector can be computed by treating it as the vector value at time t n
of a general rotation vector b(t ) defining the attitude of the cube frame relative to a
frame whose orientation relative to the local level frame corresponds to the Q lc ( t n −1 )
quaternion. In other words, this reference frame is non-rotating relative to the local level
frame and has an orientation relative to the local level frame which is equal to that of the
cube frame at time t n −1 . Thus, by definition b(t n−1 ) is zero. The general rotation vector

b(t ) changes according to



& (t ) = w c (t ) + 1 b (t ) × w c (t ) + 1 1 − b(t ) sin b(t )  b(t ) × ( b (t ) × w c (t )) . (5.14)
b
lc
lc
2
lc
2
b (t )  2(1 − cos b(t ))
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Equation 5.14 follows directly from the rotation vector differential equation (equation
B.14).
For time t between t n −1 and t n , it is common practice to set b(t ) in the first crossproduct term equal to the integral of w clc from time t n −1 to t and assume that the triple
cross-product term is small enough to be neglected altogether, yielding the approximation

 t

& (t ) ≈ w c (t ) + 1  w c (t )dt × w c (t )
b
lc
lc

2  t n∫−1 lc


( t n −1 ≤ t ≤ t n )

(5.15)

(Ignagni, 1988; Savage, 1998). The accuracy of this approximation depends on the
combination of two factors, the magnitude of b(t ) and the extent to which the angular
rate vector w clc changes direction during the update interval, also referred to as coning
motion. The smaller b(t ) and the less coning, the better equation 5.15 holds. Obviously
the range of b(t ) and the extent of coning are determined by the actual angular motion
during the interval, but also by the length of the interval itself. Therefore, high update
rates should guarantee the validity of equation 5.15.
The great benefit of this approximation is that, based on a specific assumed analytical
form for the angular velocity w clc in the update interval, b n can be obtained by integrating
equation 5.15 from time t n −1 to time t n rather than having to deal with the differential
equation 5.14. That is,

t



1 
c

b n = ∫ w lc (t ) +  ∫ w clc (t ) dt × w clc (t ) dt .
2  t n −1


t n −1 

tn

(5.16)
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For example, if the angular rate vector w clc is assumed equal a constant vector a n over
the update interval, equation 5.16 simply evaluates to

b n = a n ( t n − t n −1 )

(5.17)

as would be expected from intuition. Note, that this result can also be obtained directly
from just looking at equation 5.14, which is exact. It can be observed that the two crossproduct terms are initially zero, since b(t n−1 ) is zero, and then remain zero throughout
& is equal to
the interval since b ”develops” parallel to a n . Consequently, b
a n throughout the interval, from which equation 5.17 follows.

If the angular rate vector w clc is assumed to change linearly over the update interval
according to

w clc ( t ) = a n + b n (t − t n −1 )

( t n −1 ≤ t ≤ t n )

(5.18)

where a n and b n are vector constants, equation 5.16 evaluates to

b n = a n ( t n − t n −1 ) + b n ( t n − t n −1 ) +
2

1
3
a n × b n )( t n − t n −1 ) .
(
6

(5.19)

Similarly, an expression for b n can be found for higher order polynomials of w clc
without any difficulty.
For simplicity, I will assume, that the angular velocity w clc is constant and equal to

w clc ( t n −1 ) over the interval. It immediately follows from equation 5.17 that in this case b n
is given by
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b n = w clc ( t n −1 )( t n − t n −1 ) .

(5.20)

Thus, a procedure for updating the attitude quaternion Q lc may be formulated as
follows: First an estimate of the angular velocity w clc ( t n −1 ) is calculated from the
gyroscope vector output at time t n −1 . Substituting this estimate into equation 5.20 then
yields an estimate of the rotation vector b n . The quaternion DQ n corresponding to this
estimate of b n is calculated from equation 5.13, which is then used in equation 5.12 to
update the attitude quaternion Q lc .
To obtain an estimate of the angular velocity w clc from the gyroscope vector output,
o g , the latter must be converted to rad/s and then corrected for axis misalignments and
biases according to
$ c S$ −1o − b$ c
$ clc = C
w
g g g
g ,equ ,

(5.21)

$ c is the assumed coordinate transformation matrix that transforms a vector from
where C
g
the gyroscope frame into the cube frame, S$ g−1 is the assumed inverse of he gyroscope
response matrix and b$ cg ,equ is the assumed equivalent gyroscope bias vector in cube frame
coordinates. Similar to equation 5.9 describing the specific force estimation, all variables
in equation 5.21, with the exception of o g , have been marked by a hat over their symbol
to distinguish them from their true counterparts. Equation 5.21 can be viewed as the
“applied” version of equation 4.27, which relates the gyroscope vector output to the true
angular velocity of the cube frame relative to the local level frame in cube frame
coordinates.
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A flowchart of this updating scheme is shown in figure 5.1. Since all involved
quantities are estimated or assumed values, they are marked by a hat over their
corresponding symbols. As mentioned at the beginning of this section, note that this
attitude updating scheme does not introduce a non-normality error.
As a final remark, let it be said that the rotation vector concept can equally be used to
develop a direction cosine matrix updating algorithm (Savage, 1998). The procedure for
the development is more or less identical to that just followed to derive the attitude
quaternion updating scheme: In place of using the attitude quaternion chain rule, the
direction cosine matrix chain rule (equation B.3) is used, and the direction cosine matrix
corresponding to the cube frame rotation during the update interval is calculated from the
rotation vector b n by application of equation B.12.
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o g (t n −1 ) received from IMU
$ c , S$ −1 , b$ c
C
g
g
g ,equ

$ c S$ −1o ( t ) − b$ c
$ clc (t n −1 ) = C
w
g g g
n −1
g ,equ

(equ. 5.21)

IMU specifications

$ clc ( t n −1 )
w
$ clc ( t n −1 )( t n − t n −1 )
b$ n = w

(equ. 5.20)

b$ n


 b$ n  
 cos  
 2 
$ =
DQ
n
  b$  b$ 
sin  n  n 
  2  b$ n 

(equ. 5.13)

$
DQ
n

$ (t )
Q
lc n −1

$ (t ) = Q
$ ( t ) ⊗ DQ
$
Q
lc n
lc n −1
n

(equ. 5.12)

from previous updating cycle (n > 1)
or initial alignment (n = 1)

$ (t )
Q
lc n

Figure 5.1: Flowchart of the attitude quaternion updating scheme
(symbols are explained in the text)
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5.3 Velocity Updating

In this section, an algorithm is developed that updates the local level frame referenced
velocity s& l . The analytically exact formulation of the updating is

s& ( t n ) = s& ( t n −1 ) +
l

l

tn

∫ &&s (t )dt
l

(5.22)

t n −1

where as in the previous section t n −1 is the time at the beginning and t n the time at the
end of the nth update interval.
The evaluation of the integral in equation 5.22 requires the assumption of a specific
analytical form for the local level frame referenced acceleration &&s l over the update
interval. I assume that the acceleration &&s l is constant and equal to &&s l ( t n −1 ) . This
assumption stands in conformity with the assumption made in deriving the attitude
quaternion updating scheme that the angular velocity vector w clc is approximately
constant and equal to w clc ( t n −1 ) over the interval. Both assumptions require the use of the
highest possible updating rate which is set by the hardware limitations of the IMU as well
as those of the computer used for the data acquisition and processing.
Based on this assumption, equation 5.22 simply reduces to

s& l ( t n ) = s& l ( t n −1 ) + &&s l ( t n −1 )( t n − t n −1 )

(5.23)

The inputs to equation 5.23 are obtained as follows. For n greater than 1, the velocity

s& l ( t n −1 ) is the output of the previous velocity updating cycle, and for n equal to 1, it is
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zero since at time t = t 0 = 0 the IMU is still at rest. An estimate of the acceleration

&&s l (t n −1 ) can be calculated by application of equation 4.21:
$ l ( t )f$ c ( t ) + g$ l ,
&&s$ l ( t n −1 ) = C
c n −1
n −1

(5.24)

$ l (t ) is the coordinate transformation matrix calculated from the estimated
where C
c n −1
$ ( t ) according to equation 3.5, f$ c ( t ) is the specific force
attitude quaternion Q
n −1
lc n −1
estimate calculated from the accelerometer vector output at time t n −1 using equation 5.9,
and g$ l is the gravity vector estimate obtained from the initial alignment (section 5.1). As
already mentioned in the introduction of chapter 3, due to the “short distance” nature of
the antenna navigation problem, the gravity can be assumed to be constant along the

$ ( t ) is the output of the previous attitude updating
trajectory. For n greater than 1, Q
lc n −1
cycle, and for n equal to 1, it is the attitude quaternion obtained from the initial
alignment.
Figure 5.2 shows a flowchart illustrating the velocity updating scheme. As before, to
indicate that essentially all quantities involved in the velocity updating are either
estimated or assumed values, they are marked by a hat over their corresponding symbols.

$ ( t ) from previous updating cycle (n > 1)
Q
lc n −1
or initial alignment (n = 1)

(

)

 2 q$ 2 + q$ 2 − 1
lc0
lc1

$ l (t ) = 2 q$ q$ + q$ q$
C
c n −1
lc1 lc2
lc0 lc3

2 q$ lc1q$ lc3 − q$ lc0 q$ lc2

(
(

(
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$ l (t )
C
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$ c , S$ −1 , b$ c
C
a
a
a ,equ IMU specifications

o a ( t n −1 )

2
lc0

lc1

(equ. 5.9)
g$ l from initial alignment

received from IMU

f$ c ( t n −1 )

$ l ( t )f$ c ( t ) + g$ l
&&s$ l ( t n −1 ) = C
c n −1
n −1

(equ. 5.24)

&&s$ l ( t n −1 )
s&$ l (t n −1 )

s&$ l ( t n ) = s&$ l ( t n −1 ) + &&s$ l (t n −1 )(t n − t n −1 )

(equ. 5.23)

from previous updating cycle (n > 1)
or zero (n = 1)

s&$ l ( t n )
Figure 5.2: Flowchart of the velocity updating scheme (symbols are explained in the text)

(equ. 3.5)
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5.4 Position Updating

In the following, an algorithm is derived that calculates the position of the antenna
system. Before doing so, it is necessary to define what exactly is meant by the position of
the antenna system. Obviously it should be defined such that it makes sense to identify
the antenna system’s position with where it is measuring. Furthermore, it should be
defined as being a position relative to the origin of the local level frame. With this in
mind, the antenna system’s position may be defined by means of a vector a, going from
the origin of the local level frame to the point of the system which is thought to be its
measuring point, as depicted in figure 3.2 (section 3.6). For a bistatic antenna system,
consisting of separate transmitting and receiving antennas, a reasonable choice for the
measuring point is the midpoint between the two antennas on the bottom surface of the
antenna system. For the less common monostatic system which uses one antenna for
transmitting and receiving, a reasonable choice for the measuring point is the centerpoint
on the bottom surface of the antenna system. Obviously the choice of the measuring point
depends on the personal preference of the GPR user.
As shown in figure 3.2 (section 3.6), the vector a can be expressed as the sum of two
vectors, s and d, with d being the vector that goes from the origin of the cube frame to the
measuring point of the antenna system. Expressed in local level frame coordinates, this
relationship is

a l = sl + dl

(5.25)

a l = s l + C lc d c .

(5.26)

or equivalently
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Thus, the position of the antenna system, as described by a l , can be calculated from s l ,
which essentially may be viewed as the position of the DMU-VG, the coordinate
transformation matrix C lc and the vector d c . Note that the vector d c is constant.
The position s l is obviously obtained from integrating the velocity s& l , for which an
algorithmic formulation is developed below. The coordinate transformation matrix C lc
can be calculated from the attitude quaternion Q lc using equation 3.5 . The components
of the vector d c must be measured after attaching the DMU-VG to the antenna system. It
follows from the definition of the cube frame (section 3.6) that it is plausible to measure
along the geometry axes of the antenna system.
The integration of the velocity s& l is achieved by an iterative updating scheme, just as
the integration of its derivative &&s l , discussed in the previous section. The analytically
exact updating equation is

s ( t n ) = s ( t n −1 ) +
l

l

tn

∫ s& (t )dt ,
l

(5.27)

t n −1

where as before t n −1 is the time at the beginning and t n the time at the end of the nth
update interval. The evaluation of the integral term in equation 5.27 requires the
assumption of a specific analytical form for the velocity s& l over the update interval.
Again, given a high update rate, s& l can be assumed approximately constant and equal to

s& l ( t n −1 ) over the update interval. Consequently, equation 5.27 may written as
s l ( t n ) = s l ( t n −1 ) + s& l ( t n −1 )( t n − t n −1 )

(5.28)
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The initial value for s l can be obtained from

s l ( t 0 ) = a l ( t 0 ) − C lc (t 0 )d c

(5.29)

which is simply equation 5.26 solved for s l and evaluated at time t = t 0 = 0 . The initial
antenna position, a l (t 0 ) , is zero if the origin of the local level frame is defined such that
it coincides with the starting point of the profile. The initial coordinate transformation
matrix C lc (t 0 ) can be calculated from the attitude quaternion obtained from the initial
alignment.
In summary, equations 5.29, 5.28, and 5.26 describe a method for updating the
position of the antenna system. A flowchart of this procedure is shown in figure 5.3.
Again, to indicate that essentially all quantities involved in the position updating are
either estimated or assumed values, they are marked by a hat over their corresponding
symbols.

$ (t ) from current updating cycle
Q
lc n

(

)

 2 q$ 2 + q$ 2 − 1
lc0
lc1

l
$
C c ( t n ) = 2 q$ lc1 q$ lc2 + q$ lc0 q$ lc3

2 q$ lc1 q$ lc3 − q$ lc0 q$ lc2

(
(

(

) 2(q$ q$ + q$ q$ )
) 2(q$ + q$ ) − 1 2(q$ q$ − q$ q$ )
) 2(q$ q$ + q$ q$ ) 2(q$ + q$ ) − 1 
2 q$ lc1q$ lc2 − q$ lc0 q$ lc3
2
lc0

lc2

s&$ l (t n −1 ) from previous updating cycle (n > 1)
or zero (n = 1)

s$ l ( t n ) = s$ l ( t n −1 ) + s&$ l (t n −1 )(t n − t n −1 )

s$ l (t n −1 )

lc3

2
lc2

lc0

lc1

or equ. 5.29 (n = 1)

lc3

lc0

lc2

lc2

lc3

lc0

lc1

2
lc0

(equ. 3.5)

2
lc3

$ l (t )
C
c n

(equ. 5.28)

from previous
updating cycle (n > 1)

lc1

d$ c measured after attaching IMU

s$ l ( t n )

to the antenna system

$ l ( t )d$ c
a$ l ( t n ) = s$ l ( t n ) + C
c n

(equ. 5.26)

a$ l (t n )
Figure 5.3: Flowchart of the position updating scheme (symbols are explained in the text)
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Chapter 6
NAVIGATION EXAMPLES AND ERROR ANALYSIS

To evaluate the performance of the DMU-VG in determining orientation and position,
a series of navigation experiments has been carried out. The testing consisted of two
parts. First, the ability to determine antenna orientation was investigated as discussed in
section 6.2. The second part of the testing, described in section 6.3, aimed at assessing the
positioning accuracy that can be obtained with the DMU-VG. The presentation of the
results is complemented by detailed theoretical discussions on the accumulation of
orientation and position errors during navigation.
For the purpose of the testing, I developed a navigation software package, which
integrates data acquisition, real-time navigation computations, real-time visualization of
computed positions, and post-acquisition visualization of computed trajectories and
orientations. The navigation computations are based on the algorithms derived in the
previous chapter. These specific implementations of the algorithms assume that the
accelerometer and gyroscope misalignment angles, introduced in section 3.7.4, are zero,
or equivalently, that the coordinate frame transformation matrices C ca and C cg , relating
the accelerometer frame and the gyroscope frame to the cube frame, are both equal to the
identity matrix:
$c =C
$c =I .
C
a
g

(6.1)
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Figuratively speaking, a perfectly orthogonal set of accelerometers as well as a perfectly
orthogonal set of gyroscopes are assumed, which are not rotated relative to each other.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the output of the accelerometers is bias free; thus
b$ ca ,equ = b$ a ,equ = 0 .

(6.2)

The gyroscope biases however are considered, since they can be determined easily by
averaging the gyroscope vector output as part of the initial alignment of the system. It
should be said that the estimation of the gyroscope biases is carried out in addition to the
internal gyroscope calibration that the DMU-VG carries out by itself, as described in
section 4.2. This might seem like an unnecessary second calibration. However,
experience with this procedure has shown that the bias values obtained by the second
calibration, even though they are generally of the order of less than one gyroscope
digitization resolution, are better measures of the gyroscope biases after the initial
alignment than zero.
For the conversion of the binary accelerometer vector output and the gyroscope vector
output to their corresponding physical units, the software uses the nominal response
factors given by identities 4.29 and 4.30.
The integration operations are carried out using the timing information from the
DMU-VG (section 1.3).
The software was programmed in the C programming language and runs under the
DOS operating system. The graphics were implemented using the libhpgl.lib C/C++
extended graphics library by Olhoeft (1994). A description of the navigation software in
terms of program flow and features follows in section 6.1.
All navigation experiments were conducted after the DMU-VG had been powered on
for at least 15 minutes in order to ensure that the internal temperature was stable during
the course of each experiment.
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6.1 Description of the Navigation Software

The software consists of four programs called Orient, Movie, Navigate and Traject.
They are contained on the CDROM accompanying this thesis.
The program Orient has been written for the orientation determination performance
testing. It combines the initial alignment procedure set forth in section 5.1 with the
attitude updating algorithm derived in section 5.2. The DMU-VG data is processed while
it is acquired.
The flow of the program Orient is as follows. It starts by asking the DMU-VG to
perform an internal calibration for the gyroscope biases. After the DMU-VG has finished
with the internal calibration, the program acquires 255 data packets while simultaneously
averaging the accelerometer vector output, o a , and the gyroscope vector output, o g . The
resulting averages are used for the initial alignment computations and the estimation of
the gyroscope biases which follow. The program then continuously acquires data and
updates the attitude quaternion Q lc until told to stop by the user. The attitude quaternion
is updated every time data is received from the DMU-VG. While updating, a time counter
on the screen displays the time since the start of the updating.
The acquired DMU-VG data is saved as a binary file with the extension “.dmu”, which
can be viewed with the program View, introduced in section 4.4. The calculated attitude
quaternions and corresponding times are written to a binary file having the extension
“.att”. In addition, an ascii file is created with the extension “.pro”. It contains the results
of the initial alignment, the final time counter value and the estimated final orientation.
The source code of Orient is listed in appendix D, section D.1. The source code has
been written in a very general way in the sense that it can easily be changed to
accommodate axis misalignments, accelerometer biases and use different response
factors. The only necessary change would be to add a section that reads in a file
containing the desired parameters when the program starts up.
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The estimated orientations, saved in the “.att” file, can be visualized with the program
Movie. As the name suggests, it plays the “.att” file in a movie like fashion. When
running the program, a color cube is displayed on the screen which orients itself
according to the estimated orientations. The color cube represent the cube frame.
Originally, the intent was to integrate the color cube display into the program Orient
for real-time orientation visualization. However it turned out that doing so slows down
the data sampling rate by a factor of approximately 1.4. The slower sampling rate in turn
showed to have a negative effect on the accuracy of the orientation estimation. Therefore,
I decided against the real-time orientation visualization. In this context, it is interesting to
note that the orientation updating computations have hardly any effect on the data
sampling rate at all, at least no noticeable one.
The program Navigate is a full navigation program designed to estimate orientation as
well as position. In essence, it is simply an extension of the Orient program to include the
velocity and position updating algorithms derived in section 5.3 and 5.4.
It presumes that the initial position coincides with the origin of the local level frame:
a$ l (t = 0) = 0 .

(6.3)

Unlike the program Orient, the program Navigate is not set up to always use 255 data
packets for the initial alignment and the estimation of the gyroscope biases. Instead it uses
thresholding of the gyroscope vector output, o g , to decide whether the DMU-VG has
started to move. Once the DMU-VG starts moving, the program stops averaging the
accelerometer and gyroscope vector outputs, executes the initial alignment computations,
calculates the gyroscope biases, determines the initial vector value for s l and goes over to
the updating stage.
To ensure that the averaging only encompasses data packets that have been recorded
while the DMU-VG is really still at rest, the processing of the data packets lags behind
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their acquisition by 15 packets. The threshold test is always applied to the newly acquired
data packet. Alternatively, it is possible to terminate the averaging and go over to the
updating without having the DMU-VG move by user command.
Updating is performed every time a data packet is received from the DMU-VG.
Simultaneously to acquiring and processing DMU-VG data, the computed trajectory is
gradually plotted into a three dimensional coordinate system displayed on the screen. The
coordinate system represents the local level frame. A time counter displays the time since
the start of motion.
In contrast to the attempted real-time orientation display in the program Orient, the
real-time visualization of the computed positions is possible without noticeably slowing
down the data acquisition rate. This can be explained by the fact that the change in the
computed position over one update interval generally only requires the addition of no
more than one pixel to the displayed trajectory. In contrast, when using the color cube to
display orientation, each update of the screen display requires the erasure of the previous
cube and the plotting of the new cube.
The data acquisition continues until brought to a stop by the user. The time counter
stops running and the final position estimate appears on the screen display. At this stage
the user can change the angle from which the plotted trajectory is viewed, zoom in or out
of the viewing plane, and optionally make a hardcopy of the screen display. In addition,
the estimated motion can be replayed as a movie. During the replay a small coordinate
system oriented according to the estimated orientations travels along the computed
trajectory. The small coordinate system represents the cube frame.
As is the case for the program Orient, the recorded DMU-VG data is written to a
binary file with the extension “.dmu”, which can be viewed with the program View.
Again an ascii file with the extension “.pro” is created which apart from listing the results
of the initial alignment, the total time of motion and the estimated final orientation, also
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contains the estimated final position. All computed positions, attitude quaternions and
corresponding times are written to binary file with the extension “.pos”.
The source code of Navigate can be found in appendix D, section D.2. Again the
program has been written in such a way that it can easily be generalized to account for
axis misalignments and accelerometer biases, and use different response factors and
starting positions.
Files with the extension “.pos” from previous runs of the program Navigate can be
graphically displayed with the program Traject. The display is identical to that of
Navigate. The user has the same options of interactively manipulating the plot, making a
hardcopy and replaying the estimated motion.

6.2 Performance in Estimating Orientation

Four experiments were carried out to evaluate the ability to determine orientation.
Each experiment consisted of applying a specific rotational motion by hand to the
DMU-VG for a duration of approximately 60 s. In all four experiments the rotational
motion was such that the DMU-VG’s final orientation was equal to its initial orientation.
The performance in determining orientation is evaluated based on comparing the
estimated final orientations to the initial orientations obtained by the initial alignment.
For the purpose of comparison, the estimated final orientations were converted from
their attitude quaternion representations to their yaw, pitch and roll angles
representations. For a given attitude quaternion Q lc , with components q lc0 , q lc1 , q lc2 and
q lc3 , its corresponding yaw ( y ), pitch ( q ) and roll ( f ) angles can be calculated using the
equations:
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tan y =

(

2 q lc1 q lc2 + q lc0 q lc3

(

)

)

2 q 2lc0 + q 2lc1 − 1

(

)

(

).

sin q = −2 q lc1 q lc3 − q lc0 q lc2

tan f =

2 q lc2 q lc3 + q lc0 q lc1

(

)

2 q lc2 0 + q lc2 3 − 1

(6.4)

(6.5)

(6.6)

These equations follow directly from identities 3.3 and 3.5. The trigonometric
ambiguities in equations 6.4 and 6.6 are resolved by acknowledging that cos q is always
non-negative. Hence in both equations the branch of the tangent function to be considered
is determined by the respective signs of the numerator and denominator on the right-hand
side of the equation.
A line drawn on a table served as the reference line defining the local level frame
(recall section 3.3). For the initial alignment, the DMU-VG was aligned with this
reference line. Bringing the DMU-VG back to its initial orientation was achieved by
putting it back on the same position on the table as during the initial alignment and
aligning it with the reference line.
In the first experiment the rotational motion consisted of three separate consecutive
rotations about the cube frame axes:
1. A rotation through approximately -90 degrees about the y c axis and back to the initial
orientation
2. A rotation through approximately 90 degrees about the x c axis and back to the initial
orientation
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3. A rotation through approximately -90 degrees about the z c axis and back to the initial
orientation
All three rotations were performed in a right-hand sense.
In the second experiment the DMU-VG was rotated randomly and then brought back
to its initial orientation.
In the third experiment the DMU-VG was rotated through approximately -90 degrees
about the y c axis in a right-hand sense, then left in this orientation for approximately 18 s
and subsequently rotated back to its initial orientation. The purpose of this experiment
was to demonstrate that attitude updating based on the attitude quaternion Q lc is not
unstable when the DMU-VG is oriented vertically as discussed in section 3.7.3.1.
In the fourth experiment the DMU-VG was simply left at rest. This gives an estimate
of the error that arises due to drift in the gyroscope biases, since gyroscope axis
misalignments only come into play when the DMU-VG is rotating.
The results of the experiments are summarized in table 6.1. All experiments were
repeated in order to ensure that the obtained results are typical rather than exceptions. The
reruns of experiments 1, 3 and 4 yielded very similar results to those listed in table 6.1.
The repeated realizations of experiment 2 however yielded varying results. Therefore
table 6.1 shows the results of two runs of the experiment.
With the exception of the second run of experiment 2 (exp2b), the errors in the yaw,
pitch and roll angles that had accumulated over 60 s were below 1 degree.* The fact that
the errors in experiment 1 and 3 and the first run of experiment 2 (exp2a) are of the same
order than those in experiment 4 shows that the rotations in those experiments hardly
introduced errors due to gyroscope axis misalignment. In contrast, the error in the roll

*

With errors I mean the differences between the yaw, pitch and roll angles obtained by the
initial alignment and those corresponding to the estimated final orientations. Note that
strictly speaking this is not an absolutely correct error definition since the initial
alignment itself is prone to errors due to systematic errors in the accelerometers.
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angle in the second run of experiment 2 of 2.72 degrees is an indicator that in this case
the rotation introduced an error due to gyroscope axis misalignments. This demonstrates
that the gyroscope axis misalignments of the DMU-VG can actually cause trouble.
However the size of the errors introduced by the misalignments depends on the nature of
the rotation applied to the DMU-VG. This will become clearer in the next section which
explains orientation errors introduced by the gyroscope biases and misalignments from a
theoretical point of view.
All files (extensions “.dmu”, “.pro” and “.att”) associated with the experiments listed
in table 6.1 can be found on the CDROM accompanying this thesis. As already mentioned
in the previous section, the files with the extension “att” can be played with the program
Movie. By doing so, it can be seen that, again with the exception of the second run of
experiment 2, the rotations of the color cube on the screen agree very well with the
rotational motions described above. When playing the file exp3.att associated with
experiment 3, it can be observed that, as expected, the orientation updating is very stable
when the DMU-VG is oriented vertically.
Another point worth noting is that, while carrying out the experiments, it was observed
that the gyroscope full scale range of -50 deg/s to +50 deg/s was easily exceeded. After
each experiment, the obtained raw data file (extension “.dmu”) was checked to ensure
that the rotation rates had stayed within the valid full scale range. In case one of the
rotation rates exceeded the valid full scale range, the experiment was repeated.

Table 6.1: Results of the orientation estimation performance testing

total time of average sampling
filename

motion *1

rate

[s]

[ s −1 ]

results of initial
alignment

orientation differences *2

estimated final
orientation

q$ 0 [deg] f$ 0 [deg]

y$ [deg] q$ [deg] f$ [deg] Dy$ [deg] Dq$ [deg] Df$ [deg]

experiment 1

exp1

60.41

135

0.28

-0.13

359.10

0.44

-0.09

0.90

-0.16

-0.04

experiment 2

exp2a
exp2b

60.35
60.34

131
134

0.27
0.28

-0.14
-0.15

359.62
0.68

0.10
-0.43

-0.11
-2.87

0.38
-0.68

0.17
0.71

-0.03
2.72

experiment 3

exp3

60.81

130

0.24

-0.11

359.21

-0.06

-0.46

0.79

0.30

0.35

experiment 4

exp4

60.62

137

0.29

-0.09

0.21

0.44

0.18

-0.21

-0.15

-0.27

*1
*2

total time between the start and the termination of the attitude updating

Dy$ ≡ y$ 0 − y$ with y$ 0 = 0 (360) deg; Dq$ ≡ q$ 0 − q$ ; Df$ ≡ f$ 0 − f$

Note: All numbers are rounded to the precision of the last significant digit shown
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6.2.1 Accumulation of Orientation Errors

In the following, I will take a look at how orientation errors accumulate as a result of
gyroscope axis misalignments and drift in the gyroscope biases. For the purpose of the
discussion, I will assume that other sources of error accumulation, such as noise and
errors in the gyroscope response factors, are not present; i.e.
eg = 0

(6.7)

S g = S$ g ,

(6.8)

and

where e g is the gyroscope noise vector and S g is the gyroscope response matrix which
were defined in section 4.2.
It follows directly from equation 4.26 that under the no noise assumption the
gyroscope vector output, o g , is given by

o g = S g C gc w clc + b g

(6.9)

From equations 6.9, 4.28, 6.8 and 6.1, it can be seen that the equivalent gyroscope bias
vector in cube frame coordinates, b$ cg ,equ , obtained by averaging the gyroscope vector
output o g during the initial alignment, should be equal to the true equivalent gyroscope

(

)

bias vector at time t = 0 , denoted by b g,equ . The “0” subscript indicates that this is the
0

initial value of the equivalent bias vector which might change during navigation as a
result of drift.
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Thus, equation 5.21 reduces to

(

)

$ clc = S g−1o g − b g ,equ
w

0

.

(6.10)

Equation 6.10 reflects how the program Orient, as well as the program Navigate,
interprets the gyroscope vector output received from the DMU-VG.
Thus, given the gyroscope vector output of equation 6.9, the estimated angular
$ clc ,
velocity of the cube frame relative to the local level frame in cube frame coordinates, w
is

(

$ clc = C gc w clc + b g,equ − b g,equ
w

)

0

,

(6.11)

where I made use of equation 4.28.
Using the error definition of equation 2.16, it can be seen that the estimated angular
$ clc is in error by
velocity w

(

dw clc = (I − C gc )w clc + b g,equ

)

0

− b g ,equ .

(6.12)

$ clc in turn introduce errors into the attitude quaternion updating scheme (figure
Errors in w
5.1) which accumulate with time.
By looking at equation 6.12, it can be observed that when the DMU-VG is non$ clc only arise due drift in the gyroscope biases which is reflected by
rotating, errors in w

(

the term b g,equ

)

0

− b g,equ . Hence when the DMU-VG is at rest, the accumulation of error
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in the estimated orientations can be attributed solely to drift in the gyroscope biases as
mentioned in the previous section.
When the DMU-VG is rotating, an additional error is introduced by the gyroscope
misalignment. In equation 6.12, this error is represented by the term

(I − C )w
g
c

c
lc

.

Obviously for a given angular velocity w lc , this error depends on its magnitude as well as
its direction with respect to the cube frame.
To get an idea of how big this error can be, let’s take a look at the y component of the
error vector dw clc , denoted by dw lc y . When no gyroscope drift is present, it follows from
c

equation 6.12 that
dw lc y = w lc y − w lc y ,
c

c

g

(6.13)

where w lc y is the component of the angular velocity w lc along the y axis of the cube
c

frame and w lc y is its component along the y axis of the gyroscope frame. Obviously, the
g

error dw lc y is zero when the angular velocity w lc is perpendicular to the plane spanned
c

by these two axes. Only the component of w lc lying in this plane can cause an error.
The error dw lc y is illustrated in figure 6.1 for the case of w lc lying in the plane
c

spanned by the two axes. It can be observed that the error is zero if w lc is oriented along
the dotted line running exactly between the two axes, and maximum if w lc is oriented
perpendicular to this line. Given that the angle between the two axes is 1 degree, it is easy
to show that for the maximum case the error amounts to

(dw )
lc yc

max

≈ 0.0175 w lc ,

(6.14)
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with w lc being the magnitude of the angular velocity w lc . A misalignment of 1 degree
may be present according to the specifications of the DMU-VG (table 1.1). This means
that an angular velocity with magnitude of for example 40 deg/s can result in an error

dw lc y of up to 0.7 deg/s.
c

The same reasoning applies to the other two components of the error vector dw clc .
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yg

w lc y

g

dw lc y

yc

c

w lc y

c

w lc

Figure 6.1: Illustration of the error dw lc y introduced by misalignment of the y gyroscope
c
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6.3 Performance in Estimating Position

For the position estimation performance testing, the DMU-VG was moved by hand
along four different known trajectories on a horizontal tabletop. The test trajectories had
been marked onto the tabletop as depicted in figure 6.2(a). They connect five points,
which in figure 6.2 are designated by letters A through E.
The local level frame was defined as having its origin at point A and its x l axis run
along the line connecting points A and C. Given that the tabletop was perfectly level, the
local level frame coordinates in meters of points A through E are:
A = (0,0,0) B = (0.5,0,0) C = (1,0,0) D = (0.5,−0.25,0)

E = (1,−0.25,0)

(6.15)

All four trajectories start at point A. The first trajectory runs along the x l axis to point
B. The second trajectory continues further along the x l axis to point C. The third and the
fourth trajectory are curvilinear. The third trajectory connects points A and D. Its
corresponding local level frame coordinates in meters can be specified by the function

trajectory 3:

(

x l → x l ,0125
. cos(2p x l ) − 0125
. ,0

)

( 0 ≤ x l ≤ 0.5 )

(6.16)

The fourth trajectory connects point A with point E. Its corresponding local level frame
coordinates in meters are given by the function

trajectory 4:

(

x l → x l ,0125
. cos(p x l ) − 0125
. ,0

)

( 0 ≤ xl ≤ 1)

A graphical illustration of the trajectories is given in figure 6.2(b).

(6.17)
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Since the experiments did not involve attaching the DMU-VG to a GPR antenna
system, the position to be estimated was chosen to be that of one of the corners of the
bottom surface of the DMU-VG housing. The corner can be recognized in figure 6.2(a)
by the circular sticker with which it had been marked. The cube frame coordinates of the
vector d, defined in section 5.4, that the program Navigate used for the position updating
were chosen accordingly. Recall that in a GPR survey the position to be estimated would
be that of the measuring point of the antenna system.
The procedure for all the navigation experiments was as follows. For the initial
alignment, the aforementioned corner of the DMU-VG was positioned at point A and the
DMU-VG was aligned with the x l axis, i.e. the line connecting points A and C. As for
the motion phase, the DMU-VG was moved such that the corner more or less traced the
respective trajectory. It was tried to keep the DMU-VG oriented tangential to the
trajectory while moving it, as depicted in figure 6.2(a) for trajectory 3.
For each trajectory, the navigation experiment was carried out for different speeds of
motion. In addition, two experiments were carried out in which the DMU-VG was simply
left at rest.
The results of the experiments are summarized in tables 6.2 through 6.6. For each
navigation experiment, the total time of motion t, the average sampling rate, the estimated
final position a$ l , the error in the estimated final position da l and the magnitude of the
position error da l are shown. The error in position, da l , is defined according to equation
2.16, as the following difference
da l = a l − a$ l ,

(6.18)
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where a l is the true position. In addition, for each navigation experiment a parameter is
listed, which I call the equivalent error acceleration. It is denoted by the letter e and is
simply defined as

2 da l
e= 2 .
t

(6.19)

The equivalent error acceleration can be viewed as a time normalized measure of the
position error. For each trajectory the average equivalent error acceleration has been
calculated and is displayed in the corresponding table.
In general it can be observed that position errors accumulate extremely fast with time.
Even for the shortest time of motion of 1.5 s, realized when moving the DMU-VG along
trajectory 1, a position error of magnitude 2 cm accumulated (table 6.2; file ab1). This
corresponds to an error of 4% over the distance traveled. For longer times of motion the
position errors easily reached magnitudes of the order of a couple of decimeters. The
highest position error resulted when moving the DMU-VG along trajectory 3; within only
7.73 s a position error of magnitude 1.35 m had accumulated (table 6.4; file ad5). This
represents an error of approximately 240% over the distance traveled.
Position errors accumulate as a result of a variety of factors. These include the
accelerometer axis misalignments, the accelerometer biases, the error in the gravity
estimate obtained from the initial alignment and the errors in the estimated orientations
(i.e. errors in the attitude quaternions obtained from the attitude updating). Position errors
accumulate much faster than orientation errors due to the double integration and the
multitude of variables that go into the position updating process. A detailed theoretical
discussion of the errors introduced by the above mentioned factors is given in the next
section.
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With regard to repeatability of the results, it can be stated that repeated realization of a
navigation test for similar times of motion generally yields very different position errors.
For example, this can be seen when comparing the position error magnitudes obtained
from two navigation experiments along trajectory 1 which both happened to have a time
of motion of 3.31 s (table 6.2; files ab3a and ab3b). The first realization (ab3a) resulted in
position error of magnitude 8 cm, whereas the second realization (ab3b) resulted in an
position error of magnitude 3 cm.
This divergence is even more noticeable in the results of the two experiments in which
the DMU-VG was left at rest (table 6.6; files rest1 and rest2). In both experiments the
“total time of motion” was around 8.5 s. In the first realization (rest1), the final position
was in error by 32 cm whereas in the second realization (rest2), the final position was in
error by 17 cm. Figure 6.3 shows plots of the computed trajectories for these two
experiments. It can be observed that not just the error magnitude but also the error trend is
very different in both experiments. In the following section, I will show that when the
DMU-VG is at rest, position errors solely arise due to drift in the accelerometer biases
and the accumulation of orientation errors. As discussed in section 6.2.1, the latter is a
result of drift in the gyroscope biases. Hence the different position error trend in both
experiments can be explained by the essentially random nature of inertial sensor bias
drift. Since these drifts also exist when the sensor is moving, it is reasonable to say that
they also partly account for the lack of repeatability of the navigation results when the
DMU-VG is moving.
Likewise it can be concluded that these bias drifts also partly account for the fact that
in some instances for the same trajectory longer times of motion yielded smaller or
similar position errors than shorter ones, as can be seen for example in table 6.4 for
trajectory 3. I use the word “partly”, since when the DMU-VG is moving there are a
multitude of error factors that come into play as mentioned previously. Consequently, it is
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hard to determine how the final position error exactly came about for a given navigation
experiment.
In spite of this seemingly unpredictable position error behavior, there are some definite
observations that can be made. To start with, it can be observed that when the DMU-VG
is moving, the position error generally follows certain trends, in contrast to the case where
the DMU-VG is at rest. From tables 6.2 and 6.3 it can be seen that when the motion
occurs along the straight trajectories, trajectory 1 and 2 respectively, the estimated final
position is generally too small in its x l and y l components and too big in its z l
component. Only for long times of motion, e.g. files ab5, ab6 and ac5, the error trend is
different. From tables 6.4 and 6.5 it can be seen that when the DMU-VG is moved along
the curvilinear trajectories, trajectory 3 and 4 respectively, the estimated final position is
always too big in its x l and z l components and too small in its y l components. Figures
6.4 and 6.5 show plots of the computed trajectories for the files ab3a (trajectory 1), ac2
(trajectory 2), ad2 (trajectory 3) and ae1 (trajectory 4), which illustrate these two trends.
The difference in the error trends associated with the straight and the curvilinear
trajectories demonstrates that how systematic errors such as accelerometer axis
misalignments and biases effect the positioning depends on the nature of the motion.
Another important observation can be made by looking at the average equivalent error
accelerations. Based on the accelerometer biases stated in identity 4.31, much higher
equivalent error accelerations might be expected to result from neglecting these biases.
As I will show in the next section, this observation can be explained by the fact that when
correcting the sensed accelerations for gravity using the gravity estimate obtained from
the initial alignment, the error due to neglecting the accelerometer biases is actually
compensated for. In fact, not only the error due to the biases but also the error introduced
by the accelerometer axis misalignments is reduced. This error compensation can be
understood by acknowledging that the gravity estimate obtained from the initial
alignment carries information about the accelerometer biases and the axis misalignments,
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since its own error is a result of just these. In other words, correcting for the wrong
gravity is actually a good thing to do. How good the error compensation is depends on the
drift in the accelerometer biases and the orientation of the DMU-VG. Better
compensation is achieved when the orientation of the DMU-VG remains close to its
initial orientation. This explains why the average equivalent error accelerations for the
curvilinear trajectories are higher than those for the straight trajectories.
All files (extensions “.dmu”, “.pro” and “.pos”) associated with the navigation
experiments listed in tables 6.2 through 6.6 can be found on the CDROM accompanying
this thesis. As mentioned in section 6.1, the files with extension “.pos”, containing the
estimated motion parameters (times, positions and orientations), can be viewed and the
estimated motion replayed with the program Traject. When replaying the estimated
motions, it can be seen that the displayed cube frame orientations nicely reflect the actual
orientations of the DMU-VG during the experiments, which were tangential to the
trajectories. This stands in conformity with the general observation made from the
orientation estimation performance testing that the attitude updating by itself produces
reasonable orientation estimates.
That the tilt output of the DMU-VG is not suited for navigation purposes, as already
indicated in section 4.3, can be seen from figure 6.6, which shows the DMU-VG data of
one of the navigation experiments along the first trajectory (ab3a.dmu). There is a strong
correlation between the acceleration sensed by the x accelerometer and the pitch angle
output which can not be justified by the way the DMU-VG was moved.
While carrying out the experiments along the curvilinear trajectories, again the
observation was made that the gyroscope full scale range is easily exceeded. All
gyroscope data associated with experimental results listed in tables 6.4 and 6.5 has been
checked to ensure that the rotation rates stayed within the valid full scale range.
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DMU-VG with power supply
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trajectory 4
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(b)
Figure 6.2: (a) Experimental setup for the position estimation performance testing
(b) Test trajectories in local level frame coordinates
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Table 6.2: Navigation results for motion along trajectory 1 (end point B)
filename

total time average sampling estimated final position error magnitude of equivalent error
of motion
rate
position
position error
acceleration
a$ l [m]
[ s −1 ]
da l [m]
da l [m]
e [ m / s2 ]
t [s] *

ab1

1.50

137

0.49


 0 
0.02

ab2

2.26

137

 0.48 


− 0.01
 0.03 

 0.02 


 0.01 
− 0.03

 0.43 


− 0.01
 0.03 
 0.48 


− 0.02
 0.01 

 0.07 


 0.01 
− 0.03
 0.02 


 0.02 
− 0.01

137

0.46


 0 
 0.01

 0.04 


 0 
− 0.01

0.04

0.003

137

 0.51 


− 0.02
 0.04 

 − 0.01


 0.02 
− 0.04

0.05

0.002

137

. 
 013


 − 0.03
− 0.09

0.37


 0.03
0.09

0.38

0.005

ab3a

3.31

137

ab3b

3.31

137

ab4

ab5

ab6

5.43

7.27

12.53

 0.01 


 0 
− 0.02

0.02

0.018

0.04

0.016

0.08

0.015

0.03

0.005

average equivalent error acceleration
*

total time between the start and the termination of the updating

Note: All numbers are rounded to the precision of the last significant digit shown

0.009
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Table 6.3: Navigation results for motion along trajectory 2 (end point C)
filename

total time average sampling estimated final position error magnitude of equivalent error
of motion
rate
position
position error
acceleration
a$ l [m]
[ s −1 ]
da l [m]
da l [m]
e [ m / s2 ]
t [s] *

ac1

2.28

137

 0.95 


− 0.02
 0.08 

ac2

3.58

138

 0.92 


− 0.05
 015
. 

 0.08 


 0.05 
− 015
. 

0.18

0.028

138

 0.83 


− 0.05
 0.06 

. 
 017


 0.05 
− 0.06

0.19

0.012

138

 0.73 


− 0.04
 0.08 

 0.27 


 0.04 
− 0.08

0.28

0.011

137

0.73


. 
 019
 013
. 

 0.27 


. 
− 019
 − 013
. 

0.35

0.005

ac3

ac4

ac5

5.73

7.00

11.72

 0.05 


 0.02 
− 0.08

0.10

0.038

average equivalent error acceleration
*

total time between the start and the termination of the updating

Note: All numbers are rounded to the precision of the last significant digit shown

0.019
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Table 6.4: Navigation results for motion along trajectory 3 (end point D)
filename

total time average sampling estimated final position error magnitude of equivalent error
of motion
rate
position
position error
acceleration
a$ l [m]
[ s −1 ]
da l [m]
da l [m]
e [ m / s2 ]
t [s] *

. 
 − 011


 0.07 
− 0.01

0.12

0.026

ad1

3.06

137

 0.61 


− 0.32
 0.01 

ad2

3.95

137

 0.72 


− 0.39
 0.05 

− 0.22


. 
 014
 − 0.05

0.27

0.035

137

 0.82 


− 0.47
 0.08 

 − 0.32


 0.22 
− 0.08

0.40

0.035

137

 0.77 


− 0.46
 0.09 

− 0.27


 0.21 
− 0.09

0.35

0.028

137

. 
 160


. 
− 100
 0.22 

. 
 − 110


 0.75 
− 0.22

1.35

0.045

ad3

ad4

ad5

4.75

5.04

7.73

average equivalent error acceleration
*

total time between the start and the termination of the updating

Note: All numbers are rounded to the precision of the last significant digit shown

0.034
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Table 6.5: Navigation results for motion along trajectory 4 (end point E)
filename

total time average sampling estimated final position error magnitude of equivalent error
of motion
rate
position
position error
acceleration
a$ l [m]
[ s −1 ]
da l [m]
da l [m]
e [ m / s2 ]
t [s] *

− 0.04


 0.09 
 − 011
. 

0.15

0.021

ae1

3.80

137

. 
 104


− 0.34
 011
. 

ae2

4.82

138

. 
 118


0
−
 .45
 016
. 

. 
− 018


0
20
.


− 016
. 

0.32

0.028

137

. 
 122


− 0.42
 010
. 

− 0.22


. 
 017
 − 010
. 

0.30

0.023

137

. 
 161


− 0.56
 0.27 

 − 0.61


 0.31 
− 0.27

0.74

0.019

ae3

ae4

5.14

8.79

average equivalent error acceleration
*

total time between the start and the termination of the updating

Note: All numbers are rounded to the precision of the last significant digit shown

0.023
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Table 6.6: Navigation results for DMU-VG at rest
filename

total time average sampling estimated final position error magnitude of equivalent error
of motion
rate
position
position error
acceleration
a$ l [m]
[ s −1 ]
da l [m]
da l [m]
e [ m / s2 ]
t [s] *

rest1

8.54

137

 − 0.05


− 0.22
 − 0.23

rest2

8.51

137

. 
 − 016


0
07
.


− 0.04

0.05


0.22
 0.23

0.32

0.009

. 
 016


0
−
 .07
 0.04 

0.17

0.005

average equivalent error acceleration
*

total time between the start and the termination of the updating

Note: All numbers are rounded to the precision of the last significant digit shown

0.007
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.3: Computed trajectories (in red) and their projections onto the coordinate
planes (in black) for DMU-VG at rest: (a) rest1; (b) rest2
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4: Computed trajectories (in red) and their projections onto the coordinate planes
(in black) for motion along the straight trajectories:
(a) ab3a along trajectory1; (b) ac2 along trajectory 2

(a)

PLAN VIEW

(b)

PLAN VIEW

Figure 6.5: Computed trajectories (in red) and their projections onto the coordinate planes (in black) for motion
along the curvilinear trajectories: (a) ad2 along trajectory 3; (b) ae1 along trajectory 4
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Figure 6.6: Plot of ab3a.dmu showing a strong correlation between the pitch angle output
and the acceleration sensed by the x accelerometer
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6.3.1 Accumulation of Position Errors

By looking at the velocity and position updating schemes (figures 5.2 and 5.3), it can
be seen that the accumulation of error in the position estimate a$ l can primarily be
attributed to the double integration of errors in the estimated local level frame referenced
acceleration &&s$ l . In this section, I will derive an expression that describes the error in &&s$ l
and point out some interesting properties pertaining to this error.
The error d&&s l in the estimated acceleration &&s$ l is defined as the difference
d&&s l = &&s l − &&s$ l ,

(6.20)

where &&s l is the true acceleration which satisfies equation 4.21. On the other hand, the
estimated acceleration &&s$ l is calculated using equation 5.24.
By substituting equations 4.21 and 5.24 into equation 6.20, the following fundamental
expression for the acceleration error d&&s l can be found:

(

)

$l fc + C
$ l d f c + dg l ,
d&&s l = C lc − C
c
c
1424
3 12
3
l
≡  d&&s  I

(6.21)

 l
≡  d&&s  II

where df c is the error in the estimated specific force vector f$ c defined as
df c = f c − f$ c

(6.22)

and dg l is the error in the gravity vector obtained from the initial alignment defined as
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dg l = g l − g$ l .

(6.23)

Equation 6.21 shows that the acceleration error d&&s l consists of the sum of three
quantities, namely, dg l , the gravity error, and two other quantities which for easier
reference are denoted by (d&&s l )I and (d&&s l )II as indicated. The term (d&&s l )I describes the
error contribution induced by an error in the estimated orientation. The term (d&&s l )II
represents the error introduced due to an error in the specific force estimate f$ c . As will be
shown below, errors in f$ c are associated with misinterpretation of the output of
accelerometers.
In the following, I will derive expressions for these three error terms which give
insight into how they interfere with each other. For this purpose, I will assume that the
accelerometer vector output is noise free and that the true accelerometer response factors
are known, i.e.
ea = 0

(6.24)

S a = S$ a ,

(6.25)

and

where e a is the accelerometer noise vector and S a is the accelerometer response matrix
which were defined in section 4.1. These assumptions stand in conformity with those
made in the discussion of the accumulation of orientation errors in section 6.2.1.
Let’s start with (d&&s l )II . According to equation 4.17, given that the accelerometers are
noise free, the accelerometer vector output, o a , is given by
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o a = S a C ca f c + b a .

(6.26)

On the other hand, using equations 6.1 and 6.2, equation 5.9 reduces to
f$ c = S a−1o a .

(6.27)

Equation 6.27 describes how the program Navigate interprets the accelerometer vector
output received from the DMU-VG.
Consequently, given the accelerometer vector output of equation 6.26, the specific
force estimate f$ c is
f$ c = C ac f c + b a ,equ ,

(6.28)

where I used the definition of the equivalent accelerometer bias vector b a,equ , equation
4.20. It directly follows from the error definition in equation 6.22, that the specific force
estimate f$ c is in error by
df c = (I − C ac )f c − b a ,equ .

(6.29)

It can be seen that the error df c arises due to accelerometer axis misalignments, as
reflected by the term (I − C ac )f c , and due to neglecting the accelerometer biases, as
reflected by the equivalent accelerometer bias vector, b a,equ .
Everything in section 6.2.1 about the effect of gyroscope axis misalignments on the
error dw clc in the estimated angular velocity, equally applies to the effect of the
accelerometer axis misalignments on the error df c . Accordingly, it can be noted that for a
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given specific force f, the error depends on its magnitude as well as its direction with
respect to the cube frame.
Using the derived expression for the error df c , the error (d&&s l )II may be written as
$ l (I − C a )f c − C
$ lb
=C
c
c
c a ,equ .

(d&&s )
l

II

(6.30)

Next, let’s take a look at (d&&s l )I . It is easily verified that (d&&s l )I may be written as

(

(d&&s )

)

$l I−C
$ cCl f c .
= −C
c
l
c

l

I

(6.31)

By comparing equation 6.31 with equation 6.30, it can be seen that the error (d&&s l )I is of
the same form as the error introduced due to accelerometer axis misalignments, that is the
first term in equation 6.30. In other words, an error in the estimated orientation may, with
regard to its effect on the estimated acceleration &&s$ l , be interpreted as a form of
accelerometer axis misalignment.
Due to this similarity, it is reasonable to consider the errors

(d&&s )
l

I

and

(d&&s )
l

II

combined. Adding of equations 6.30 and 6.31 and rearranging of the terms yields

(d&&s ) + (d&&s )
l

l

I

(

II

(

)

$ l Ca Cc f l − C
$ lb
= I−C
c c l
c a ,equ .

(6.32)

)

$ l C a C c f l comprises the error due to accelerometer axis misalignments as
The term I − C
c c l

well as the error induced by an error in the orientation estimate. Using the definition of
the specific force vector f, equation 4.18, this term may be split into an acceleration part
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(i.e. associated with the acceleration &&s l ) and a gravity part (i.e. associated with the gravity
vector g l ) and equation 6.32 becomes

(d&&s ) + (d&&s )
l

l

I

II

(

)

(

)

$ l C a C c &&s l − I − C
$ l CaCc g l − C
$ lb
= I−C
c c l
c c l
c a ,equ .

(6.33)

It can be observed that motions which are associated with high accelerations are also
likely to be associated with high acceleration errors d&&s l . This principle manifest itself in
the fact that the equivalent error accelerations for the navigation experiments along
trajectory 1 and 2 generally decrease with longer times of motion (tables 6.2 and 6.3). It
also manifests itself in the fact that the average equivalent error acceleration
corresponding to trajectory 1 is lower than that corresponding to trajectory 2.
An expression for the error in the gravity vector obtained from the initial alignment,
dg l , can be obtained as follows. As explained in section 5.1, during the initial alignment
the specific force vector in cube frame coordinates, f c , is equal in magnitude and
opposite in direction to the gravity vector g c (equation 5.8). Hence according to equation
6.26, during the initial alignment the accelerometer vector output is
o a = −S a C ac (C cl )0 g l + (b a )0 .

(6.34)

As before the subscript “0” indicates that a quantity is in its initial state. It has been added
to the accelerometer bias vector to allow for bias drift in the theoretical developments
which follow.
While equation 6.34 describes the true constitution of the accelerometer vector output,
the initial alignment procedure explains it without taking into account the accelerometer
axis misalignments and the accelerometer biases; that is
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( )

$ c g$ l ,
o a = −S a C
l 0

( )

$c
where C
l

0

(6.35)

is the coordinate transformation matrix corresponding to the estimated

initial orientation.
Setting equations 6.34 and 6.35 equal and solving for g$ l yields

( )

( ) (b )

$ l C a (C c ) g l − C
$l
g$ l = C
c 0 c
l 0
c

0

a ,equ

0

.

(6.36)

Thus when substituting equation 6.36 into equation 6.23, it is seen that the gravity vector
obtained from the initial alignment is in error by

( ( )

) ( ) (b )

$ l C a (C c ) g l + C
$l
dg l = I − C
c 0 c
l 0
c

0

a ,equ

0

.

(6.37)

From the constituent terms and their signs, it can be seen that the gravity error
dg l actually may reduce some of the error described by equation 6.33, namely, the error
introduced by the accelerometer axis misalignments and orientation error in conjunction
with the gravity, i.e. the second term in equation 6.33, and the error due to neglecting the
accelerometer biases, i.e. the third term in equation 6.33. The error compensation is better
the closer the DMU-VG’s orientation is to its initial orientation, since in this case

( )

$l ≈ C
$l .
C cl ≈ (C cl )0 and C
c
c 0
Next I will show that when the DMU-VG is left at rest after the initial alignment,
errors in the acceleration estimate &&s$ l are solely induced by drift in the accelerometer
biases and by accumulation of orientation errors as mentioned in the previous section. In
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other words, if these two sources of error were nonexistent, the above mentioned error
compensation would be perfect.
Let’s start by substituting equations 6.33 and 6.37 into equation 6.21. It can be seen
that the acceleration error d&&s l satisfies

(

)

(( )

) ( ) (b ) − C$ b

$ l C a C c &&s l − C
$ l C a (C c ) − C
$ l CaCc g l + C
$l
d&&s l = I − C
c c l
c 0 c
l 0
c c l
c

0

a ,equ

0

l
c

a ,equ

.

(6.38)

It is readily shown that for the case that the orientation of the DMU-VG is equal to its
initial orientation, i.e. C cl = (C cl )0 , equation 6.38 reduces to

) (

(

( ) )g$

$ l C a (C c ) &&s l − I − C
$l C
$c
d&&s l = I − C
c c
l 0
c
l

0

l

(( ) − b ) ,

$l b
+C
c
a ,equ

0

a ,equ

(6.39)

where I made use of equation 6.36. Given that the DMU-VG is not moving, i.e. &&s l = 0 ,
equation 6.39 reduces further to

(

( ) )g$

$l C
$c
d&&s l = − I − C
c
l

0

l

(( ) − b ) ,

$l b
+C
c
a ,equ

0

a ,equ

(6.40)

which confirms the above statement. The first term reflects the error introduced by a
difference between the current and the initial orientation estimate. It should be noted, that
whether the initial orientation estimate is erroneous or not does not matter. The second
term represents the error introduced by drift in the accelerometer biases.
I carried out some rough calculations to see whether equation 6.40 can explain the
position error trends observed in the two navigation experiments in which the DMU-VG
was simply left at rest (table 6.6). Equation 6.40 was evaluated using the gravity estimate
and the initial orientation obtained from the initial alignment and the estimated final
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orientation. For the evaluation of the second term, an estimate of the bias drift term

(b )
a ,equ

0

− b a ,equ was calculated from the difference between the average accelerometer

vector output during the initial alignment and that during the updating phase.
The results of the calculations are shown in table 6.7. It can be seen that there is a clear
correlation between the calculated acceleration errors d&&s l and the final position errors
da l . This affirms the validity of equation 6.40. Furthermore, it can be observed that even
small apparent orientation changes of the order of 0.02 degrees are unacceptable for
position navigation. It can be concluded that for the purpose of positioning, gyroscopes
need to be employed that can assure an orientation accuracy which is well above that.
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Table 6.7: Calculation of the acceleration error d&&s l for DMU-VG at rest
filename

q$ 0 [deg]

0.62

0.59

initial

f$ 0 [deg]

0.35

0.35

alignment

g$ [m / s 2 ]

9.791

9.795

estimated

y$ [deg]

0.03

0.02

final

q$ [deg]

0.62

0.62

orientation

f$ [deg]

0.28

0.37

 0.001


0.002
0.006

0.002


 0 
 0.001

 0.001


0.002
0.006

0.002


 0 
 0.001

 0 


0.012
 0 

 0.005 


− 0.003
 0 

0.001


0.014
0.006

 0.007 


− 0.003
 0.001 

(b )
a , equ

0

− b a ,equ

[m / s 2 ]

bias
drift *1
error due to

(( ) − b )

$l b
C
c
a ,equ

a , equ

0

[m / s 2 ]

accelerometer
bias drift *2
error due to
apparent

(

( ) )g$

$l C
$c
− I−C
c
l

[m / s 2 ]

orientation change *2 ,*3
total

d&&s l

acceleration

[m / s 2 ]

error

*2

*3

rest2

results of

accelerometer

*1

rest1

0

l

calculated from the difference between the average accelerometer vector output during the initial
alignment and that during the updating phase

$ l corresponds to the estimated final orientation
C
c
 0
 
g$ = 0
g$ 
l
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Chapter 7
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of the research presented in this thesis was to investigate the feasibility of
using a low-cost strapdown IMU for the estimation of antenna system position and
orientation in a GPR survey. The IMU considered for this study was the DMU-VG
manufactured by Crossbow Technology.
The first part of the thesis focused on the development of inertial navigation theory as
it applies to the problem of determining the position and orientation of a GPR antenna
system. This included the design of algorithms for the four primary computational tasks
pertinent to strapdown inertial navigation. These are the initial alignment of the system,
the integration of angular velocity into attitude (attitude updating), the acceleration
transformation and integration into velocity (velocity updating) and the integration of
velocity into position (position updating). The theory presented is general and applies
equally to other short distance inertial navigation problems, e.g. mobile robot guidance,
as well as to other IMUs.
The attitude quaternion was chosen as the primary variable to describe the orientation
of the antenna system. Orientation updating based on the more intuitive yaw, pitch and
roll angles is not advisable since they are not defined for vertical orientations. In the
differential equations describing their rates of change, vertical orientations are associated
with singularities which introduce instability in the updating when approaching the
vertical state. The attitude quaternion behaves well for arbitrary orientations.
Consequently, attitude quaternion updating would also work when inspecting sewer
walls, dams etc.
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The attitude quaternion updating scheme has been designed using the rotation vector
concept (Savage, 1998). By using the rotation vector concept, the attitude updating
problem is transformed from being one of solving a system of differential equations to
being one of solving a simple integral. The algorithm preserves the normality
characteristic of the attitude quaternion and hence no normalization operation needs to be
included.
The second part of the thesis discussed a series of navigation experiments carried out
to evaluate the performance of the DMU-VG in estimating position and orientation. For
the testing, I developed a navigation software package which integrates data acquisition,
processing and display. The software neglects axis misalignments and accelerometer
biases. The gyroscope biases are estimated during the initial alignment of the system.
The experimental results show that the DMU-VG is far from being accurate enough to
be used for self-contained positioning of a GPR antenna system. Position errors of up to
1.35 m after only 7.73 s of motion were produced. The orientation estimation by itself
however turned out to be much more reliable. The experimental results showed that over
periods of 60 s the accumulation of orientation error is generally below 1 deg.
This level of orientation accuracy should be sufficient enough to integrate the
DMU-VG with an odometer wheel. The wheel provides information about distance
traveled from which position can be estimated using the orientation information of the
DMU-VG. This configuration would extend the applicability of the odometer wheel to
environments with topography or where changing of the profile direction due to obstacles
is necessary. Sharp changes of orientation should only be made after coming to a stop,
since the odometer wheel has only been designed for motion perpendicular to its wheel
axis. Frequent stops in which, apart from keeping the estimated yaw angle, the navigation
is restarted could be used to keep the accumulation of orientation errors at a minimum.
This navigation system would provide the position and orientation information necessary
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for processing and interpreting GPR data acquired along arbitrary acquisition lines
comparable to the synthetic pipeline data presented in the paper in appendix E (model 2).
Another possible use of low-cost IMUs, such as the DMU-VG, might be for more
sophisticated “rubber sheeting” techniques (section 1.1) which make use of the velocity
information. Even though velocity accuracy was not investigated as part of this thesis, it
is clear that the error growth in velocity should be considerably less than in position since
only a single integration is required for velocity estimation. This potential application
needs to be investigated.
As seen from the error analysis, the accumulation of position and orientation errors
can be attributed to the inertial sensor biases, their drift and axis misalignments. Position
errors accumulate much faster than orientation errors as a result of the double integration.
The derived error equations and the experimental results indicate that the size of the
errors introduced by these error sources depends on the nature of the motion. This makes
it difficult to judge the minimum IMU accuracy required to make the self-contained
positioning work. This fact is also reflected in one of the concluding remarks in the book
by Lawrence (1998, p. 266):

“But for low-accuracy systems, sensor choices are not clear-cut. The least
expensive inertial sensors are typified by the quartz VBA and the QRS
tuning fork gyro, and the silicon-based micromachined silicon
accelerometer and tuning fork gyros, all too new to have pedigree. Their
selection implies some risk.”
VBA stands for Vibrating Beam Accelerometer, and QRS stands for Quartz Rate Sensor.
Modeling of the effect of the above mentioned error sources for general trajectories
might give a better understanding of the error propagation and an answer to what IMU
accuracy is required. The modeling should also include the sources of error not discussed
in the error analysis in this thesis, such as response factor errors and general noise.
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This modeling approach was pursued by Hanna and Napier (1989). They describe a
strapdown inertial navigation system for an underground conduit inspection vehicle.
Their model includes odometer information, i.e. they model a hybrid navigation system
similar to that suggested above. Their system design however uses all information from
the IMU, rather than just the orientation information, and combines it with the odometer
data to obtain an optimal position estimate in a statistical sense. The optimization is
achieved using a Kalman Filter (Maybeck, 1979). This “tightly” coupled system
configuration is an alternative to the “loosely” coupled configuration proposed above and
should also be considered for future research.
Even when working with a high-accuracy IMU, for the purpose of positioning, the
precise calibration for response factors, biases and axis misalignments is vital. Strapdown
IMUs are generally calibrated using a precision machined tilt and rotation table on which
the IMU is exposed to different known accelerations and rotations. For a good
explanation of this calibration procedure, I recommend reading the paper by Stave (1996).
As for the DMU-VG, it should be recognized that its calibration would still not make it
suitable for self-contained positioning. As can be seen from the two position navigation
experiments in which the DMU-VG was simply left at rest, the drifts in the accelerometer
and gyroscope biases taken by themselves are big enough to cause a position error of the
order of a couple of decimeters after only 8.5 s.
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APPENDIX A

Quaternions
In 1843 the Irish mathematician Sir W. R. Hamilton defined quaternions as a result of
his aspiration to extend three-dimensional vector algebra for inclusion of multiplication
and division (Hankins, 1980). As part of his findings, he showed that quaternions provide
a simple and elegant way to describe rotations of vectors and, equivalently, rotations of
coordinate systems in three-dimensional space. Over the last decades this property has
lead to the application of quaternion algebra in a variety of fields such as robotics, virtual
reality and inertial navigation, to name a few.
The following sections give an introduction to quaternions and quaternion algebra.
The definitions, properties and identities have been compiled from Kuipers (1999) and
Chou (1992).
How quaternions can be used to describe the relative orientation of two orthogonal
coordinate systems and perform coordinate frame transformations is discussed in
appendix B.

A.1 Definitions
A quaternion Q is defined as a 4-tuple (q 0 , q 1 , q 2 , q 3 ) of real numbers with the
following properties:
1) Two quaternions A = ( a 0 , a1 , a 2 , a 3 ) and B = ( b 0 , b1 , b 2 , b 3 ) are equal if and only if
a 0 = b 0 , a1 = b1 , a 2 = b 2 and a 3 = b 3 .

2) The sum of two quaternions A = ( a 0 , a1 , a 2 , a 3 ) and B = ( b 0 , b1 , b 2 , b 3 ) is defined as
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A + B = ( a 0 + b 0 , a 1 + b1 , a 2 + b 2 , a 3 + b 3 ) .

(A.1)

3) The product of two quaternions A = ( a 0 , a1 , a 2 , a 3 ) and B = ( b 0 , b1 , b 2 , b 3 ) is defined
as

A ⊗ B = ( a 0 b 0 − a1 b 1 − a 2 b 2 − a 3 b 3 , a 0 b 1 + a 1 b 0 + a 2 b 3 − a 3 b 2 ,
.
a 0 b 2 − a1 b 3 + a 2 b 0 + a 3 b 1 , a 0 b 3 + a 1 b 2 − a 2 b 1 + a 3 b 0 )

(A.2)

From these definitions it follows that the set of quaternions forms a so-called noncommutative division ring. This means that the set of quaternions under the operations of
addition and multiplication satisfy all of the axioms of a field except for the commutative
law of multiplication. In general A ⊗ B ≠ B ⊗ A .
Quaternions of the form (q ,0,0,0 ) correspond to real numbers and are closed under
the operations of addition and multiplication. One identifies q = (q ,0,0,0 ) .
By introducing the quaternions i = ( 0,1,0,0 ) ,

j = ( 0,0,1,0 ) and k = ( 0,0,0,1) a

quaternion Q can be written as
Q = q 0 + i q 1 + j q 2 + kq 3 .

(A.3)

It should be noted that the products in equation A.3 are quaternion products, however
throughout this thesis the multiplication symbol ⊗ is omitted in the representation of the
product of a real number and an ordinary quaternion.
Based on the above rules, it is easy to prove that i, j and k satisfy the identity
i ⊗ i = j ⊗ j = k ⊗ k = −1 .

(A.4)
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As a result of this relationship quaternions are sometimes called hyper-complex numbers
of rank 4. In fact, it is straightforward to show that not just the real numbers, but also the
complex numbers form a subspace of the quaternion space.
The products of any two of the quaternions i, j and k behave similarly to the cross
products of the canonical basis vectors of R3, that is
i⊗ j = −j⊗i = k
j ⊗ k = −k ⊗ j = i

(A.5)

k ⊗ i = −i ⊗ k = j .

This leads to the definition of the vector part q of a quaternion Q
q = i q 1 + j q 2 + kq 3 ,

(A.6)

which can be thought of as a vector in R3. In this context q 0 is called the scalar part of
the quaternion. Typically q 0 , q 1 , q 2 and q 3 are referred to as the components of the
quaternion. If the scalar part of a quaternion is zero, it is called a vector quaternion or
pure quaternion.

A.2 Conjugate, Norm and Inverse
The conjugate and norm of a quaternion Q , denoted by Q* and Q respectively, are
defined analogously to the conjugate and norm of a complex number:

Q * = (q 0 ,−q 1 ,−q 2 ,−q 3 ) = q 0 − iq 1 − jq 2 − kq 3

(A.7)
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Q = Q ⊗ Q * = q 20 + q 12 + q 22 + q 32 .

(A.8)

It follows that the inverse Q −1 of a quaternion Q is given by

Q −1 =

Q*
Q

2

.

(A.9)

The conjugate of the product of a sequence of quaternions can be obtained by taking
the conjugate of each quaternion in the sequence and multiplying them in the reverse
order:

(A

⊗ A 2 ⊗ L ⊗ A n ) = A *n ⊗ L ⊗ A *2 ⊗ A1* .
*

1

(A.10)

Quaternions with norm 1 are called unit quaternions. The product of two unit
quaternions is again a unit quaternion, as is easily verified. From equation A.9 it can be
seen that the inverse of a unit quaternion is simply its conjugate.

A.3 Matrix Notation and “Multiplicative Commutativity”
When working with quaternions it is convenient to represent them as column matrices
rather than 4-tuples. In column matrix representation a quaternion Q is written as
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q 0 
q  q
 0
1
Q= =  .
q 2   q 
 
q 3 

(A.11)

From the definition of quaternion multiplication, equation A.2, it follows directly that
the quaternion product of two quaternions A and B can be expressed in terms of matrices
as

a 0
A⊗B = 
a

− a T  b 0   b 0
  = 
a  b   b
a 0I + ~

− b T  a 0 
~  ,
b 0I − b  a 

(A.12)

where I is the 3 by 3 identity matrix, a is the vector part of A, b is the vector part of B,
and the tilde signifies the skew-symmetric form (section 2.2).
As mentioned in section A.1, quaternion multiplication is not commutative in general.
However, when looking at equation A.12, it can be observed that taking into account the
sign change, a relationship similar to the commutative law holds for the quaternion
product in matrix notation. This commutative property of the quaternion product is very
useful. It can be stated in a concise form as
+

−

A⊗B = AB = BA ,
+

(A.13)

−

where A and B designate the leading matrices of equation A.12. This compact notation
was first introduced by Wehage (1984).
Equation A.13 can be further generalized as
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+

+

+

−

−

−

A1 ⊗ A 2 L A n −1 ⊗ A n = A1 A 2 L A n −1 A n = A n A n −1L A 2 A1
+
+
+
−
−
−
=  A1 A 2 L A m −1   A n A n −1L A m +1  A m ,

m being an arbitrary number between 1 and n.

(A.14)
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APPENDIX B

Parameters for Describing the Relative Orientation of Two Orthogonal Coordinate
Frames:
Direction Cosine Matrices, Rotation Vectors, Attitude Quaternions and
Euler Angles

Let’s consider two orthogonal coordinate frames in three-dimensional space, frame F1
and frame F2 respectively.
One way of describing the orientation of frame F2 relative to frame F1 is simply by the
coordinate frame transformation matrix C FF12 , which transforms vectors from frame F2 to
frame F1 according to

a F1 = C FF12 a F2 ,

(B.1)

where a is an arbitrary vector. The elements of a F1 are equal to the projections of a onto
the axes of frame F1 . Thus the rows of C FF12 are the unit vectors associated with the axes
of frame F1 in frame F2 coordinates. From this it follows directly that C FF12 has the
following mathematical properties.
First, the elements of C FF12 are direction cosines; the element in row i and column j
(i,j = 1,2,3) is the cosine of the angle between the ith axis of frame F1 and the jth axis of
frame F2 . Here i,j = 1 refers to x, i,j = 2 to y and i,j = 3 to z. Therefore C FF12 is commonly
referred to as a direction cosine matrix. Furthermore, since the row vectors of C FF12 have
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unit length and are orthogonal to each other, C FF12 is a so-called orthogonal matrix. This
means that the inverse of C FF12 , which transforms vectors from frame F1 to frame F2 , is
equal to its transpose; that is

( )

a F2 = C FF12 a F1 = C FF12

−1

( )a

a F1 = C FF12

T

F1

.

(B.2)

Given a third frame, frame F3 , it is easily verified by successive application of
equation B.1 that

C FF13 = C FF12 C FF32 ,

(B.3)

where C FF13 and C FF32 are the transformation matrices that transform vectors from frame F3
to frame F1 and from frame F3 to frame F2 respectively. Equation B.3 is sometimes
referred to as direction cosine matrix chain rule (Savage, 1998).
Alternatively, the orientation of frame F2 relative to frame F1 can be described by a
rotation vector b . The rotation vector defines the single rotation that would rotate frame
F1 into frame F2 . The rotation axis is given by the direction of the rotation vector and the

angle of rotation by its magnitude, denoted by b. The rotation about b is considered to
have right-hand sense. The rotation vector concept is illustrated in figure B.1. Note, that
the rotation vector has identical components in both frames.
The rotation vector b can further be used to define a so-called attitude quaternion
Q F1F2 having the form
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Q F1F2

q F1F2 0 

q
F1F2 1 

=
=
q F1F2 
2


q F1F2 3 







 b 
cos  
 2

 b b 
sin  
 2  b 

(B.4)

(Savage, 1998).
Using the definition of the norm of a quaternion, equation A.8, it is easily verified that
Q F1F2 = 1 . The components of a quaternion of this form are generally referred to as Euler
parameters (Chou, 1992).

x F2

y F2
b
b
b
y F1

x F1

z F1

z F2
b

Figure B.1: Frame F2 is rotated relative to frame F1 about the rotation vector b through
an angle equal to the rotation vector magnitude in a right-hand sense.
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Apart from constituting an additional variable to describe the angular relationship
between frame F1 and frame F2 , the attitude quaternion Q F1F2 provides an alternative way
to achieve the coordinate frame transformation given by equation B.1:

A F1 = Q F1F2 ⊗ A F2 ⊗ Q *F1F2 ,

(B.5)

where A F1 and A F2 are the equivalent vector quaternions of the column matrices a F1 and
a F2 ; that is

0
A F1 =  F1 
a 

and

0
A F2 =  F2  .
a 

(B.6)

The proof of equation B.5 can be found in Kuipers (1999, p. 128-134).
Since Q F1F2 is a unit quaternion and hence according to equation A.9 Q *F1F2 = Q −F11F2 , the
inverse transformation is given by

A F2 = Q *F1F2 ⊗ A F1 ⊗ Q F1F2 .

(B.7)

Similar to the direction cosine matrix chain rule, equation B.3, there is an attitude
quaternion chain rule:
Q F1F3 = Q F1F2 ⊗ Q F2 F3 .

(B.8)
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Q F1F3 is the attitude quaternion that describes the orientation of frame F3 relative to frame
F1 and Q F2F3 is the attitude quaternion describing the orientation of frame F3 relative to

frame F2 .
The attitude quaternion chain rule can be derived by successive application of equation
B.5:

A F1 = Q F1F2 ⊗ A F2 ⊗ Q*F1F2

(

)

= Q F1F2 ⊗ Q F2 F3 ⊗ A F3 ⊗ Q *F2 F3 ⊗ Q*F1F2

(
= (Q

)
(
) ⊗ A ⊗ (Q

= Q F1F2 ⊗ Q F2 F3 ⊗ A ⊗ Q
F3

F1F2

⊗ Q F2 F3

*
F2 F3

⊗Q

F1F2

⊗ Q F2 F3

F3

*
F1F2

)
)

(B.9)

*

where equation A.10 was used in the last step.
The relationship between the attitude quaternion Q F1F2 and the direction cosine matrix

C FF12 can be found by writing the operation given by equation B.5 in terms of matrices:

+

−

A F1 = Q F1F2 Q *F1F2 A F2
0
0
0
1

0 2(q 2 + q 2 ) − 1 2(q q − q q ) 2(q q + q q ) 0 .

0
1
1 2
0 3
1 3
0 2 
=
2
2
F2 

0 2(q 1q 2 + q 0q 3 ) 2(q 0 + q 2 ) − 1 2(q 2q 3 − q 0q 1 ) a 


2
2
0 2(q 1q 3 − q 0q 2 ) 2(q 2q 3 + q 0q 1 ) 2(q 0 + q 3 ) − 1 

(B.10)

The frames denoting subscript of the components q F1F2 0 , q F1F2 1 , q F1F2 2 and q F1F2 3 has been
omitted in equation B.10 for clarity. It follows directly that the direction cosine matrix

C FF12 in terms of the Euler parameters is given by
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 2(q 20 + q 12 ) − 1 2(q 1q 2 − q 0q 3 ) 2(q 1q 3 + q 0q 2 )


C FF12 = 2(q 1q 2 + q 0q 3 ) 2(q 20 + q 22 ) − 1 2(q 2q 3 − q 0q 1 )
2(q q − q q ) 2(q q + q q ) 2(q 2 + q 2 ) − 1 
0 2
2 3
0 1
0
3
 1 3


(B.11)

Substituting equation B.4 into identity B.11 further yields the relationship between the
rotation vector b and C FF12 :

C FF12 = I +

sin b ~ 1 − cos b ~
b+
b
b
b2

( )

2

(B.12)

(Savage, 1998).
Given that frame F2 is rotating relative to frame F1 with angular velocity w F1F2 , the
direction cosine matrix C FF12 , the rotation vector b and the attitude quaternion Q F1F2 change
according to the following differential equations:

~ F2
& F1 = C F1 w
C
F2
F2
F1F2

1 
b sin b  ~ ~ F2
& = w F2 + 1 ~
 b b w F1F2
b
b w FF12F2 + 2 1 −
F1F2
2
b  2(1 − cos b )

1
&
Q
Q ⊗ WFF12F2
F1F2 =
2 F1F2

(Savage, 1998).

(B.13)

(B.14)

(B.15)
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The quaternion WFF12F2 in equation B.15 is the equivalent vector quaternion of the angular
velocity w FF12F2 . The underlying idea for the proof of the direction cosine matrix
differential equation, equation B.13, is to use the direction cosine matrix chain rule,
equation B.3, to describe the change of the direction cosine matrix C FF12 over an
infinitesimal time interval dt. The proof can be found in Britting (1971, p. 16-17).
Similarly the proof of the attitude quaternion differential equation, equation B.15, is
based on the attitude quaternion chain rule, equation B.8. The derivation of the rotation
vector differential equation, equation B.14, is a little bit more involved and is given in
Bortz (1971).
In addition to direction cosine matrices, rotation vectors and attitude quaternions, a set
of three so-called Euler Angles may be used to describe the relative orientation of two
orthogonal coordinate frames (Kuipers, 1999, p. 83-84). The Euler Angles specify three
consecutive rotations that will bring the axes of the first frame into coincidence with the
axes of the second frame. Twelve different sets of Euler Angles may be defined. The set
commonly used in aircraft and aerospace applications is the “Yaw, Pitch, Roll” set. The
yaw, pitch and roll angles are defined in section 3.7.3.
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APPENDIX C

Time Differentiation of Equation 4.6
In the following, the steps leading to the expression on the right-hand side of equation
4.7 are presented:

~ i r& i + w
~& i r i
& i r& e + w
&&r i = C ie&&
re + C
e
ie
ie
{
=0

using equation B.13

~ e r& e + w
~ i r& i
= C ie&&r e + C ie w
ie
ie
substituting equation 4.6

~ e r& e + w
~ i C i r& e + w
~i w
~i i
= C ie&&r e + C ie w
ie
ie 4
e3
ie ie r
12
4
~ e r& e
= C ie w
ie

~ e r& e ) + w
~i w
~i i
= C ie (&&
r e + 2w
ie
ie ie r .
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APPENDIX D

D.1 Source Code of Orient

/******************************* ORIENT.C **********************************/
/*
*/
/* Friedrich Roth, 1999, Geophysics Department, Colorado School of Mines
*/
/*
*/
/* froth@mines.edu
*/
/****************************************************************************/
#include <malloc.h>
#include <hpgl.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#define in(port) ( (unsigned char)_inbyte((unsigned short)port) )
#define out(port,val) ( _outbyte((unsigned short)port,(unsigned char)val) )
#define multiplication(A,b,c) \
{\
c[0]=A[0][0]*b[0]+A[0][1]*b[1]+A[0][2]*b[2]; \
c[1]=A[1][0]*b[0]+A[1][1]*b[1]+A[1][2]*b[2]; \
c[2]=A[2][0]*b[0]+A[2][1]*b[1]+A[2][2]*b[2]; \
}
/* macro that multiplies vector b with the 3 by 3 matrix A, the result being written into vector c; */
/* A must be the pointer to a 3 by 3 array; b & c must be pointers to one dimensional arrays of three
elements each*/
#define correction(C,s,o,bequ_c,f) \
{\
f[0]=C[0][0]*o[0]/s[0]+C[0][1]*o[1]/s[1]+C[0][2]*o[2]/s[2]- bequ_c[0]; \
f[1]=C[1][0]*o[0]/s[0]+C[1][1]*o[1]/s[1]+C[1][2]*o[2]/s[2]- bequ_c[1]; \
f[2]=C[2][0]*o[0]/s[0]+C[2][1]*o[1]/s[1]+C[2][2]*o[2]/s[2]- bequ_c[2]; \
}
void config_uart(void); /* set UART registers */
int setup_dmu(void); /* configure DMU */
void send_char_com1(int ch); /* send character to COM 1*/
unsigned char receive_com1(void); /* receive character from COM 1*/
unsigned char **alloc2unsigned_char (int n1,int n2);
double **alloc2double (int n1,int n2);
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unsigned char status;

/* used in send_char_com1() and receive_com1() */

int i,j,l; /* counters */
int ll;
/* DATA VARIABLES */
char filename[15];
FILE * fp1;
unsigned char ** data;
int n;
/* number of data packets actually recorded to memory */
int n_max; /* maximum number of data packets that can be recorded to memory */
int n_tilt=255; /* number of data packets used for the initial alignment */
int p; /* number of time-orientation packets (also used as counter) */
short *oa_x_a, *oa_y_a, *oa_z_a, *og_x_g, *og_y_g, *og_z_g;
short *dat7, *dat8;
unsigned short *dat;
double **time_orient; /* pointer to the array that holds the calculated */
/* times and orientations: */
/* [ t .. .. ..] */
/* [qlc_0 .. .. ..] */
/* [qlc_1 .. .. ..] */
/* [qlc_2 .. .. ..] */
/* [qlc_3 .. .. ..] */

/* VARIABLES DESCRIBING THE DMU-VG */
double C_a2c[3][3];
double baequ_c[3]; /* equivalent accelerometer bias vector transformed to the cube frame */
double sa[3]; /* accelerometer response factors */
double alpha_xy, alpha_xz, alpha_yz, alpha_yx, alpha_zx, alpha_zy; /* accelerometer misalignment angles
*/
double C_g2c[3][3];
double bgequ[3]; /* equivalent gyroscope bias vector */
double bgequ_c[3]; /* equivalent gyroscope bias vector transformed to the cube frame */
double sg[3]; /* gyroscope response factors */
double gamma_xy, gamma_xz, gamma_yz, gamma_yx, gamma_zx, gamma_zy; /* gyroscope misalignment
angles */

/* VARIABLES USED FOR THE ATTITUDE UPDATING (INCL. INITIAL ALIGNMENT) */
double delta_t; /* time interval between two successive data packets */
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double *Qlc;

/* pointer to the attitude quaternion */

double C_c2l[3][3];
double wlc_c[3]={0.0,0.0,0.0}; /* angular velocity of the cube frame */
/* relative to the local level frame in */
/* rad/s in cube frame coordinates */
double beta[3]; /* rotation vector */
double magnitude_beta; /* magnitude of rotation vector */
double f1;
double delta_Q[4];
double g;

/* magnitude of the local gravity */

double f_c[3]; /* specific force vector in cube frame coordinates */
double og[3]; /* gyroscope vector output */
double mean_oa[3]={0.0,0.0,0.0}; /* mean accelerometer vector output */
/* (used for the initial alignment) */
double mean_og[3]={0.0,0.0,0.0}; /* mean gyroscope vector output */
/* (used for determining bgequ_c) */
double pitch, roll; /* initial pitch and roll angles in rad */
double f2, f3, f4, f5;
double final_yaw, final_roll, final_pitch; /* final yaw, pitch and roll angles in rad */

main()
{
/* DEFINE SENSOR MODEL */
baequ_c[0]=0.0; baequ_c[1]=0.0; baequ_c[2]=0.0; /* no accelerometer biases */
sa[0]=(32768.0/(-3.0*9.81)); sa[1]=(32768.0/(-3.0*9.81)); sa[2]=(32768.0/(-3.0*9.81)); /* Crossbow’s
nominal values */
alpha_xy=0; alpha_xz=0; alpha_yz=0; alpha_yx=0; alpha_zx=0; alpha_zy=0; /* no accelerometer
misalignment angles */
sg[0]=(32768.0/75.0)*(180.0/PI); sg[1]=(32768.0/75.0)*(180.0/PI); sg[2]=(32768.0/75.0)*(180.0/PI); /*
Crossbow’s nominal values */
gamma_xy=0; gamma_xz=0; gamma_yz=0; gamma_yx=0; gamma_zx=0; gamma_zy=0; /* no gyroscope
misalignment angles */
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/* CALCULATION OF C_a2c AND C_g2c */
C_a2c[0][0]=1.0;
C_a2c[1][0]=alpha_yz;
C_a2c[2][0]=-alpha_zy;
C_a2c[0][1]=-alpha_xz;
C_a2c[1][1]=1.0;
C_a2c[2][1]=alpha_zx;
C_a2c[0][2]=alpha_xy;
C_a2c[1][2]=-alpha_yx;
C_a2c[2][2]=1.0;
C_g2c[0][0]=1.0;
C_g2c[1][0]=gamma_yz;
C_g2c[2][0]=-gamma_zy;
C_g2c[0][1]=-gamma_xz;
C_g2c[1][1]=1.0;
C_g2c[2][1]=gamma_zx;
C_g2c[0][2]=gamma_xy;
C_g2c[1][2]=-gamma_yx;
C_g2c[2][2]=1.0;
/* ALLOCATE MEMORY */
n_max=200000;
if ((data=alloc2unsigned_char(22,n_max))==NULL)
{ printf("Memory allocation error"); exit(0); }
if ((time_orient=alloc2double(5,n_max))==NULL)
{ printf("\nMemory allocation error"); exit(0); }
time_orient[0][0]=0; /* set time zero */
dat=(unsigned short *)(data[0]+1); /* time counter */
oa_z_a=(short *) (data[0]+5); /* output z accelerometer */
oa_y_a=(short *) (data[0]+7); /* output y accelerometer */
oa_x_a=(short *) (data[0]+9); /* output x accelerometer */
og_z_g=(short *) (data[0]+11); /* output z gyroscope (yaw rate) */
og_y_g=(short *) (data[0]+13); /* output y gyroscope (pitch rate) */
og_x_g=(short *) (data[0]+15); /* output x gyroscope (roll rate) */
dat7=(short *) (data[0]+17); /* pitch angle */
dat8=(short *) (data[0]+19); /* roll angle */
clear_cga();
/* CONFIGURATION OF SERIAL PORT AND DMU */
config_uart();
print_cga_attr(0,2,"Ckecking communication with DMU-VG sensor",15);
if (setup_dmu()==1)
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print_cga_attr(0,3,"DMU-VG responding and ready to send data",12);
/* GET FILENAME */
print_cga_attr(0,5,"Type output filename (max 8 characters):
print_cga_attr(39,5,"
",33);
cursor(39,5);
scanf("%[a-zA-Z01-9_]",filename);
print_cga_attr(39,5,"
",10);
cursor(39,5);
printf("%s",filename);
cursor(79,24); /* put cursor into lower right corner */

(and press Enter)",15);

/* RECORD AND PROCESS DATA */
while (kbhit()) getch();
print_cga_attr(0,8,">>> Hit any key to start initial alignment <<<",15);
getch();
print_cga_attr(0,8,">>> Hit any key to start initial alignment <<<",0);
print_cga_attr(0,8,"Initial alignment in progress",15);
print_cga_attr(0,11,"
",15); /* set color for time display */

send_char_com1(’z’); /* 2 "internal" calibrations */
send_char_com1(255);
receive_com1();
send_char_com1(’z’);
send_char_com1(255);
receive_com1();
for (l=0;l<n_tilt;l++) /* "l" is the data acquisition counter */
{
send_char_com1(’G’);
for (j=0;j<22;j++)
data[l][21-j]=receive_com1(); /*fill data[i][] backwards, since short */
/*integer are stored in memory as LSB|MSB */
ll=11*l;
/* AVERAGING */
mean_oa[0]=(mean_oa[0]*l+oa_x_a[ll])/(l+1);
mean_oa[1]=(mean_oa[1]*l+oa_y_a[ll])/(l+1);
mean_oa[2]=(mean_oa[2]*l+oa_z_a[ll])/(l+1);
mean_og[0]=(mean_og[0]*l+og_x_g[ll])/(l+1);
mean_og[1]=(mean_og[1]*l+og_y_g[ll])/(l+1);
mean_og[2]=(mean_og[2]*l+og_z_g[ll])/(l+1);
}
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/* DETERMINING INITIAL TILT AND LOCAL GRAVITY */
correction(C_a2c,sa,mean_oa,baequ_c,f_c);
g=sqrt(f_c[0]*f_c[0]+f_c[1]*f_c[1]+f_c[2]*f_c[2]);
pitch=asin(f_c[0]/g);
roll=atan2(-f_c[1],-f_c[2]);
f2=cos(0.5*pitch); f3=sin(0.5*pitch);
f4=cos(0.5*roll); f5=sin(0.5*roll);
time_orient[0][1]=f2*f4;
time_orient[0][2]=f2*f5;
time_orient[0][3]=f3*f4;
time_orient[0][4]=-f3*f5;
Qlc=time_orient[0]+1;
/* DETERMINING bgequ_c */
bgequ[0]=mean_og[0]/sg[0];
bgequ[1]=mean_og[1]/sg[1];
bgequ[2]=mean_og[2]/sg[2];
multiplication(C_g2c,bgequ,bgequ_c);
p=1; /* counter for time_orient array */
print_cga_attr(0,9,"Initial alignment successful",12);
print_cga_attr(0,13,">>> Hit <esc> to stop recording <<<",15);
while (l<n_max)
{
send_char_com1(’G’);
for (j=0;j<22;j++)
data[l][21-j]=receive_com1(); /*fill data[i][] backwards, since short */
/*integer are stored in memory as LSB|MSB */
ll=11*l;
/* ATTITUDE UPDATING */
if (dat[(l-1)*11] > dat[ll])
delta_t=( (double)(dat[(l-1)*11]-dat[ll]) )*0.00000079;
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else
delta_t=( (double)(dat[(l-1)*11]+1+(65535-dat[ll])) )*0.00000079;
time_orient[p][0]=time_orient[p-1][0]+delta_t;
/* update Qlc */
beta[0]=wlc_c[0]*delta_t;
beta[1]=wlc_c[1]*delta_t;
beta[2]=wlc_c[2]*delta_t;
magnitude_beta=sqrt(beta[0]*beta[0]+beta[1]*beta[1]+beta[2]*beta[2]);
if (magnitude_beta==0.0) { delta_Q[0]=1.0; delta_Q[1]=0.0; delta_Q[2]=0.0; delta_Q[3]=0.0; }
else
{
delta_Q[0]=cos(0.5*magnitude_beta);
f1=sin(0.5*magnitude_beta)/magnitude_beta;
delta_Q[1]=f1*beta[0];
delta_Q[2]=f1*beta[1];
delta_Q[3]=f1*beta[2];
}
time_orient[p][1]=Qlc[0]*delta_Q[0]-Qlc[1]*delta_Q[1]-Qlc[2]*delta_Q[2]-Qlc[3]*delta_Q[3];
time_orient[p][2]=Qlc[1]*delta_Q[0]+Qlc[0]*delta_Q[1]-Qlc[3]*delta_Q[2]+Qlc[2]*delta_Q[3];
time_orient[p][3]=Qlc[2]*delta_Q[0]+Qlc[3]*delta_Q[1]+Qlc[0]*delta_Q[2]-Qlc[1]*delta_Q[3];
time_orient[p][4]=Qlc[3]*delta_Q[0]-Qlc[2]*delta_Q[1]+Qlc[1]*delta_Q[2]+Qlc[0]*delta_Q[3];
Qlc=time_orient[p]+1;
/* update wlc_c */
og[0]=og_x_g[ll];
og[1]=og_y_g[ll];
og[2]=og_z_g[ll];
correction(C_g2c,sg,og,bgequ_c,wlc_c);
cursor(0,11); printf("t=%.2f s",time_orient[p][0]);
l++;
p++;
if (kbhit())
{
if (getch()==27) break;
}
} /* end of "while (l<n_max)" */
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n=l;
clear_cga();
cursor(0,0);
strcat(filename,".pro"); /* open ascii file */
fp1=fopen(filename,"w");
fprintf(fp1,"%s",filename);
fprintf(fp1,"\n\nresults of initial alignment");
fprintf(fp1,"\npitch:%.2f [deg]",(180.0/PI)*pitch);
fprintf(fp1,"\nroll:%.2f [deg]",(180.0/PI)*roll);
fprintf(fp1,"\n\ninitial attitude quaternion");
fprintf(fp1,"\nQlc[0]: %.4f",time_orient[0][1]);
fprintf(fp1,"\nQlc[1]: %.4f",time_orient[0][2]);
fprintf(fp1,"\nQlc[2]: %.4f",time_orient[0][3]);
fprintf(fp1,"\nQlc[3]: %.4f",time_orient[0][4]);
fprintf(fp1,"\n\ngravity %.3f m/s^2",g);
fprintf(fp1,"\n\nequivalent gyroscope bias vector transformed to the cube frame");
fprintf(fp1,"\nbgequ_x_c: %.3f [deg/s]",(180.0/PI)*bgequ_c[0]);
fprintf(fp1,"\nbgequ_y_c: %.3f [deg/s]",(180.0/PI)*bgequ_c[1]);
fprintf(fp1,"\nbgequ_z_c: %.3f [deg/s]",(180.0/PI)*bgequ_c[2]);
fprintf(fp1,"\n\ntotal time of motion: %.2f [s]",time_orient[p-1][0]);
fprintf(fp1,"\n\nfinal antenna orientation");
fprintf(fp1,"\nQlc[0]: %.4f",time_orient[p-1][1]);
fprintf(fp1,"\nQlc[1]: %.4f",time_orient[p-1][2]);
fprintf(fp1,"\nQlc[2]: %.4f",time_orient[p-1][3]);
fprintf(fp1,"\nQlc[3]: %.4f",time_orient[p-1][4]);
/* calculation of final yaw, pitch and roll angles; */
/* note that these estimates are only representative if */
/* pitch is not close to PI/2 or -PI/2 */
C_c2l[0][0]=2.0*(Qlc[0]*Qlc[0]+Qlc[1]*Qlc[1])-1.0;
C_c2l[1][0]=2.0*(Qlc[1]*Qlc[2]+Qlc[0]*Qlc[3]);
C_c2l[2][0]=2.0*(Qlc[1]*Qlc[3]-Qlc[0]*Qlc[2]);
C_c2l[2][1]=2.0*(Qlc[2]*Qlc[3]+Qlc[0]*Qlc[1]);
C_c2l[2][2]=2.0*(Qlc[0]*Qlc[0]+Qlc[3]*Qlc[3])-1.0;
final_pitch=asin(-C_c2l[2][0]);
final_roll=atan2(C_c2l[2][1],C_c2l[2][2]);
final_yaw=atan2(C_c2l[1][0],C_c2l[0][0]);
if (final_yaw < 0.0) final_yaw=2*PI+final_yaw;
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fprintf(fp1,"\n\nEuler angles corresponding to the final antenna orientation");
fprintf(fp1,"\nyaw:%.2f [deg]",(180.0/PI)*final_yaw);
fprintf(fp1,"\npitch:%.2f [deg]",(180.0/PI)*final_pitch);
fprintf(fp1,"\nroll:%.2f [deg]",(180.0/PI)*final_roll);
fprintf(fp1,"\n\ntotal number of data packets: %i (n)",n);
fprintf(fp1,"\nnumber of data packets used for initial alignment %i (n_tilt)",n_tilt);
fprintf(fp1,"\nnumber of calculated orientations: %i (p)",p);
fclose(fp1);

/* WRITE DATA TO A BINARY FILE */
strcpy(strchr(filename,’.’)+1,"dmu");
if ( (fp1=fopen(filename,"wb"))==NULL )
{
printf("\nError opening file %s.",filename);
exit(0);
}
if ( fwrite(data[0],sizeof(unsigned char),n*22,fp1) != (n*22) )
printf("\nError writing data to file %s.",filename);
fclose(fp1);
/* WRITE TIMES AND ORIENTATIONS TO A BINARY FILE */
strcpy(strchr(filename,’.’)+1,"att");
if ( (fp1=fopen(filename,"wb"))==NULL )
{
printf("\nError opening file %s.",filename);
exit(0);
}
if ( fwrite(time_orient[0],sizeof(double),p*5,fp1) != (p*5) )
printf("\nError writing to file %s.",filename);
fclose(fp1);
} /* end of main */
unsigned char **alloc2unsigned_char (int n1,int n2)
{
unsigned char **q;
if ( (q=(unsigned char **)malloc(n2*sizeof(unsigned char *)))==NULL )
return NULL;
if ( (q[0]=(unsigned char *)malloc(n2*n1*sizeof(unsigned char)))==NULL)
{
free (q);
return NULL;
}
for (i=0;i<n2;i++)
q[i]=q[0]+i*n1;
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return q;
}
double **alloc2double (int n1,int n2)
{
double **q;
if ( (q=(double **)malloc(n2*sizeof(double *)))==NULL )
return NULL;
if ( (q[0]=(double *)malloc(n2*n1*sizeof(double)))==NULL)
{
free (q);
return NULL;
}
for (i=0;i<n2;i++)
q[i]=q[0]+i*n1;
return q;
}
void config_uart(void)
{
out(0x3F8+1,0x00); /* disable all Uart interrupts */
out(0x3F8+3,0x80); /* setting the Divisor Access Bit to 1 */
out(0x3F8,0x03); /* setting LSB Baud Rate Divisor for 38400 baud */
out(0x3F8+1,0x00); /* setting MSB Baud Rate Divisor for 38400 baud */
out(0x3F8+3,0x03); /* setting data format: 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, */
/* no parity; setting Divisor Access Bit back to 0 */
out(0x3F8+4,0x00); /* setting modem control register to 0 */
if ((in(0x3F8+5) & 0x01)==0x01) /* emptying the receiver buffer in case */
in(0x03F8);
/* it contains a byte, e.g. from switching */
/* the sensor power supply on */
}
void send_char_com1(int ch)
{
do
{
status=(in(0x3F8+5) & 0x20);
}
while (status != 0x20);
out(0x3F8,(unsigned char) ch);
}
unsigned char receive_com1(void)
{
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do
{
status=(in(0x3F8+5) & 0x01);
}
while (status != 0x01);
return in(0x3F8);
}
int setup_dmu(void)
{
int key1=’R’;
int key2=’a’;
unsigned char resp1;
unsigned char resp2;
send_char_com1(key1); /*reset DMU firmware;default:voltage mode & polling */
resp1=receive_com1();
send_char_com1(key2); /*change to DMU-VG output mode*/
resp2=receive_com1();
if (resp1==’H’ && resp2==’A’) return 1;
else return 0;
}
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D.2 Source Code of Navigate

/******************************** NAVIGATE.C *******************************/
/*
*/
/* Friedrich Roth, 1999, Geophysics Department, Colorado School of Mines
*/
/*
*/
/* froth@mines.edu
*/
/*****************************************************************************/
#include <malloc.h>
#include <hpgl.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#define in(port) ( (unsigned char)_inbyte((unsigned short)port) )
#define out(port,val) ( _outbyte((unsigned short)port,(unsigned char)val) )
#define plot_3dim(x,y,z,view_phi,view_teta,p) plot((x)*sin((view_phi))(y)*cos((view_phi)),(x)*cos((view_teta))*cos((view_phi))+(y)*cos((view_teta))*sin((view_phi))(z)*sin((view_teta)),p)
#define label_3dim(x,y,z,str) xl=(x)*sin((view_phi))-(y)*cos((view_phi));
yl=(x)*cos((view_teta))*cos((view_phi))+(y)*cos((view_teta))*sin((view_phi))-(z)*sin((view_teta));
label(xl,yl,str)
/* macro coordinate_sys draws the local level frame cube */
#define coordinate_sys \
{\
pen(1); /* blue */ \
plot_3dim(-x_max,y_max,z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-2); \
plot_3dim(-x_max,-y_max,z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
plot_3dim(x_max,-y_max,z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
plot_3dim(x_max,-y_max,-z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
plot_3dim(-x_max,-y_max,-z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
plot_3dim(-x_max,y_max,-z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
plot_3dim(-x_max,-y_max,-z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-2); \
plot_3dim(-x_max,-y_max,z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
if (print==0) pen(10); /* light green */ \
plot_3dim(-x_max,y_max,-z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-2); \
plot_3dim(-x_max,y_max,z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
plot_3dim(x_max,y_max,z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
plot_3dim(x_max,-y_max,z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
}
/* macros grid1, grid2 and grid3 draw gridlines with tickmarks and label them */
#define grid1 \
{\
lorg(9); \
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for (l=-line;l<=line;l++) \
{\
z=l*spacing; \
if (print==0) pen(8); else pen(7); /* dark grey */ \
plot_3dim(x_max,-y_max,z,view_phi,view_teta,-2); \
plot_3dim(-x_max,-y_max,z,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
plot_3dim(-x_max,y_max,z,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
if (print==0) pen(10); else pen(1); /* light green */ \
plot_3dim(-x_max-cube_dimension/12.0,y_max,z,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
sprintf(str1,"%.1f",z); \
if (print==0) pen(15); /* bright white */ \
label_3dim(-x_max-cube_dimension/8.0,y_max+cube_dimension/24.0,z,str1); \
}\
}
#define grid2 \
{\
lorg(1); \
for (l=-line;l<=line;l++) \
{\
y=l*spacing; \
if (print==0) pen(8); else pen(7); /* dark grey */ \
plot_3dim(-x_max,y,-z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-2); \
plot_3dim(-x_max,y,z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
plot_3dim(x_max,y,z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
if (print==0) pen(10); else pen(1); /* light green */ \
plot_3dim(x_max+cube_dimension/12.0,y,z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
sprintf(str1,"%.1f",y); \
if (print==0) pen(15); /* bright white */ \
label_3dim(x_max+cube_dimension/8.0,y,z_max+cube_dimension/24.0,str1); \
}\
}
#define grid3 \
{\
lorg(7); \
for (l=-line;l<=line;l++) \
{\
x=l*spacing; \
if (print==0) pen(8); else pen(7); /* dark grey */ \
plot_3dim(x,-y_max,-z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-2); \
plot_3dim(x,-y_max,z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
plot_3dim(x,y_max,z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
if (print==0) pen(10); else pen(1); /* light green */ \
plot_3dim(x,y_max+cube_dimension/12.0,z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
sprintf(str1,"%.1f",x); \
if (print==0) pen(15); /* bright white */ \
label_3dim(x,y_max+cube_dimension/8.0,z_max+cube_dimension/24.0,str1); \
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}\
}
/* macro grid4 draws "-z_max"-tickmark and labels it */
#define grid4 \
{\
if (print==0) pen(10); else pen(1); /* light green */ \
plot_3dim(-x_max,y_max,-z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-2); \
plot_3dim(-x_max-cube_dimension/12.0,y_max,-z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
if (print==0) pen(15); /* bright white */ \
sprintf(str1,"%.1f",-z_max); \
lorg(9); \
label_3dim(-x_max-cube_dimension/8.0,y_max+cube_dimension/24.0,-z_max,str1); \
}
/* macro grid5 draws "z_max"-tickmark and "-x_max"-tickmark and labels them */
#define grid5 \
{\
if (print==0) pen(10); else pen(1); /* light green */ \
plot_3dim(-x_max-cube_dimension/12.0,y_max,z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-2); \
plot_3dim(-x_max,y_max,z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
plot_3dim(-x_max,y_max+cube_dimension/12.0,z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
if (print==0) pen(15); /* bright white */ \
sprintf(str1,"%.1f",z_max); \
lorg(9); \
label_3dim(-x_max-cube_dimension/8.0,y_max+cube_dimension/24.0,z_max-cube_dimension/48.0,str1); \
sprintf(str1,"%.1f",-x_max); \
lorg(7); \
label_3dim(-x_max,y_max+cube_dimension/8.0,z_max+cube_dimension/24.0,str1); \
}
/* macro grid6 draws "x_max"-tickmark and "y_max"-tickmark and labels them */
#define grid6 \
{\
if (print==0) pen(10); else pen(1); /* light green */ \
plot_3dim(x_max,y_max+cube_dimension/12.0,z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-2); \
plot_3dim(x_max,y_max,z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
plot_3dim(x_max+cube_dimension/12.0,y_max,z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
if (print==0) pen(15); /* bright white */ \
sprintf(str1,"%.1f",x_max); \
lorg(7); \
label_3dim(x_max,y_max+cube_dimension/8.0,z_max+cube_dimension/24.0,str1); \
sprintf(str1,"%.1f",y_max); \
lorg(1); \
label_3dim(x_max+cube_dimension/8.0,y_max,z_max+cube_dimension/24.0,str1); \
}
/* macro grid7 draws "-y_max"-tickmark and labels it */
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#define grid7 \
{\
if (print==0) pen(10); else pen(1); /* light green */ \
plot_3dim(x_max,-y_max,z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-2); \
plot_3dim(x_max+cube_dimension/12.0,-y_max,z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1); \
if (print==0) pen(15); /* bright white */ \
sprintf(str1,"%.1f",-y_max); \
lorg(1); \
label_3dim(x_max+cube_dimension/8.0,-y_max,z_max+cube_dimension/24.0,str1); \
}
/* macro grid8 labels the z_l axis */
#define grid8 \
{\
if (print==0) pen(15); /* bright white */ \
sprintf(str1,"[m]"); \
lorg(9); \
label_3dim(-x_max-cube_dimension/3.0,y_max+cube_dimension/4.0,0,str1); \
csize(0.25*zoom_initial/zoom); \
lorg(7); \
label(xl-0.1*zoom_initial,yl,"l"); \
csize(0.5*zoom_initial/zoom); \
lorg(9); \
label(xl-0.115*zoom_initial,yl,"z"); \
}
/* macro grid9 labels the x_l axis */
#define grid9 \
{\
sprintf(str1,"[m]"); \
lorg(9); \
label_3dim(0,y_max+cube_dimension/3.0,z_max+cube_dimension/4.0,str1); \
csize(0.25*zoom_initial/zoom); \
lorg(7); \
label(xl-0.1*zoom_initial,yl,"l"); \
csize(0.5*zoom_initial/zoom); \
lorg(9); \
label(xl-0.115*zoom_initial,yl,"x"); \
}
/* macro grid10 labels the y_l axis */
#define grid10 \
{\
sprintf(str1,"y"); \
lorg(3); \
label_3dim(x_max+cube_dimension/3.0,0,z_max+cube_dimension/4.0,str1); \
csize(0.25*zoom_initial/zoom); \
lorg(1); \
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label(xl+0.02*zoom_initial,yl,"l"); \
csize(0.5*zoom_initial/zoom); \
lorg(3); \
label(xl+0.06*zoom_initial,yl,"[m]");\
}
/* macro grid combines macros grid1 through grid10 to draw gridlines, */
/* tickmarks, tickmark labels and axis labels */
#define grid \
{\
csize(0.5*zoom_initial/zoom); \
grid1 grid2 grid3 grid4 grid5 grid6 grid7 grid8 grid9 grid10 \
}
#define multiplication(A,b,c) \
{\
c[0]=A[0][0]*b[0]+A[0][1]*b[1]+A[0][2]*b[2]; \
c[1]=A[1][0]*b[0]+A[1][1]*b[1]+A[1][2]*b[2]; \
c[2]=A[2][0]*b[0]+A[2][1]*b[1]+A[2][2]*b[2]; \
}
/* macro that multiplies vector b with the 3 by 3 matrix A, the result being written into vector c; */
/* A must be the pointer to a 3 by 3 array; b & c must be pointers to one dimensional arrays of three
elements each*/
#define correction(C,s,o,bequ_c,f) \
{\
f[0]=C[0][0]*o[0]/s[0]+C[0][1]*o[1]/s[1]+C[0][2]*o[2]/s[2]- bequ_c[0]; \
f[1]=C[1][0]*o[0]/s[0]+C[1][1]*o[1]/s[1]+C[1][2]*o[2]/s[2]- bequ_c[1]; \
f[2]=C[2][0]*o[0]/s[0]+C[2][1]*o[1]/s[1]+C[2][2]*o[2]/s[2]- bequ_c[2]; \
}
#define clear vclear(); pen(0); for (m=0;m<=v_rowy;m++) { plot_pixel(v_colx,m); plot_pixel(v_colx-1,m);
}
void config_uart(void); /* set UART registers */
int setup_dmu(void); /* configure DMU */
void send_char_com1(int ch); /* send character to COM 1*/
unsigned char receive_com1(void); /* receive character from COM 1*/
unsigned char **alloc2unsigned_char (int n1,int n2);
double **alloc2double (int n1,int n2);
unsigned char status;

/* used in send_char_com1() and receive_com1() */

int i,j,k,l,m; /* counters */
int ii, ll;
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/* VARIABLES USED FOR PLOTTING */
double xl,yl; /* user coordinates corresponding to the last call to label_3dim() */
double cube_dimension; /* half local level frame cube side length */
double x_max;
double y_max;
double z_max;
int line;
/* number of gridlines on each side of the 0 crossings */
double spacing; /* gridline spacing */
double x,y,z; /* x_l, y_l and z_l values corresponding to the gridlines */
char str1[10]; /* string used for labeling of the local level frame axes */
double zoom;
double zoom_initial;
double view_phi=(45.0/180.0)*PI; /* view angles */
double view_teta=(110.0/180.0)*PI;
char str[20]; /* string used for displaying time and final position on the screen */
double xc_c[3]; /* unit vectors corresponding to the cube frame axes in cube frame coordinates */
double yc_c[3];
double zc_c[3];
double xc_l[3], yc_l[3], zc_l[3]; /* xc, yc & zc in local level frame coordinates */
int key_display=0;
char hardcopy[15]; /* string that holds hardcopy filename */
int print=0;
/* if 1 then hardcopy will be made */
/* DATA VARIABLES */
char filename[15];
FILE * fp1;
unsigned char ** data;
int n;
/* number of data packets actually recorded to memory */
int n_max; /* maximum number of data packets that can be recorded to memory */
int n_tilt; /* number of data packets used for the initial alignment */
int p; /* number of time-position-orientation packets (also used as counter) */
short *oa_x_a, *oa_y_a, *oa_z_a, *og_x_g, *og_y_g, *og_z_g;
short *dat7, *dat8;
unsigned short *dat;
double **time_pos_orient; /* pointer to the array that holds the calculated */
/* times, positions and orientations: */
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/* [ t .. .. ..] */
/* [a_x_l .. .. ..] */
/* [a_y_l .. .. ..] */
/* [a_z_l .. .. ..] */
/* [qlc_0 .. .. ..] */
/* [qlc_1 .. .. ..] */
/* [qlc_2 .. .. ..] */
/* [qlc_3 .. .. ..] */

/* VARIABLES DESCRIBING THE DMU-VG */
double C_a2c[3][3];
double baequ_c[3]; /* equivalent accelerometer bias vector transformed to the cube frame */
double sa[3]; /* accelerometer response factors */
double alpha_xy, alpha_xz, alpha_yz, alpha_yx, alpha_zx, alpha_zy; /* accelerometer misalignment angles
*/
double C_g2c[3][3];
double bgequ[3]; /* equivalent gyroscope bias vector */
double bgequ_c[3]; /* equivalent gyroscope bias vector transformed to the cube frame */
double sg[3]; /* gyroscope response factors */
double gamma_xy, gamma_xz, gamma_yz, gamma_yx, gamma_zx, gamma_zy; /* gyroscope misalignment
angles */

/* VARIABLES USED FOR THE NAVIGATION CALCULATIONS (INCL. INITIAL ALIGNMENT) */
double delta_t; /* time interval between two successive data packets */
double d_c[3]; /* d vector in cube frame coordinates */
double d_l[3]; /* d vector in local level frame coordinates */
double s_l[3]; /* s vector in local level frame coordinates */
double deriv_s_l[3]={0.0,0.0,0.0}; /* time derivative of s_l */
double *Qlc;

/* pointer to the attitude quaternion */

double C_c2l[3][3];
double wlc_c[3]={0.0,0.0,0.0}; /* angular velocity of the cube frame */
/* relative to the local level frame in */
/* rad/s in cube frame coordinates */
double f_c[3]; /* specific force vector in cube frame coordinates */
double f_l[3]; /* specific force vector in local level frame coordinates */
double beta[3]; /* rotation vector */
double magnitude_beta; /* magnitude of rotation vector */
double f1;
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double delta_Q[4];
double g;

/* magnitude of the local gravity */

double oa[3]; /* accelerometer vector output */
double og[3]; /* gyroscope vector output */
double mean_oa[3]={0.0,0.0,0.0}; /* mean accelerometer vector output */
/* (used for the initial alignment) */
double mean_og[3]={0.0,0.0,0.0}; /* mean gyroscope vector output */
/* (used for determining bgequ_c) */
double pitch, roll; /* initial pitch and roll angles in rad */
double f2, f3, f4, f5;
double final_yaw, final_roll, final_pitch; /* final yaw, pitch and roll angles in rad */
int processing=1;
int start=0;

main()
{
/* DEFINE SENSOR MODEL */
baequ_c[0]=0.0; baequ_c[1]=0.0; baequ_c[2]=0.0; /* no accelerometer biases */
sa[0]=(32768.0/(-3.0*9.81)); sa[1]=(32768.0/(-3.0*9.81)); sa[2]=(32768.0/(-3.0*9.81)); /* Crossbow’s
nominal values */
alpha_xy=0; alpha_xz=0; alpha_yz=0; alpha_yx=0; alpha_zx=0; alpha_zy=0; /* no accelerometer
misalignment angles */
sg[0]=(32768.0/75.0)*(180.0/PI); sg[1]=(32768.0/75.0)*(180.0/PI); sg[2]=(32768.0/75.0)*(180.0/PI); /*
Crossbow’s nominal values */
gamma_xy=0; gamma_xz=0; gamma_yz=0; gamma_yx=0; gamma_zx=0; gamma_zy=0; /* no gyroscope
misalignment angles */
/* CALCULATION OF C_a2c AND C_g2c */
C_a2c[0][0]=1.0;
C_a2c[1][0]=alpha_yz;
C_a2c[2][0]=-alpha_zy;
C_a2c[0][1]=-alpha_xz;
C_a2c[1][1]=1.0;
C_a2c[2][1]=alpha_zx;
C_a2c[0][2]=alpha_xy;
C_a2c[1][2]=-alpha_yx;
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C_a2c[2][2]=1.0;
C_g2c[0][0]=1.0;
C_g2c[1][0]=gamma_yz;
C_g2c[2][0]=-gamma_zy;
C_g2c[0][1]=-gamma_xz;
C_g2c[1][1]=1.0;
C_g2c[2][1]=gamma_zx;
C_g2c[0][2]=gamma_xy;
C_g2c[1][2]=-gamma_yx;
C_g2c[2][2]=1.0;
d_c[0]=0.029; d_c[1]=0.018; d_c[2]=0.051; /* in meters */
/* ALLOCATE MEMORY */
n_max=200000;
if ((data=alloc2unsigned_char(22,n_max))==NULL)
{ printf("Memory allocation error"); exit(0); }
if ((time_pos_orient=alloc2double(8,n_max))==NULL)
{ printf("\nMemory allocation error"); exit(0); }
time_pos_orient[0][0]=0; /* set time zero */
dat=(unsigned short *)(data[0]+1); /* time counter */
oa_z_a=(short *) (data[0]+5); /* output z accelerometer */
oa_y_a=(short *) (data[0]+7); /* output y accelerometer */
oa_x_a=(short *) (data[0]+9); /* output x accelerometer */
og_z_g=(short *) (data[0]+11); /* output z gyroscope (yaw rate) */
og_y_g=(short *) (data[0]+13); /* output y gyroscope (pitch rate) */
og_x_g=(short *) (data[0]+15); /* output x gyroscope (roll rate) */
dat7=(short *) (data[0]+17); /* pitch angle */
dat8=(short *) (data[0]+19); /* roll angle */
clear_cga();
/* CONFIGURATION OF SERIAL PORT AND DMU */
config_uart();
print_cga_attr(0,2,"Ckecking communication with DMU-VG sensor",15);
if (setup_dmu()==1)
print_cga_attr(0,3,"DMU-VG responding and ready to send data",12);
/* GET FILENAME */
print_cga_attr(0,5,"Type output filename (max 8 characters):
print_cga_attr(39,5,"
",33);
cursor(39,5);
scanf("%[a-zA-Z01-9_]",filename);
print_cga_attr(39,5,"
",10);

(and press Enter)",15);
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cursor(39,5);
printf("%s",filename);
/* GET CUBE_DIMENSION FROM USER AND DISPLAY PARAMETER CALCULATION */
print_cga_attr(0,7,"Enter dimension of local level frame cube:
[m] (half side length)",15);
print_cga_attr(42,7," ",33);
cursor(42,7);
scanf("%lf",&cube_dimension);
cube_dimension=floor(cube_dimension/0.1)*0.1;
print_cga_attr(42,7," ",10);
cursor(42,7);
printf("%.1f",cube_dimension);
cursor(79,24); /* put cursor into lower left corner */
x_max=cube_dimension;
y_max=cube_dimension;
z_max=cube_dimension;
/* determine gridline spacing */
if (cube_dimension > 2.5)
{
if (cube_dimension > 5.0)
{
if (cube_dimension > 10.0) spacing=4.0;
else spacing=2.0;
}
else spacing=1.0;
}
else spacing=0.5;
/* determine number of gridlines on each side of the 0 crossings */
line=ceil(cube_dimension/spacing-1.0);
/* the following ensures that initially the local level frame cube will */
/* always appear with the same size on the screen independent of its */
/* dimensions (defined by cube_dimension) */
zoom_initial=1.7*cube_dimension;
zoom=zoom_initial;
xc_c[0]=cube_dimension/6.0; xc_c[1]=0; xc_c[2]=0;
yc_c[0]=0; yc_c[1]=cube_dimension/6.0; yc_c[2]=0;
zc_c[0]=0; zc_c[1]=0; zc_c[2]=cube_dimension/6.0;

/* RECORD AND PROCESS DATA */
while (kbhit()) getch();
print_cga_attr(0,10,">>> Hit any key to start recording <<<",15);
getch();
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plotter_is(259,"CRT");
full_screen();
window((-4.0/3.0)*zoom,(4.0/3.0)*zoom,-zoom,zoom);
grid;
coordinate_sys;
pen(15); /* bright white */
csize(0.9);
label(-1.2*zoom,0.9*zoom,"WAIT");
send_char_com1(’z’); /* 2 "internal" calibrations */
send_char_com1(255);
receive_com1();
send_char_com1(’z’);
send_char_com1(255);
receive_com1();
pen(0); /* black */
label(-1.2*zoom,0.9*zoom,"WAIT");
for (l=0;l<15;l++) /* "l" is the data acquisition counter */
{
send_char_com1(’G’);
for (j=0;j<22;j++)
data[l][21-j]=receive_com1(); /*fill data[i][] backwards, since short */
/*integer are stored in memory as LSB|MSB */
}
/* l==15 */
i=0;
/* "i" is the processing counter */
while (l<n_max)
{
send_char_com1(’G’);
for (j=0;j<22;j++)
data[l][21-j]=receive_com1(); /*fill data[i][] backwards, since short */
/*integer are stored in memory as LSB|MSB */
ii=11*i;
switch(processing)
{
case 1: /* AVERAGING */
mean_oa[0]=(mean_oa[0]*i+oa_x_a[ii])/(i+1);
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mean_oa[1]=(mean_oa[1]*i+oa_y_a[ii])/(i+1);
mean_oa[2]=(mean_oa[2]*i+oa_z_a[ii])/(i+1);
mean_og[0]=(mean_og[0]*i+og_x_g[ii])/(i+1);
mean_og[1]=(mean_og[1]*i+og_y_g[ii])/(i+1);
mean_og[2]=(mean_og[2]*i+og_z_g[ii])/(i+1);
i++;
/* check whether DMU-VG was moved */
ll=11*l;
if( ((og_x_g[ll]-mean_og[0])*(og_x_g[ll]-mean_og[0]) > 107375.0) || ((og_z_g[ll]mean_og[2])*(og_z_g[ll]-mean_og[2]) > 107375.0) || (start==1) )
/* Note: this deviation corresponds to appr. 0.75 deg/s */
{ n_tilt=i; processing=2; }
break;
case 2: /* DETERMINING INITIAL TILT AND LOCAL GRAVITY */
correction(C_a2c,sa,mean_oa,baequ_c,f_c);
g=sqrt(f_c[0]*f_c[0]+f_c[1]*f_c[1]+f_c[2]*f_c[2]);
pitch=asin(f_c[0]/g);
roll=atan2(-f_c[1],-f_c[2]);
f2=cos(0.5*pitch); f3=sin(0.5*pitch);
f4=cos(0.5*roll); f5=sin(0.5*roll);
time_pos_orient[0][4]=f2*f4;
time_pos_orient[0][5]=f2*f5;
time_pos_orient[0][6]=f3*f4;
time_pos_orient[0][7]=-f3*f5;
Qlc=time_pos_orient[0]+4;
processing=3;
break;
case 3: /* DETERMINING bgequ_c AND THE INITIAL s_l */
bgequ[0]=mean_og[0]/sg[0];
bgequ[1]=mean_og[1]/sg[1];
bgequ[2]=mean_og[2]/sg[2];
multiplication(C_g2c,bgequ,bgequ_c);
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C_c2l[0][0]=2.0*(Qlc[0]*Qlc[0]+Qlc[1]*Qlc[1])-1.0;
C_c2l[1][0]=2.0*(Qlc[1]*Qlc[2]+Qlc[0]*Qlc[3]);
C_c2l[2][0]=2.0*(Qlc[1]*Qlc[3]-Qlc[0]*Qlc[2]);
C_c2l[0][1]=2.0*(Qlc[1]*Qlc[2]-Qlc[0]*Qlc[3]);
C_c2l[1][1]=2.0*(Qlc[0]*Qlc[0]+Qlc[2]*Qlc[2])-1.0;
C_c2l[2][1]=2.0*(Qlc[2]*Qlc[3]+Qlc[0]*Qlc[1]);
C_c2l[0][2]=2.0*(Qlc[1]*Qlc[3]+Qlc[0]*Qlc[2]);
C_c2l[1][2]=2.0*(Qlc[2]*Qlc[3]-Qlc[0]*Qlc[1]);
C_c2l[2][2]=2.0*(Qlc[0]*Qlc[0]+Qlc[3]*Qlc[3])-1.0;
multiplication(C_c2l,d_c,d_l);
s_l[0]=-d_l[0]; /* assuming that initial antenna position is zero */
s_l[1]=-d_l[1];
s_l[2]=-d_l[2];
time_pos_orient[0][1]=0.0;
time_pos_orient[0][2]=0.0;
time_pos_orient[0][3]=0.0;
p=1; /* counter for time_pos_orient array */
processing=4;
pen(15); /* bright white */
label(-1.2*zoom,0.9*zoom,"t=");
break;
case 4: /* NAVIGATION */
if (dat[(i-1)*11] > dat[ii])
delta_t=( (double)(dat[(i-1)*11]-dat[ii]) )*0.00000079;
else
delta_t=( (double)(dat[(i-1)*11]+1+(65535-dat[ii])) )*0.00000079;
time_pos_orient[p][0]=time_pos_orient[p-1][0]+delta_t;
/* update s_l*/
s_l[0]=s_l[0]+deriv_s_l[0]*delta_t;
s_l[1]=s_l[1]+deriv_s_l[1]*delta_t;
s_l[2]=s_l[2]+deriv_s_l[2]*delta_t;
/* update deriv_s_l */
multiplication(C_c2l,f_c,f_l);
deriv_s_l[0]=deriv_s_l[0]+f_l[0]*delta_t;
deriv_s_l[1]=deriv_s_l[1]+f_l[1]*delta_t;
deriv_s_l[2]=deriv_s_l[2]+(f_l[2]+g)*delta_t;
/* update Qlc */
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beta[0]=wlc_c[0]*delta_t;
beta[1]=wlc_c[1]*delta_t;
beta[2]=wlc_c[2]*delta_t;
magnitude_beta=sqrt(beta[0]*beta[0]+beta[1]*beta[1]+beta[2]*beta[2]);
if (magnitude_beta==0.0) { delta_Q[0]=1.0; delta_Q[1]=0.0; delta_Q[2]=0.0; delta_Q[3]=0.0; }
else
{
delta_Q[0]=cos(0.5*magnitude_beta);
f1=sin(0.5*magnitude_beta)/magnitude_beta;
delta_Q[1]=f1*beta[0];
delta_Q[2]=f1*beta[1];
delta_Q[3]=f1*beta[2];
}
time_pos_orient[p][4]=Qlc[0]*delta_Q[0]-Qlc[1]*delta_Q[1]-Qlc[2]*delta_Q[2]-Qlc[3]*delta_Q[3];
time_pos_orient[p][5]=Qlc[1]*delta_Q[0]+Qlc[0]*delta_Q[1]-Qlc[3]*delta_Q[2]+Qlc[2]*delta_Q[3];
time_pos_orient[p][6]=Qlc[2]*delta_Q[0]+Qlc[3]*delta_Q[1]+Qlc[0]*delta_Q[2]-Qlc[1]*delta_Q[3];
time_pos_orient[p][7]=Qlc[3]*delta_Q[0]-Qlc[2]*delta_Q[1]+Qlc[1]*delta_Q[2]+Qlc[0]*delta_Q[3];
Qlc=time_pos_orient[p]+4;
C_c2l[0][0]=2.0*(Qlc[0]*Qlc[0]+Qlc[1]*Qlc[1])-1.0;
C_c2l[1][0]=2.0*(Qlc[1]*Qlc[2]+Qlc[0]*Qlc[3]);
C_c2l[2][0]=2.0*(Qlc[1]*Qlc[3]-Qlc[0]*Qlc[2]);
C_c2l[0][1]=2.0*(Qlc[1]*Qlc[2]-Qlc[0]*Qlc[3]);
C_c2l[1][1]=2.0*(Qlc[0]*Qlc[0]+Qlc[2]*Qlc[2])-1.0;
C_c2l[2][1]=2.0*(Qlc[2]*Qlc[3]+Qlc[0]*Qlc[1]);
C_c2l[0][2]=2.0*(Qlc[1]*Qlc[3]+Qlc[0]*Qlc[2]);
C_c2l[1][2]=2.0*(Qlc[2]*Qlc[3]-Qlc[0]*Qlc[1]);
C_c2l[2][2]=2.0*(Qlc[0]*Qlc[0]+Qlc[3]*Qlc[3])-1.0;
/* update antenna position */
multiplication(C_c2l,d_c,d_l);
time_pos_orient[p][1]=s_l[0]+d_l[0];
time_pos_orient[p][2]=s_l[1]+d_l[1];
time_pos_orient[p][3]=s_l[2]+d_l[2];
/* update wlc_c and f_c */
og[0]=og_x_g[ii];
og[1]=og_y_g[ii];
og[2]=og_z_g[ii];
correction(C_g2c,sg,og,bgequ_c,wlc_c);
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oa[0]=oa_x_a[ii];
oa[1]=oa_y_a[ii];
oa[2]=oa_z_a[ii];
correction(C_a2c,sa,oa,baequ_c,f_c);
/* plot */
pen(6); /* brown */
plot_3dim(-x_max,time_pos_orient[p-1][2],time_pos_orient[p-1][3],view_phi,view_teta,-2);
plot_3dim(-x_max,time_pos_orient[p][2],time_pos_orient[p][3],view_phi,view_teta,-1);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[p-1][1],-y_max,time_pos_orient[p-1][3],view_phi,view_teta,-2);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[p][1],-y_max,time_pos_orient[p][3],view_phi,view_teta,-1);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[p-1][1],time_pos_orient[p-1][2],z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-2);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[p][1],time_pos_orient[p][2],z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1);
pen(14); /* yellow */
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[p-1][1],time_pos_orient[p-1][2],time_pos_orient[p1][3],view_phi,view_teta,-2);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[p][1],time_pos_orient[p][2],time_pos_orient[p][3],view_phi,view_teta,1);
pen(0);
label(-1.105*zoom,0.9*zoom,str); /* erase previous time label */
pen(15);
sprintf(str,"%.2f s",time_pos_orient[p][0]);
label(-1.105*zoom,0.9*zoom,str); /* plot new time label */
i++;
p++;
break;
} /* end of "switch(processing)" */
l++;
if (kbhit())
{
if (getch()==27) break;
start=1;
}
} /* end of "while (l<n_max)" */
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if (processing < 4)
{
plotter_off();
printf("Data acquisition was interrupted before start of navigation.\n\n");
printf("Program terminated without saving data.");
exit(0);
}
n=l;
/* FINISH NAVIGATION */
while (i<n)
{
ii=11*i;
if (dat[(i-1)*11] > dat[ii])
delta_t=( (double)(dat[(i-1)*11]-dat[ii]) )*0.00000079;
else
delta_t=( (double)(dat[(i-1)*11]+1+(65535-dat[ii])) )*0.00000079;
time_pos_orient[p][0]=time_pos_orient[p-1][0]+delta_t;
/* update s_l*/
s_l[0]=s_l[0]+deriv_s_l[0]*delta_t;
s_l[1]=s_l[1]+deriv_s_l[1]*delta_t;
s_l[2]=s_l[2]+deriv_s_l[2]*delta_t;
/* update deriv_s_l */
multiplication(C_c2l,f_c,f_l);
deriv_s_l[0]=deriv_s_l[0]+f_l[0]*delta_t;
deriv_s_l[1]=deriv_s_l[1]+f_l[1]*delta_t;
deriv_s_l[2]=deriv_s_l[2]+(f_l[2]+g)*delta_t;
/* update Qlc */
beta[0]=wlc_c[0]*delta_t;
beta[1]=wlc_c[1]*delta_t;
beta[2]=wlc_c[2]*delta_t;
magnitude_beta=sqrt(beta[0]*beta[0]+beta[1]*beta[1]+beta[2]*beta[2]);
if (magnitude_beta==0.0) { delta_Q[0]=1.0; delta_Q[1]=0.0; delta_Q[2]=0.0; delta_Q[3]=0.0; }
else
{
delta_Q[0]=cos(0.5*magnitude_beta);
f1=sin(0.5*magnitude_beta)/magnitude_beta;
delta_Q[1]=f1*beta[0];
delta_Q[2]=f1*beta[1];
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delta_Q[3]=f1*beta[2];
}
time_pos_orient[p][4]=Qlc[0]*delta_Q[0]-Qlc[1]*delta_Q[1]-Qlc[2]*delta_Q[2]-Qlc[3]*delta_Q[3];
time_pos_orient[p][5]=Qlc[1]*delta_Q[0]+Qlc[0]*delta_Q[1]-Qlc[3]*delta_Q[2]+Qlc[2]*delta_Q[3];
time_pos_orient[p][6]=Qlc[2]*delta_Q[0]+Qlc[3]*delta_Q[1]+Qlc[0]*delta_Q[2]-Qlc[1]*delta_Q[3];
time_pos_orient[p][7]=Qlc[3]*delta_Q[0]-Qlc[2]*delta_Q[1]+Qlc[1]*delta_Q[2]+Qlc[0]*delta_Q[3];
Qlc=time_pos_orient[p]+4;
C_c2l[0][0]=2.0*(Qlc[0]*Qlc[0]+Qlc[1]*Qlc[1])-1.0;
C_c2l[1][0]=2.0*(Qlc[1]*Qlc[2]+Qlc[0]*Qlc[3]);
C_c2l[2][0]=2.0*(Qlc[1]*Qlc[3]-Qlc[0]*Qlc[2]);
C_c2l[0][1]=2.0*(Qlc[1]*Qlc[2]-Qlc[0]*Qlc[3]);
C_c2l[1][1]=2.0*(Qlc[0]*Qlc[0]+Qlc[2]*Qlc[2])-1.0;
C_c2l[2][1]=2.0*(Qlc[2]*Qlc[3]+Qlc[0]*Qlc[1]);
C_c2l[0][2]=2.0*(Qlc[1]*Qlc[3]+Qlc[0]*Qlc[2]);
C_c2l[1][2]=2.0*(Qlc[2]*Qlc[3]-Qlc[0]*Qlc[1]);
C_c2l[2][2]=2.0*(Qlc[0]*Qlc[0]+Qlc[3]*Qlc[3])-1.0;
/* update antenna position */
multiplication(C_c2l,d_c,d_l);
time_pos_orient[p][1]=s_l[0]+d_l[0];
time_pos_orient[p][2]=s_l[1]+d_l[1];
time_pos_orient[p][3]=s_l[2]+d_l[2];
/* update wlc_c and f_c */
og[0]=og_x_g[ii];
og[1]=og_y_g[ii];
og[2]=og_z_g[ii];
correction(C_g2c,sg,og,bgequ_c,wlc_c);
oa[0]=oa_x_a[ii];
oa[1]=oa_y_a[ii];
oa[2]=oa_z_a[ii];
correction(C_a2c,sa,oa,baequ_c,f_c);
/* plot */
pen(6); /* brown */
plot_3dim(-x_max,time_pos_orient[p-1][2],time_pos_orient[p-1][3],view_phi,view_teta,-2);
plot_3dim(-x_max,time_pos_orient[p][2],time_pos_orient[p][3],view_phi,view_teta,-1);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[p-1][1],-y_max,time_pos_orient[p-1][3],view_phi,view_teta,-2);
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plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[p][1],-y_max,time_pos_orient[p][3],view_phi,view_teta,-1);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[p-1][1],time_pos_orient[p-1][2],z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-2);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[p][1],time_pos_orient[p][2],z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1);
pen(14); /* yellow */
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[p-1][1],time_pos_orient[p-1][2],time_pos_orient[p-1][3],view_phi,view_teta,2);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[p][1],time_pos_orient[p][2],time_pos_orient[p][3],view_phi,view_teta,-1);
pen(0);
label(-1.105*zoom,0.9*zoom,str); /* erase previous time label */
pen(15);
sprintf(str,"%.2f s",time_pos_orient[p][0]);
label(-1.105*zoom,0.9*zoom,str); /* plot new time label */
i++;
p++;
}
/* DISPLAY FINAL POSITION ON THE SCREEN */
lorg(3); csize(0.9); label(0.58*zoom,0.93*zoom,"a");
lorg(2); csize(0.6); label(0.625*zoom,0.93*zoom,"x");
lorg(1); csize(0.3); label(0.65*zoom,0.917*zoom,"l");
sprintf(str,"end=%.2f m",time_pos_orient[p-1][1]);
lorg(3); csize(0.9); label(0.7*zoom,0.93*zoom,str);
label(0.58*zoom,0.85*zoom,"a");
lorg(2); csize(0.6); label(0.625*zoom,0.85*zoom,"y");
lorg(1); csize(0.3); label(0.65*zoom,0.837*zoom,"l");
sprintf(str,"end=%.2f m",time_pos_orient[p-1][2]);
lorg(3); csize(0.9); label(0.7*zoom,0.85*zoom,str);
label(0.58*zoom,0.77*zoom,"a");
lorg(2); csize(0.6); label(0.625*zoom,0.77*zoom,"z");
lorg(1); csize(0.3); label(0.65*zoom,0.757*zoom,"l");
sprintf(str,"end=%.2f m",time_pos_orient[p-1][3]);
lorg(3); csize(0.9); label(0.7*zoom,0.77*zoom,str);

strcat(filename,".pro"); /* open ascii file */
fp1=fopen(filename,"w");
fprintf(fp1,"%s",filename);
fprintf(fp1,"\n\nresults of initial alignment");
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fprintf(fp1,"\npitch:%.2f [deg]",(180.0/PI)*pitch);
fprintf(fp1,"\nroll:%.2f [deg]",(180.0/PI)*roll);
fprintf(fp1,"\n\ninitial attitude quaternion");
fprintf(fp1,"\nQlc[0]: %.4f",time_pos_orient[0][4]);
fprintf(fp1,"\nQlc[1]: %.4f",time_pos_orient[0][5]);
fprintf(fp1,"\nQlc[2]: %.4f",time_pos_orient[0][6]);
fprintf(fp1,"\nQlc[3]: %.4f",time_pos_orient[0][7]);
fprintf(fp1,"\n\ngravity %.3f m/s^2",g);
fprintf(fp1,"\n\nequivalent gyroscope bias vector transformed to the cube frame");
fprintf(fp1,"\nbgequ_x_c: %.3f [deg/s]",(180.0/PI)*bgequ_c[0]);
fprintf(fp1,"\nbgequ_y_c: %.3f [deg/s]",(180.0/PI)*bgequ_c[1]);
fprintf(fp1,"\nbgequ_z_c: %.3f [deg/s]",(180.0/PI)*bgequ_c[2]);
fprintf(fp1,"\n\ntotal time of motion: %.2f [s]",time_pos_orient[p-1][0]);
fprintf(fp1,"\n\nfinal antenna position");
fprintf(fp1,"\na_x_l: %.3f [m]",time_pos_orient[p-1][1]);
fprintf(fp1,"\na_y_l: %.3f [m]",time_pos_orient[p-1][2]);
fprintf(fp1,"\na_z_l: %.3f [m]",time_pos_orient[p-1][3]);
fprintf(fp1,"\n\nfinal antenna orientation");
fprintf(fp1,"\nQlc[0]: %.4f",time_pos_orient[p-1][4]);
fprintf(fp1,"\nQlc[1]: %.4f",time_pos_orient[p-1][5]);
fprintf(fp1,"\nQlc[2]: %.4f",time_pos_orient[p-1][6]);
fprintf(fp1,"\nQlc[3]: %.4f",time_pos_orient[p-1][7]);
/* calculation of final yaw, pitch and roll angles; */
/* note that these estimates are only representative if */
/* pitch is not close to PI/2 or -PI/2 */
final_pitch=asin(-C_c2l[2][0]);
final_roll=atan2(C_c2l[2][1],C_c2l[2][2]);
final_yaw=atan2(C_c2l[1][0],C_c2l[0][0]);
if (final_yaw < 0.0) final_yaw=2*PI+final_yaw;
fprintf(fp1,"\n\nEuler angles corresponding to the final antenna orientation");
fprintf(fp1,"\nyaw:%.2f [deg]",(180.0/PI)*final_yaw);
fprintf(fp1,"\npitch:%.2f [deg]",(180.0/PI)*final_pitch);
fprintf(fp1,"\nroll:%.2f [deg]",(180.0/PI)*final_roll);
fprintf(fp1,"\n\ntotal number of data packets: %i (n)",n);
fprintf(fp1,"\nnumber of data packets used for initial alignment %i (n_tilt)",n_tilt);
fprintf(fp1,"\nnumber of calculated positions and orientations: %i (p)",p);
fclose(fp1);
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while (kbhit()) getch();
pen(4); /* red */
label(-1.25*zoom,-0.9*zoom,"HIT ANY KEY");
getch();
while (key_display != 27)
{
clear;
window((-4.0/3.0)*zoom,(4.0/3.0)*zoom,-zoom,zoom);
grid;
coordinate_sys;
/* the following is to ensure that all hardcopy plots are scaled as shown on the screen */
if (print==1) { pen(1); rectangle((-4.0/3.0)*zoom,-zoom,2.0*zoom,(8.0/3.0)*zoom); }
for (i=1;i<p;i++)
{
if (print==0) pen(6); else pen(1);
plot_3dim(-x_max,time_pos_orient[i-1][2],time_pos_orient[i-1][3],view_phi,view_teta,-2);
plot_3dim(-x_max,time_pos_orient[i][2],time_pos_orient[i][3],view_phi,view_teta,-1);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[i-1][1],-y_max,time_pos_orient[i-1][3],view_phi,view_teta,-2);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[i][1],-y_max,time_pos_orient[i][3],view_phi,view_teta,-1);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[i-1][1],time_pos_orient[i-1][2],z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-2);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[i][1],time_pos_orient[i][2],z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1);
if (print==0) pen(14); else pen(2);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[i-1][1],time_pos_orient[i-1][2],time_pos_orient[i-1][3],view_phi,view_teta,2);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[i][1],time_pos_orient[i][2],time_pos_orient[i][3],view_phi,view_teta,-1);
}
/* DISPLAY FINAL POSITION AND TIME */
if (print==0) pen(15); else pen(1); /* bright white */
lorg(3); csize(0.9); label(0.58*zoom,0.93*zoom,"a");
lorg(2); csize(0.6); label(0.625*zoom,0.93*zoom,"x");
lorg(1); csize(0.3); label(0.65*zoom,0.917*zoom,"l");
sprintf(str,"end=%.2f m",time_pos_orient[p-1][1]);
lorg(3); csize(0.9); label(0.7*zoom,0.93*zoom,str);
label(0.58*zoom,0.85*zoom,"a");
lorg(2); csize(0.6); label(0.625*zoom,0.85*zoom,"y");
lorg(1); csize(0.3); label(0.65*zoom,0.837*zoom,"l");
sprintf(str,"end=%.2f m",time_pos_orient[p-1][2]);
lorg(3); csize(0.9); label(0.7*zoom,0.85*zoom,str);
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label(0.58*zoom,0.77*zoom,"a");
lorg(2); csize(0.6); label(0.625*zoom,0.77*zoom,"z");
lorg(1); csize(0.3); label(0.65*zoom,0.757*zoom,"l");
sprintf(str,"end=%.2f m",time_pos_orient[p-1][3]);
lorg(3); csize(0.9); label(0.7*zoom,0.77*zoom,str);
sprintf(str,"t=%.2f s",time_pos_orient[p-1][0]);
label(-1.2*zoom,0.9*zoom,str);
if (print==1)
{
plotter_off();
plotter_is(259,"CRT");
full_screen();
print=0;
key_display=0;
}
else
{
while (kbhit()) getch();
key_display=getch();
if ((key_display==0)||(key_display==0xE0)) key_display=-getch();
}
switch(key_display)
{
case -72: /* up */
if (view_teta>PI-0.001) break;
view_teta+=(5.0/180.0)*PI;
break;
case -80: /* down */
if (view_teta<PI/2.0+0.001) break;
view_teta-=(5.0/180.0)*PI;
break;
case -75: /* left */
if (view_phi>PI/2.0-0.001) break;
view_phi+=(5.0/180.0)*PI;
break;
case -77: /* right */
if (view_phi<0.0+0.001) break;
view_phi-=(5.0/180.0)*PI;
break;
case ’c’:
case ’C’:
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clear;
grid;
coordinate_sys;
for (i=1;i<p;i++)
{
for (k=0;k<200000;k++);
Qlc=time_pos_orient[i]+4;
C_c2l[0][0]=2.0*(Qlc[0]*Qlc[0]+Qlc[1]*Qlc[1])-1.0;
C_c2l[1][0]=2.0*(Qlc[1]*Qlc[2]+Qlc[0]*Qlc[3]);
C_c2l[2][0]=2.0*(Qlc[1]*Qlc[3]-Qlc[0]*Qlc[2]);
C_c2l[0][1]=2.0*(Qlc[1]*Qlc[2]-Qlc[0]*Qlc[3]);
C_c2l[1][1]=2.0*(Qlc[0]*Qlc[0]+Qlc[2]*Qlc[2])-1.0;
C_c2l[2][1]=2.0*(Qlc[2]*Qlc[3]+Qlc[0]*Qlc[1]);
C_c2l[0][2]=2.0*(Qlc[1]*Qlc[3]+Qlc[0]*Qlc[2]);
C_c2l[1][2]=2.0*(Qlc[2]*Qlc[3]-Qlc[0]*Qlc[1]);
C_c2l[2][2]=2.0*(Qlc[0]*Qlc[0]+Qlc[3]*Qlc[3])-1.0;
pen(0); /* black */
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[i-1][1]+yc_l[0],time_pos_orient[i-1][2]+yc_l[1],time_pos_orient[i1][3]+yc_l[2],view_phi,view_teta,-2);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[i-1][1],time_pos_orient[i-1][2],time_pos_orient[i1][3],view_phi,view_teta,-1);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[i-1][1]+xc_l[0],time_pos_orient[i-1][2]+xc_l[1],time_pos_orient[i1][3]+xc_l[2],view_phi,view_teta,-1);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[i-1][1],time_pos_orient[i-1][2],time_pos_orient[i1][3],view_phi,view_teta,-2);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[i-1][1]+zc_l[0],time_pos_orient[i-1][2]+zc_l[1],time_pos_orient[i1][3]+zc_l[2],view_phi,view_teta,-1);
multiplication(C_c2l,xc_c,xc_l);
multiplication(C_c2l,yc_c,yc_l);
multiplication(C_c2l,zc_c,zc_l);
pen(6); /* brown */
plot_3dim(-x_max,time_pos_orient[i-1][2],time_pos_orient[i-1][3],view_phi,view_teta,-2);
plot_3dim(-x_max,time_pos_orient[i][2],time_pos_orient[i][3],view_phi,view_teta,-1);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[i-1][1],-y_max,time_pos_orient[i-1][3],view_phi,view_teta,-2);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[i][1],-y_max,time_pos_orient[i][3],view_phi,view_teta,-1);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[i-1][1],time_pos_orient[i-1][2],z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-2);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[i][1],time_pos_orient[i][2],z_max,view_phi,view_teta,-1);
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plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[i][1]+yc_l[0],time_pos_orient[i][2]+yc_l[1],time_pos_orient[i][3]+yc_l[2],vie
w_phi,view_teta,-2);
pen(2);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[i][1],time_pos_orient[i][2],time_pos_orient[i][3],view_phi,view_teta,-1);
pen(3);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[i][1]+xc_l[0],time_pos_orient[i][2]+xc_l[1],time_pos_orient[i][3]+xc_l[2],vie
w_phi,view_teta,-1);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[i][1],time_pos_orient[i][2],time_pos_orient[i][3],view_phi,view_teta,-2);
pen(15);
plot_3dim(time_pos_orient[i][1]+zc_l[0],time_pos_orient[i][2]+zc_l[1],time_pos_orient[i][3]+zc_l[2],view
_phi,view_teta,-1);
}
while (kbhit()) getch();
pen(4); /* red */
csize(0.9); label(-1.25*zoom,-0.9*zoom,"HIT ANY KEY");
getch();
break;
case ’o’: /* zoom in */
zoom/=1.25;
break;
case ’O’: /* zoom out */
zoom*=1.25;
break;
case ’p’:
case ’P’:

/* make hardcopy */

print=1;
plotter_off();
/* get hardcopy filename */
print_cga_attr(0,5,"Type hardcopy filename (max 8 characters):
print_cga_attr(42,5,"
",33);
cursor(42,5);
scanf("%[a-zA-Z01-9_]",hardcopy);
strcat(hardcopy,".plt");
hpgl_rotate=1;
laserjet();
plotter_is(259,hardcopy);
break;

.plt (and press Enter)",15);
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}

/* end of switch(key_display) */

}

/* end of while (key_display != 27) */

plotter_off();
/* WRITE DATA TO A BINARY FILE */
strcpy(strchr(filename,’.’)+1,"dmu");
if ( (fp1=fopen(filename,"wb"))==NULL )
{
printf("\nError opening file %s.",filename);
exit(0);
}
if ( fwrite(data[0],sizeof(unsigned char),n*22,fp1) != (n*22) )
printf("\nError writing data to file %s.",filename);
fclose(fp1);
/* WRITE TIMES, POSITIONS AND ORIENTATIONS TO A BINARY FILE */
strcpy(strchr(filename,’.’)+1,"pos");
if ( (fp1=fopen(filename,"wb"))==NULL )
{
printf("\nError opening file %s.",filename);
exit(0);
}
if ( fwrite(time_pos_orient[0],sizeof(double),p*8,fp1) != (p*8) )
printf("\nError writing to file %s.",filename);
fclose(fp1);
} /* end of main */
unsigned char **alloc2unsigned_char (int n1,int n2)
{
unsigned char **q;
if ( (q=(unsigned char **)malloc(n2*sizeof(unsigned char *)))==NULL )
return NULL;
if ( (q[0]=(unsigned char *)malloc(n2*n1*sizeof(unsigned char)))==NULL)
{
free (q);
return NULL;
}
for (i=0;i<n2;i++)
q[i]=q[0]+i*n1;
return q;
}
double **alloc2double (int n1,int n2)
{
double **q;
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if ( (q=(double **)malloc(n2*sizeof(double *)))==NULL )
return NULL;
if ( (q[0]=(double *)malloc(n2*n1*sizeof(double)))==NULL)
{
free (q);
return NULL;
}
for (i=0;i<n2;i++)
q[i]=q[0]+i*n1;
return q;
}
void config_uart(void)
{
out(0x3F8+1,0x00); /* disable all Uart interrupts */
out(0x3F8+3,0x80); /* setting the Divisor Access Bit to 1 */
out(0x3F8,0x03); /* setting LSB Baud Rate Divisor for 38400 baud */
out(0x3F8+1,0x00); /* setting MSB Baud Rate Divisor for 38400 baud */
out(0x3F8+3,0x03); /* setting data format: 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, */
/* no parity; setting Divisor Access Bit back to 0 */
out(0x3F8+4,0x00); /* setting modem control register to 0 */
if ((in(0x3F8+5) & 0x01)==0x01) /* emptying the receiver buffer in case */
in(0x03F8);
/* it contains a byte, e.g. from switching */
/* the sensor power supply on */
}
void send_char_com1(int ch)
{
do
{
status=(in(0x3F8+5) & 0x20);
}
while (status != 0x20);
out(0x3F8,(unsigned char) ch);
}
unsigned char receive_com1(void)
{
do
{
status=(in(0x3F8+5) & 0x01);
}
while (status != 0x01);
return in(0x3F8);
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}
int setup_dmu(void)
{
int key1=’R’;
int key2=’a’;
unsigned char resp1;
unsigned char resp2;
send_char_com1(key1); /*reset DMU firmware;default:voltage mode & polling */
resp1=receive_com1();
send_char_com1(key2); /*change to DMU-VG output mode*/
resp2=receive_com1();
if (resp1==’H’ && resp2==’A’) return 1;
else return 0;
}

